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A finish too tough for sun, smog, smaze. 

This is Du-LrrE. 
Today's metal-panel buildings call for colors that 

stay young. Du-LlTE® fluoropolymer finish does 
just that. These colors shrug off sun, smog, smaze 
and other harsh atmospheres. 

Why? 
D U - L I T E is a new and superior concept. It 's 

virtually inert. Colors remain constant. And airborne 
contaminants don't affect it. 

Naturally, maintenance is at a minimum. 
In test after test, D U - L I T E has demonstrated its 

ability to endure long-term exposure with less than 
5 N.B.S. (National Bureau of Standards) Units 
color variation. 

Matter of fact, D U - L I T E is so tough it's applied 
before the aluminum or steel panels are shaped. 
You get finish durability that stays on, not just 
colors added on. 

Cost? 1% or less of total building cost. Why 
spend this cost on maintenance when you could 
have had D U - L I T E ? Plan on D U - L I T E in the first 
place. Then forget about it. 

For more information, mail the coupon today. 
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Now, Continental's new 
"Don't feel guilty if you have 
to stop his paychecks"policy* 

The new Group Salary Continuation Policy. 
As good as he is, as much as you want 

him back, how long can you afford to 
carry a man who's sick—really sick—or 
injured? 

A few months? Maybe a year? 
And then, while he's still not with it, 

you've got to tell him, "No more pay
checks." 

It's enough to take the heart right out 
of you. And even though it's not your 

fault, you've got to feel at least a little 
guilty. But now, before it ever happens, 
you can set up a program to make sure 
it never happens. 

Continental's new Salary Continua
tion Policy can pay most of an employ
ee's salary for as long as a lifetime in 
case of accident, and up to age 65 for 
sickness. (And your employee doesn't 
have to be bedridden to collect.) 

We can arrange it so that you pay 
none, some or all the cost of the policy. 
And you can cover all your employees 
or any specific classification. 

If you'd like to develop the kind of 
incentive that will help you get and keep 
key people (a good man is hard to find), 
call your Continental agent. 

He's not hard to find. (He's listed in 
the Yellow Pages.) 

The Continental Insurance Companies 
Continental Insurance Co. • Firemen's of Newark • Fidelity and Casualty • Commercial of Newark • Seaboard Fire and Mari 

National-Ben Franklin Cos. • Boston Old Colony Cos. • Buckeye Union • Washington General • Niagara Fire Insurance Co 
HOME OFFICES: 80 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y., N.Y. 10038 ; 10 PARK PLACE, NEWARK, N.J. 0 7 1 0 1 
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7 W A S H I N G T O N : A L O O K A H E A D 
What really concerns LBJ about strike threat; cloakroom 
talk in Senate; a new U.S. economic policy organization? 

E X E C U T I V E T R E N D S : Rating executive skills 
Some dos and don'ts for busy managers; blue-ribbon alumni 
from land-grant schools; salesmen's travel costs still climb 

WASHINGTON MOOD: Not much to laugh about 
Humor's scarce in Washington, as threats of race strife, 
labor unrest and other woes cast a pall over White House 

STATE OF THE NATION: What's wrong with way we tax 
Financial woes of states and cities show that something has 
gone wrong in the way governments raise basic revenues 

RIGHT OR WRONG: How ethical should Congress be? 
Much public controversy centers today on this question: Is 
Congress setting proper standards for members to follow? 

Where America is winning in the world 
Many nations that had once turned toward communism now 
have swung back; here they are with reasons for the shift 

"Peaceful plan" to clobber business 
Don't let the sweet-sounding title of this legislation fool you; 
if labor unions get it passed, it might sour whole economy 
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W h a t c r ime costs you 
It takes its toll in many unsuspected ways, and adds up to 
billions yearly, but there are steps you can take to curb it 

, 50 BUSINESS: A LOOK AHEAD 
tygt^ds Protein from poultry feathers, profits from brine; planners 

plug in computers for forecasts; an air rights building boom 

LESSONS OF L E A D E R S H I P : Enr iching by exper ience 
Scott Papei; C'0- Chairman Thomas B. McCabe tells how 
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r* Kfttineriy: G o v e r n m e n t injustice to business 
Washington now has some 60 agencies to police American 
business, not always fairly or well, Sen. Kennedy notes 
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There's ferment in the statehouse 
)sty7au£ZL*cj Legislators are bent on reform, so problems can be met 

close to home, but find many big obstacles to overcome 

J \ 84 Nervous about t h a t speech? 
^ £ ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ Here are some practical hints about speech-making that will 
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v J? 96 W h y th ings cost w h a t t h e y do 
cix_i^^»^^_zw^^^_ -C_y<_L It's the free market that sets prices on what we sell or buy; 

Part II of series on our economic system and how it works 

THE N E W G E N E R A T I O N : Red Guards on campuses 
Peace-niks and pickets get the headlines, but on campus 
you'll find most students have other things on their mind 

uyers b e w a r e 
It's a little misleading itself—that new law that was passed 
to "protect" consumers (that's us) against misleading labels 
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44 Follow the leader" is a popular 
And here are just a few good reasons why the 
Business Owner's Policy of The Home Insurance 
Company often gets imitated but always remains a 
leader! 

• For years now, the Business Owner's Policy has 
saved countless retailers, wholesalers and service 
organizations hundreds . . . even thousands . . . of 
dollars by packaging coverages into a single contract. 
(We have scores of testimonials attesting to that 
fact—you've seen many of them in this magazine.) 

• This one policy offers a combination of physical 
damage protection for building and for contents, 
crime loss coverage—protection against the 

risks you want covered, without having to pay for 
coverage you don't need! 

• A unique flexibility provides for the special 
needs of each type of business and each individual 
business. Through options and extensions, the 
Business Owner's Policy is tailored the way you want 
i t . . . in effect, it becomes your own special policy! 

• The Home is constantly improving the Business 
Owner's Policy. As a policyholder, you benefit from any 
changes which broaden basic coverage or extensions 
where additional premiums are not involved. Your 
policy automatically reflects the newest 
improvements! 



game in business insurance, too! 
• The Business Owner's Policy provides business 
interruption insurance in the same contract. No 
separate policy or premium! 

• The Business Owner's Policy is sold by an 
independent agent and is backed by The Home 
Insurance Company, famous since 1853 for fast, 
fair claim service! 

Now you know why the exclusive Business Owner's 
Policy sets the pace. Before you "shop" for business 
insurance, we suggest you check the leader 
first —talk to your local Home agent — he's in the 
Yellow Pages. 

Policy now available in most states. 

* H O M E ± LANE, NEW YORK, NY. 10008 

Affiliates: The Home Indemnity Company • Peoples-Home Life Insurance Company of Indiana 



Town & Country truck tires—All-weather drive-wheel tire gives pickup trucks, 
delivery trucks, and sport vehicles extra bite through ice, mud, and snow. 

For any truck. 
Any load. 
Any season. 
Any noad. 

Transport 110 nylon cord tires —High 
Strength, great impact resistance give this 
all-wheel tire maximum durability and safety 
on sustained high-speed highway runs. 

Duplex tires —Extra-wide tire replaces dual 
tire assemblies, eliminating extra cost and 
extra weight. Trucks carry more payload. 

No matter what loads you carry. On 
what roads you run. You're going to get 
more for your money if you run on 
Firestone safety-built truck tires. Firestone 
Dealers and Stores from coast to coast 
offer a complete selection of Firestone 
truck tires. Just stop in and make 
your deal. Instant service. And specify 
Firestone tires on your new trucks. 
Town & Country®, Duplex®, Transport-110—Firestone TM's 

itmut 
TRUCK TIRES 



WASHINGTON: A LOOK AHEAD 

No wonder Presidents, like parents, turn 
gray. 

As if LBJ didn't have enough to trouble him 
in Viet Nam, Big Labor and its strikes are now 
cause for hand wringing. 

And the unions are practically like the Demo
cratic Party's own offspring. When they should 
be a source of comfort to their President, 
they're as thoughtless and unruly as spoiled 
kids. 

First it was trucking, television and radio, 
railroad and rubber unions. Now coming up are 
shutdown threats in construction, autos, elec
tronics and farm machinery. 

Adding to the exasperation will be local 
strikes by nurses, teachers, firemen, clerks, 
welfare workers, garbagemen and goodness 
knows who else. 

So is a sound spanking called for? After all, 
you love your children, but we can't let them 
get away with murder. What would people 
think? 

Even when the Administration does come up 
with plans to stop labor disputes, it only seems 
to anger labor more. The rail settlement plan 
isn't complete compulsory arbitration because 
there's a cutoff date for any ordered settle-

PHOTO: MERKLE PRESS 

ment. But it sure made George Meany see red. 
White House reluctance to come up with a 

total solution to union strike muscle seems 
guided by a "this hurts me more than it does 
you" attitude. 

The President promised Congress long ago 
that he would offer emergency strike changes 
in Taft-Hartley or the Railway Labor Act. He 
had a task force take a look, but he never said 
what had been recommended. 

Many ideas have been considered. One pro
posal is revised and revised with each change 
in behavior of the unions. The idea for an 
emergency strike law is toted around in the 
briefcase of a Labor Department official so he 
can work on it at home at night or even at 
lunchtime. 

When people all over the country get irate 
enough about strikes against the public, the 
proposal supposedly will be hauled out and 
presented to Congress. 

But what concerns LBJ most in the area of 
strike threats is steel. 

Steel contracts don't expire until August of 
next year. This would seem to be almost out of 
worry range. But the timing is just what worries 
the President. 

Prospect of one million steelworkers squaring 
off against 10 major steel companies smack in 
the middle of a Presidential election campaign 
is enough to add a whole handful of white hair 
to any incumbent's head. 

Even Viet Nam isn't likely to be enough rea
son to give the Steelworkers pause. This is the 
same union that defied President Roosevelt in 
December, 1943, walking out for five days at a 
desperate point in World War II. 

LBJ remembers well that the last steel strike 
lasted 116 days. 

And in the 1965 negotiations he had to lock 
up both sides in a suite of executive offices to 
get results, which the rank and file steelwork
ers then rejected. 

Congressional creep this session hasn't 
produced much legislation. But events have 
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WASHINGTON: A LOOK AHEAD 

pointed up prospects of other significant 
changes. 

Senate cloakroom talk is that Senate Whip 
Russell Long's " I won't quit" performance to 
save his income tax check-off method of financ
ing Presidential elections has cost him his 
chances to become Democratic leader if Mike 
Mansfield of Montana steps down. 

Long's parliamentary snares hung up res
toration of business investment tax credit and 
the long Long debate stagnated legislation on 
other matters for more than a month. 

As majority whip, Mansfield's chief assistant 
was out of step with the leader and annoyed 
many of his colleagues. 

They also resented his cracks against the 
Senate Ethics Committee. 

Top contender for Mansfield's leadership 
spot if it opens up now seems to be Edmund 
Muskie of Maine, chairman of the Senate Demo
cratic Campaign Committee. 

Good bet to replace Long if he should decide 
his dual role of whip and Finance Committee 
chairman is too much is Hawaii's personable 
Daniel K. Inouye, a Mansfield favorite. 

On the other side of the aisle, illnesses of 
Minority Leader Dirksen of Illinois touch off 
musings as to a successor. Conservative Sena
tors favor Roman Hruska of Nebraska over 
Minority Whip Thomas Kuchel of California, the 
liberals' choice. 

Best bet for a compromise successor, should 
Dirksen retire: Kentucky's Thruston Morton. 
The former GOP national chairman is respected 
by conservatives, liberals and in betweens in 
Senate. 

Business leaders—99 out of 100 anyway 
—think they should get involved in solving edu
cation, welfare, race relations, unemployment, 
crime, pollution and slum problems. 

So several thousand of them voted in recent 
poll. Most also thought that their local cham
ber of commerce was the right vehicle for con

certed business action on these problem areas. 
Ninety per cent of the businessmen voting 

said there's a need to modernize local govern
ment. 

Some 97 per cent believe improving com
munity education, welfare and cultural facilities 
draws new business and industry. 

A new economic council to guide Wash
ington policies and decisions? 

It's an idea that could gain support. 
Former Commerce Secretary Jack Connor 

lays out the problem this way: 
There's a "lack in government of a formal 

mechanism, operating on a continuing basis, 
which enables those in government who are in 
constant touch with business problems and the 
viewpoint of the private sector to participate 
fully in the determination of economic policy." 

As Connor knows well, two informal groups 
now have most say in economic policy, giving 
LBJ advice. 

One is the "Troika"—Treasury Secretary 
Fowler, Chairman Ackley of the Council of Eco
nomic Advisers and Director Schultze of Budget 
Bureau. 

The other is called the "Quadriad." It com
prises those three plus Chairman Martin of the 
Fed. 

The Commerce Secretary gets in on the deci
sion "only in a catch-as-catch-can basis" as 
Connor points out. 

So, how about creating a National Economic 
Council, like the National Security Council, 
says Connor, now president of Allied Chemical 
Corp. 

Such a new top level group would include 
other Cabinet members and have broad au
thority. 

Another strong voice, Arthur Burns of re
spected National Bureau of Economic Research, 
also is calling for "an economic Cabinet" to 
coordinate Washington's sometimes contrary 
economic policies. 
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The new world's heavywork champion. 
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Its touch is new. Not merely 
light or soft. You can actually hear 
the difference. A gentle click as
sures you the figure has been en

tered. Once pressed, however 
swiftly, each key registers the cor
rect figure. You can index a second 
and a third figure before the first 
i r 

combination figures like 159 can 
be indexed as fast as you can touch 
the keys. With absolute accuracy. 
Without a slip. 

Beneath its uncluttered key
board, the Electrosumma 23 is the 
world's fastest adding machine. Its 
price, $295, is deflationary. Its ca

pacity, just a penny short of a hun
dred billion dollars, is convenient 
for multiplication by step-over ad
dition. And its hand rest is a bless-

Professionals demand the best. 
We made the Electro
summa 23 to meet their 
demands. Now they have 
what they need. And more.' 
Olivetti underwood 



An NCR computer tells Rich's 
the style and color you'll want-
Before you walk in. 

Shoppers get what they want at 
Rich's department stores in Atlanta. 
Soon after your purchase is rung 
up on an NCR control register, one 
of Rich's two NCR computers 
knows what you bought. 
The computers convert this record 
into useful sales information for 
Rich's: which styles, sizes, colors 
are selling most and least. Rich's 
can match its inventory to your own 
buying preferences, day by day. 
If your favorite department store 
always seems to have what you 
want, it probably has an NCR Total 
Retail System. And if it doesn't, 
it probably needs one. 

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO., DAYTON 45409 



Business opinion: 

That letter to 
Betty Furness 

To the Editor: 
From the viewpoint of the small 

businessman, your "Open Let ter to 
Betty Fu rnes s " | May | underem-
phasized the role tha t "union de
mands and government policies" 
play. 

The cost and efficiency of labor is 
the biggest problem challenging the 
survival of this type of business. 

Most of the general overhead ex
penses of the small businessman are 
readily controllable, or at the most 
have risen only moderately. The 
cost of his products, if he is a 
merchant, is also controllable in 
that he can shop his suppliers to 
secure the best buy. 

However, the cost of his labor is 
not controllable. The local business
man has to compete for labor at the 
higher prices established by federal 
government policies—policies which 
are usually mimicked by state gov
ernments . 

With the federal and s tate gov
ernments forcedly increasing the 
cost of his labor, the small business
man usually has no alternative but 
to raise prices substantially. 

Sooner or later, with the emphasis 
on sooner not later, economic forces 
will cause him to close his doors, as 
his sales fail to keep abreast of his 
costs and he is left with little or no 
profit. 

Look for a sharp increase in busi
ness failures of the under $100,000 
debt range as the full effect of 
higher federal minimum wages is 
felt. 

NORMAN P. HOFFERT 
Treasurer 
Hoffert'a Candies, Inc. 
Prospeci Park, Pa. 

To the Editor: 
Members of the pharmaceutical 

industry a re extremely gratified at 
your init iative in prepar ing an 
•'Open Let ter to Bettv Furness" 
I May] . 

The references to the pharmaceu
tical industry and drug prices are 
both sound and helpful. 

C. JOSEPH STETLER 
President 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 

Association 
Washington. D.C. 

One of the best 
To the Editor: 

Associate Editor Sterl ing G. 
Slappey's article "Where the Wel
fare State Runs Wild" | April J is 
one of the best I have read. 

HOYT D. EDGE 
President 
The Citizens and Southern Bank of Albany 
Albany, Ga. 

Needs more stars 
To the Editor: 

Bucking for s tars to replace his 
chevrons, Sargent Shriver | "Busi
ness Opinion," March J gives new 
scope and meaning to the war on 
poverty. 

He says business "must take peo
ple as they are and . . . change them 
to people as they must be." This 
reminds us of Orwell's "1984." 

Since the schools, churches and 
public welfare have failed, and God 
hasn ' t moved fast enough, Mr. 
Shriver calls business to the curing 
of illiteracy, crime, and bir th de
fects. 

A leader like tha t needs more 
than a mere five s tars in order to 
outrank even the Deity! 

FRED W. DECKER, PH.D. 
(\>r\ allis, I >i • . 

Debts—not wealth 
To the Editor: 

The well-written article "Should 
Uncle Share the Weal th?" | Apr i l ] , 

prompts the question: What wealth ? 
A government tha t has a debt of 

$330 billion, which a watchdog Sen
ator says exceeds all wealth of the 
nation, public, private, and indus
trial , is hardly to be spoken of as 
wealthy. I haven't looked up the 
word bankruptcy lately but there is 
some doubt about our Accounts 
Receivable. 

LUTHER P. MEYER 
Fort Wayne, ind. 

May wake them up 
To the Editor: 

I immensely enjoyed Peter 
Drucker 's article, "How to Double 
Your Sales" [March] . 

It was a fine article and, hope
fully, will awaken a few people to 
their growing problem. 

JOHN P. CHANEY 
President 
X. Inc. 
Dayton. Ohio 

There's a difference 
To the Editor: 

In a recent editorial you sa id : 
"But let's open our eyes to the guid
ing tenets of our democracy, the 
provisions of our Consti tution." 

Our form of government is a re
public and not a democracy. 

A democracy refers to a form of 
government where you have abso
lute majority rule. In this form of 
government you have no guarantee 
of any r ights . 

Whereas a republican form of 
government provides for certain 
guaranteed r ights , such as our Bill 
of Righto, which cannot be taken 
away from us by any legislation. 

ROBERT JAGODZINSKI 
Owens-Illinois Technical Center 
Toledo, Ohio 

Giving a second chance 
To the Editor: 

We in the Federal Prison Service 
appreciate your excellent article on 
our work release program, "The 

CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS? 
Please attach the address label from your Nation's Business cover 

in this space, print your new address below, and mail this form to 
Nation's Business. Important: Allow five weeks for address change. 

Nation's Business, 1615 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20006 

Name 

Co. Name 

Address 

City State Zip Code 

Whenever you write us about your subscription, please include address label for prompt service. 
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Got kids who like action? 
Got a wife who likes comfort? 
Got a yen to go fishing? 

..GETA SPORTSMAN! 
Some boats are soft riding. Some have 
stability. Some have style. Some are 
designed for fishing. Some for cruising. 
Some for skiing. 

There's never been one boat that does 
all these things exceptionally well — 
until now! 

If you like to fish, but don't like to aban
don the wife and kids, the Sportsman is 
your kind of boat. It has more usable 
space than conventional boats 2 or 3 
feet longer. It has comfortable bucket 
seats that unfold into sun lounges (if the 
fish aren't biting, just relax and enjoy it). 

The floor is flat. There's a casting plat
form forward where the pointed bow 
would be if it had one. The split wind

shield folds to provide easy access to 
the foredeck. You can beach the boat 
and step ashore without getting your 
feet wet. Or you can button it up with 
its tonneau cover to make it look like a 
runabout. 

The Sportsman has Evinrude's famous 
wide-track Gull Wing hull. You ride on 
a cushion of spray. 

It's the kind of boat that'll get you to 
where the fishing action is in a hurry — 
and in solid comfort. Choice of 90 hp 
V-4,120 hp, o r155hpV-6 . 

The more you know about boats, the 
more you'll appreciate what it does for 
a fisherman — and his family. 

_El/#/Vf?£/OI= 
first In outboards 

Div. of Outboard Mar 

See the Sportsman at your 
Evinrude dealer. He's listed 
in the Yellow Pages under 
"Outboard Motors." Send 
the coupon for free Evinrude 
motor and boat catalog. 

12 

EVINRUDE MOTORS, 4154 N. 27th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216 

Please send free 1967 Evinrude motor and boat catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City. .State. .Zip. 

Business opinion 

Employees Who Got a Second 
Chance" [April]. 

The comments you obtained from 
employers who are participating in 
work release will have a most helpful 
effect. 

MYRL E. ALEXANDER 
Director, Bureau of Prisons 
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 

Where the action is 
To the Editor: 

In "Executive Trends" [March] 
we note there is an exodus of top 
and middle managers from the 
giants to smaller firms because 
managers want more action. 

If they don't take care they may 
get down far enough to find out 
what really makes the wheels go 
around—where a typical executive 
day consists of checking the mail, 
scanning the orders, bills, quotes, 
more bills. 

Meanwhile a dozen phone calls 
have come in: 

"Where's my order?" 
"I need a job done yesterday." 
"I put 25 blueprints in the mail 

three days ago. Where's my quote?" 
And so on. 
About 3:30 p.m. a customer—a 

giant, of course—calls. His line is 
going down in 48 hours due to an 
IBM inventory showing 358,000 
widgets on hand, none of which can 
be found. 

"So I know I can depend on you, 
Fred, to get us out of a hole with 
25,000 right away." 

Now things really begin to jump. 
No stock on hand! Your best sup
plier says three days delivery. Your 
sales manager (the only station 
wagon in the parking lot) hightails 
it over there and brings back the 
goods for the night shift. 

The plant superintendent stays 
on the job all night, and next morn
ing the sales manager hauls the 
freight to the airport. Another 
battle is won. 

Two weeks later you get a form 
letter stating your shipment is be
ing held in Inspection because you 
forgot to send five notorized certifi
cates of conformance. 

The letter is signed by the "co
ordinator of Integrating Incoming 
Material for Compatibility with 
Quality Assurance Program." 

Welcome to where the action is, 
men 

F. E. SHERWOOD 
Assistant General Manager 
DuPage Manufacturing Co. 
Naperville, 111. 
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We can help 
guard your estate 
for your heirs. 
How? 

Through a plan that guarantees cash so your debts 
and estate taxes can be paid without your family's 
inheritance being eaten away. 

Talk it over with your New York Life Agent.Through 
training and experience, he's alert to troublesome 
problems. Knows what can be done about them. 
Along with your lawyer, trust officer and accountant, 
he's a vital member of your estate planning team. 

Behind him —one of the world's largest corpora
tions. And, at 122 years old (this year), one of the 
strongest financially. 

50 make it a point to call your New York Life Agent. 
He can be your estate's best friend. 

New York Life Insurance Company 
51 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010 | q f f i 
Life, Group and Health Insurance, Rfi_)_J 
Annuities, Pension Plans. l * U j l 



Move it, 
lift it, 
load it, 
dig it, 
grade it, 
build it up 
or tear 
it down 

Nobody offers as many man-savers 

A generation ago you couldn't find a tractor except on 

farms and big earthmoving projects. 

Today you see them working at junk yards and zoos 

and service stations and drive-in movies. They're lowered 

into the holds of ships to unload sugar. 

And of course they work at better known jobs such 

as excavation, grading, construction, landscaping, pulp 

logging and turf maintenance. 

You'll find them any place a tractor can do a job 

faster and cheaper than hand labor. 

And if you get the feeling you see more International 

tractors than any other make, it figures. 

International offers 24 different tractors ranging from 

7 to 135 hp. International offers 13 different dirt moving 

attachments and 12 fork lifts and 6 loaders and 3 back-

hoes and every kind of mower from flail to cutterbar. 

Plus snow removal equipment. Yes, and other attach

ments for the growing list of specialized job needs. 

Check your needs with your IH dealer. Chances are 

he'll have a rig to fit your special needs. 

And while you're there, talk money. Your dealer offers 

one, two and three-year financing. Up to three deferred 

payments a year during slack seasons. Rental or leasing. 

Leasing with purchase option. Or you suggest something. 

He wants to make a deal! 

I i I I I ® 

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY 
The people who bring you the machines that work 



and money-savers as INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER! 



Large 
companies 
make 2%. times 
more profit per 
sales dollar than 
medium size 
companies. 

Do you 
know why? 
They're not necessarily smarter. And 
their executives don't work harder. 

But they do have one big edge. 
They maintain large staffs of special
ists who work full time looking for 
new ideas — and analyzing how they 
can be used to increase profits. 

Now you can, too. 
How? By using the pooled intelli

gence and resources of Research 
Institute of America. 

We're the largest private manage
ment research organization in the 
world. We offer you 450 business ex
perts. And a $5,000,000 a year 
research budget to get you the vital 
information you need. Whenever you 
need it. 

RIA Members (and there are over 
30,000 of them) are Members for one 
reason. They know that RIA helps 
make their business more profitable. 

Can you think of a better reason? 

Research Institute ^ * T " * f 

of America Suite 49 NB-6 * 
589 Fifth Avenue, \ 
New York, N.Y. 10017 *< 
I'm interested. Please send me your 
free booklet on RIA Memberships. I 
understand there's no obligation. 

/ Executive 
/ Trends 

• Six ways to rate your skills 
• Top executives' school ties 
• Sizing up expense accounts 

Saving money— 
or making it? 

Most firms put economy first, 
Harry Conn, president, W. A. Whit
ney Mfg. Co., Rockford, 111., says. 

And that's a mistake, he adds, 
when weighing the purchase of new 
machinery. "You can't save money, 
until you make it," he says, citing 
this example: 

If a $60,000 press saves only 
$6,000 a year, it won't pay for it
self in 10 years time—figuring in 
taxes, interest, insurance and main
tenance. 

"But if that press enables you to 
make, sell and deliver 1,000 more 
units a year, that cost $200 but sell 
for $390, you're making an extra 
$190,000-instead of saving $6,000." 

How should you weigh purchase of 
newer, more efficient equipment? 

By looking not merely at the pen
nies you may save in operating costs, 
but at increased capacity and reve
nue, Mr. Conn says. 

"Every unit sold above the break
even point increases your percent
age of profit," the fabricating ma
chine maker notes. 

"It makes the savings per unit 
figure insignificant—unless cost-cut
ting is a must to fight off competi
tors." 

Had a busy day 
—or week? 

No doubt, every day is busy. 
Most businessmen toil 53 to 70 

hours weekly, sometimes 80. 
Trouble is, not enough hours go 

into planning. An eye-opening sur
vey of 700 execs shows they spent 

16 

their time—exclusive of traveling-
like this: 
• Talking (oral communication) 80 
per cent. 
• Reading, 13 per cent. 
• Writing, four per cent. 
• Planning or creative work, three 
per cent. 

Paul Rice, executive vice presi
dent, Daniel D. Howard Associates, 
Inc., Chicago management consul
tants, pinpoints some ways execs let 
minutes slip through their fingers: 
• Allow too many repetitive activi
ties to creep into their daily rou
tine. 
• Fall into doing nonexecutive 
chores. 
• Just plain talk too much. 

What's the cure? He prescribes 
applying performance standards to 
day-to-day activities. Every execu
tive, he says, should measure him
self or be measured against these cri
teria. How well he: 
1. Avoids unnecessary meetings or 
discussion. 
2. Keeps check-ups brief. 
3. Speaks and writes. 
4. Defines responsibility. 
5. Evaluates subordinates. 

Blue-chip alumni 
of land-grant schools 

Move over, Harvard, Princeton 
and Yale. 

The land-grant colleges are mov
ing in. 

Study by the National Associa
tion of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges shows that alumni 
include: 
• Top executives of more than half 
the nation's largest commercial en-
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You get 4t> airlines 
with one blanket call. 

One call puts 1,600 planes and 10,500 trucks at your 
disposal. Because Air Express is a unique partnership 
of REA Express and every scheduledairline in the U.S.A. 

Anywhere they fly, we fly. Anywhere they land, we 
land. Anywhere they don't land, we deliver from the 
nearest airport by truck. Nobody else does. 

And nobody else gets priority right after airmail on 
every airline. Or gives you rates that are often even 
lower than surface carrier on 5 to 50 lb. shipments. 

Because there is only one Air Express. 
So call REA Express and check out the great super-

service in the sky. 

Division of REA Express 



inlUHHlE-
North...East...South...West 
a Dixisteel building 
will serve you best 
No matter where you want a building located... no matter what type 
of building you want...your Dixisteel building dealer can supply 
your needs. 

He will help you select a building from more than 3,000 basic de
signs that will: 1) look custom built; 2) save you money because it 
is pre-engineered and pre-fabricated; 3) meet building codes; 4) have 
the extra measures of quality that have made Dixisteel buildings 
America's fastest growing line of modern steel structures. 

TWO PLANTS TO SERVE YOU: TALLAPOOSA, GA. - HANNIBAL, MO. 

CONSULT THE YELLOW PAGES —OR MAIL THIS COUPON I 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 

A subsidiary of 
Atlantic Steel Company ! 

Dixisteel Buildings, Inc. 319 
P. 0. Box 1714, Atlanta, Ga. 30301 
• Please send me complete information on Dixisteel Build

ings 
• I am interested in a dealer franchise 

Name 

Address. 

City State .Zip. 

SOME DEALER FRANCHISES STILL OPEN 

EXECUTIVE T R E N D S 
continued 

terprises—including banks, life in
surance companies, utilities. 
• More than 200 presidents or board 
chairmen of the 500 biggest U. S. 
corporations. 

Among these alumni are presi
dents of General Motors, Frederic 
G. Donner, University of Michigan; 
Ford Motor, Arjay R. Miller, Uni
versity of California; Standard Oil 
(N.J.) , J. K. Jamieson, M.I.T.; 
Chrysler, Lynn A. Townsend, Uni
versity of Michigan; and General 
Electric Board Chairman Gerald L. 
Phillippe, University of Nebraska. 

Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology (yes, it's a land-grant col
lege) boasts of 47 alumni in the 
blue-chip list the association com
piled. University of Michigan's next, 
with 46. Then Cornell, 37; Univer
sity of Illinois, 35; Universities of 
California and Minnesota, 25 each; 
and University of Wisconsin, 23. 

The association's 97 members rep
resent less than five per cent of na
tion's 2,200 college and universities. 

Who's happiest 
at his work? 

In order—women employees; old
er men; those who've been working 
for you longest. 

That's what Personnel Psychol
ogy Center of New York, industrial 
psychologists, found in a survey of 
10,000 retail department store em
ployees. Those on the West Coast 
scored highest, South Atlantic em
ployees lowest. 

Some firms find attitude surveys 
help spot potential trouble areas. 

How to gauge 
the expense account 

"Holy smoke—12 bucks for din
ner! 

"No wonder they call it a swin
dle sheet. Joe must be paying off 
his mortgage on the expense ac
count." 

But how can you tell if your 
salesmen's travel expenses are out 
of line, or not? These average costs, 
compiled from 606 firms surveyed 
by The Dartnell Corp., business re
search publishers, Chicago, 111., may 
be helpful: 

Lodging: 
Breakfast: 
Lunch: 
Dinner: 

$10.15 a day 
$ 1.50 
$ 2.10 
$ 4.35 

If lodging seems low, remember 
salesmen often get special commer-
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Bob Langerhans came to Alabama 
to make molecular sieves. 

Look what his family 
got in the bargain. 

Bob Langerhans, chemical engineer, came to 
Mobile in 1964 with a challenging assignment: 
Build Union Carbide's first plant for 
mass-producing the remarkable new molecular 
sieve he helped develop. 
The product: Sub-microscopic crystalline sifters 
with holes so infinitesimal they can filter 
molecules. Pretty small? You can load 28 trillion 
of them on a teaspoon. The plant ships them 
in carloads—for use in industrial high-refining. 
How does Bob Langerhans like Mobile? "This is 
the kind of life we've always looked for',' he says. 
"Mobile is a wonderful place to bring up a family'.' 
There are Broadway shows and opera in the new 
auditorium-theater. Civic symphony and ballet. 
Three colleges, right in town. Gulf beaches, 
outdoor recreation the year 'round. 

That brings up the mild climate. It was a 
warm, sunny January day when Mrs. Langerhans 
and the children, Gilbert and Sarah (left) were 
photographed at nearby Bellingrath Gardens. 
Great country, this Southland. And we of The 
Southern Company system are proud of the role 
we play in its continued march —providing 
abundant low-cost electrical Power for Progress 
over a dynamic 1 20,000-square-mile area. 

The 
Southern 
Company 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 

Alabama Power Company Mississippi P o w i r Company 

Georgia Power Company Southern Electric Generating Co 

Gulf Power Company Southern Services. Inc. 

TAX-PAYING • INVESTOR-OWNED 



Cancer... U 

UcruA. COMA£AOL^* 

crux ckji&cLs edjuiCfiXioTA.... 

UQUA QLASLIC lAAApuAtXtLcn^ 

Your 

USF&G agent 
can insure them all 
You can secure protection for 
virtually everything you value 
from your USF&G agent. 
Professionally trained, he is 
experienced in providing 
maximum coverage for your 
home, family, and business. 
You will also find that your 
agent's one-source protection 
saves you time and money. Your 
USF&G agent is listed in the 
Yellow Pages. Consult him as 
you would your doctor or lawyer 

THE USF&G COMPANIES, BALTIMORE, MD. 
21203. United States Fidelity & Guaranty 
Co., Fidelity & Guaranty Life Insurance Co., 
Fidelity & Guaranty Insurance Underwriters, 
Inc., Baltimore, Md. 21203 • Fidelity 
Insurance Co. of Canada, Toronto 

CASUALTY • FIRE • MARINE • MULTI-LINE • 
LIFE • GROUP INSURANCE Q FIDELITY • 
SURETY BONDS 



E X E C U T I V E T R E N D S 
continued 

cial rates. This $17.05 daily total is 
about 47 per cent higher than in 
1962. 

Mileage allowance is up, too. Now 
six to 15 cents a mile vs. 4.5 to 12 
cents five years ago. 

Another trend—more than 70 
per cent of the firms report they 
now pay all "reasonable" expenses. 
In 1962, only 60 per cent said this. 
The others imposed set allowances. 

Who sets policy on expense ac
counts? In four firms out of 10, the 
president or general manager; three 
out of 10, the sales executive; in 
two out of 10, the marketing exec; 
one out of 10, a committee. 

Franchising: 
a growing trend 

Your auto dealer sells cars. And 
the soft-drink bottler sells pop. But 
they have something in common. 

Chances are, they're both fran
chise-holders. More than 150,000 
are, it's estimated. 

Experts say if you go in business 
on your own, the odds are two to 
one you'll fail. But if you franchise 
with a reputable firm, the odds are 
nine in 10 you won't. 

The 1967 Directory of Franchis
ing Organizations (Pilot Books, New 
York City) lists more than 400 
firms that offer franchises. 

The list runs from Accounting 
Corporation of America, accounting 
and tax service specialists, to TV's 
Hullaballo Scene, nonalcoholic 
teen-age nightclub operators. 

Franchising has already spun off 
satellite businesses. 

Some firms, like Marketing ASSOT 
ciates International, Inc., will han
dle the entire sales and marketing 
for you, if your firm has a product 
or service to franchise. 

Expo 67 
travel tip 

Plan to attend Canada's centen
nial exposition? 

You can bring back some sou
venirs duty free. The amount de
pends—among other things—on how 
long you stay north of the border. 

You can get details from U. S. 
Bureau of Customs' special flyer, 
"Customs Tips for Vacationers Visit
ing Canada's Expo 67," and from 
pamphlet, "Customs Hints for Re
turning U. S. Residents." Just write 
Office of Information, Bureau of 
Customs, Washington, D. C. 20226. 

Both are free. 

Stocks that go up! 

Investors love them. 

Ask anybody who bought Polaroid at $50, Texas Instruments at $35. 
or IBM at $200. 

The big problem? 

Finding them. Because success stocks like those come few and 
far between. 

Still, that 's just what our Research Division tries to accomplish for 
investors with our brand new booklet "GROWTH STOCKS." 

Here, in 48 pages of fascinating reading, Research points to the 
tremendous potential for growth in the general 
economy —predicts that our gross national 
product will jump from 750 billion dollars this 
year to more than a trillion dollars in less than 
a decade. 

Which industries—and companies—stand to 
benefit most from that growth? 

Nobody knows for sure, of course. 

But Research singles out cosmetics, 
chemicals, publishing, photography, drugs, 
office equipment, and electronics as those 
industries that should lead the way in profits, and it explores each 
one in detail to tell you exactly why. 

After that, you'll find individual investment digests on more than 50 
selected companies with stand-out prospects within those same 
industries —enough facts and figures to help any investor reach a 
sensible decision for himself. 

There's no charge for "GROWTH STOCKS" of course. A copy is yours for 
the asking if you call, come in, or simply mail this coupon — 

NB-39 
Please send me a copy of GROWTH STOCKS. 

NAME-

ADDRESS. 

CITY & STATE. • ZIP-

YOURPHONE NO-

H MERRILL LYNCH, 
PIERCE, 
FEIMIMER & SMITH INC 

MEMBERS NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND OTHER PRINCIPAL STOCK AND COMMODITY EXCHANGES 

70 PINE STREET. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10005 
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What's the 
roomiest '67 car 

in the United States? 

Wrong. 
Chevrolet is. It's roomier than any other regular production car made 

in the United States this year, including cars costing thousands of dollars more. 
The editors of Automotive News compared 39 different models for 

front seat height and front and rear head room, leg room and shoulder room. These 
dimensions, when totaled, made it official. Chevrolet has the biggest 

interior of any '67 car—and at no extra cost. We don't skimp on anything at Chevrolet. 

C H E V R O L E T 

MARK OF EXCELLENCE 



TRENDS: WASHINGTON MOOD 

There's not much 
to laugh about 
BY PETER LISAGOR 

The Johnson Administration is not generally 
noted for its humor, especially the self-deprecatory 
kind that helps to ease tensions and to make the 
anxieties of a big, burdensome government slightly 
more bearable. 

Yet President Johnson and his earnest lieutenants 
have managed in the past to survive periodic attacks 
of the blues with that enforced optimism required 
of professional politicians. But of late they've had 
trouble keeping their chins up. Everything seems out 
of sorts, and even the occasional minor success at 
home and abroad has a hollow, temporary quality 
about it. 

The bleak outlook in Viet Nam is, of course, the 
primary source of gloom. It is so persistent, deep 
and pervasive that it has dampened the good cheer 
of Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, an irrepres
sible exception to the general lack of gaiety among 
the Great Society progenitors. When Humphrey isn't 
bubbling with enthusiasm, the Administration is in
deed dragging its anchor. 

However, Viet Nam cannot be solely blamed for 
the current chronic seizure of pessimism. There is 
sluggish activity across the whole front of domestic 
and foreign problems, and the loss of momentum is 
striking. Congress has grown more querulous, labor 
disputes have hardened, student disaffection has 
deepened, racial difficulties have sharpened. On the 
surface, at least, the issues appear more intractable, 
harder to compose. 

In good times, the tolerance for amiable rogues in 
Washington is high, but the cases of Rep. Adam Clay
ton Powell and Sen. Thomas Dodd have plunged 
the town into an ethical quandary. Both houses feel 
their honor and integrity have been impugned, and 
the outburst of righteousness on Capitol Hill has fur
ther disturbed Congressional equanimity. There is 
a random air about the legislative program. The 

Democratic leadership, which usually succeeds in 
plastering over its differences on all but civil rights 
legislation, recently squabbled openly over the 
scheme to finance Presidential campaigns through a 
tax checkoff. 

The only novel development in recent weeks has 
been Postmaster General Lawrence F. O'Brien's pro
posal to put himself out of a job by abolishing the 
post office in its present form and turning the mail 
delivery over to a corporation responsible directly 
to Congress. To modernize the present system will 

PHOTO: KENNCDY C ISTLR 

Mr. Lisagor is the White House correspondent for 
The Chicago Daily News. 

One of the few creative ideas in Washington now is 
Tom Sawyer-type project at Kennedy arts center site. 

cost $5 billion, O'Brien estimates. Others have fig
ured out that, with the increase in population and 
attendant burdens on the post office, every man, 
woman and child in the country will be engaged in 
delivering the mail by the year 2000. 

One of the few creative ideas developed here re
cently came from a nongovernment source. A fellow 
dreamed up a Tom Sawyer scheme for the wooden 
fence built around the construction site for the 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. 
People have been encouraged to paint pictures on the 
fence, and while no Picassos have yet emerged from 
the budding muralists, the art isn't bad and repre-
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TRENDS: WASHINGTON MOOD 

sents, by and large, the only cheerful addition to the 
city in months. 

The enveloping gloom hasn't appeared suddenly, 
like an unexpected fog. It has been drifting in by 
almost predictable stages, while Mr. Johnson appears 
to have had his back turned. This is not hard to ex
plain, for the President is almost obsessed with Viet 
Nam and its effect upon U. S. relations with the rest 
of the world. He hasn't shown the consuming interest 
in domestic problems that marked his earlier years 
in the White House, before the war widened and 
American casualties began to mount significantly. 

After his trip to Asia last fall and his more recent 
trip to Guam in February to confer with his diplo
matic and military representatives and with South 
Viet Nam's leaders, he felt constrained to turn to 
Latin America and Europe, both of which areas have 
smarted under a sense of neglect. He sent Humphrey 
off to Western European capitals only to discover 
that anti-Viet Nam demonstrations are as popular 
with some Europeans as with some Americans. The 
hostile displays against Humphrey's visit, however, 
were minor, despite the headlines and pictures that 
made them appear to be the major consequences of 
the Vice President's tour. In fact, Humphrey re
ceived a cordial reception in his public appearances, 
in the main, and was warmly and respectfully enter
tained by Allied leaders. 

Still, Humphrey's trip revealed that time was not 
ripe for LBJ to attempt a European swing of his 
own, which he had hoped to make by late spring or 
early summer. Fortuitously, the funeral of former 
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer enabled the President 
to fly to Germany, where he at least had an opportunity 
to shake hands with French President Charles de 
Gaulle, a stern antagonist of U. S. policy toward 
Europe, and to reassure the new German leaders. 
The West Germans have been worried for some time 
that Washington, in its anxiety to improve relations 
with the Russians, might make a deal to Bonn's dis
advantage. They still have a nostalgia for the days 
when Secretary of State John Foster Dulles 
wouldn't make a move without consulting Adenauer, 
and their sense of estrangement from the Johnson 
Administration was not altogether allayed by the 
President's conversations with the coalition head, 
Chancellor Kurt Georg Kiesinger. 

The President himself, most observers agree, lacks 
the empathy for Europeans that he has for Asians 
and Latin Americans. Some thought he seemed out 
of place among the European heads of government 
assembled for Adenauer's funeral. It has been re
marked that LBJ's affinity for the poorer nations of 
the world derives from his experience as a Texas 
school teacher and struggling politician and from a 
Populist motivation. He is said to find the Europeans 
as haughty and reserved about him as his Ivy League 
detractors, and he is inclined to respond in kind. 

The President's trip to the Latin American summit 

conference in Uruguay was not exactly what he 
planned originally. It had been hoped that he might 
not only meet with other hemispheric leaders but 
also make a triumphal tour of several Latin capitals. 
The latter wasn't feasible or advisable (possible anti-
Viet Nam feeling among the Latin masses was un
doubtedly a factor), so he went to a summit so iso
lated by security precautions at the Montevideo 
airport and at the Punta del Este resort site that he 
scarcely saw a corporal's guard of ordinary folks. 
The President had to be disappointed, for he loves 
nothing more than a parade through cheering crowds 
in foreign cities. 

The formal results of the Latin summit were pre
packaged by the diplomatic technicians and foreign 
ministers. Indeed, the final Declaration of the Ameri
cas could have been mailed to each President for 
his signature and saved the expense of the journey. 
But the conference had considerable value nonethe
less; it gave the U. S. President and his hemi
spheric counterparts a chance for face-to-face meetings 
and private talks, and the results, on the whole, were 
salutary. The preconceptions of the Latin leaders 
oddly pictured Mr. Johnson as a domineering, im
patient, cranky man, lacking in the simpatico quality 
of a John F. Kennedy. By patiently hearing them 
out and engaging in genial, homespun exchanges filled 
with Texas lore, Mr. Johnson was a pleasant sur
prise to them and won points, often grudgingly given, 
from even those most prepared to find him difficult. 

For his part, the American leader learned at first
hand that some Latin American countries are as dif
ferent as Mississippi is from New York, that the 
continent is not a homogenous collection of states 
whose problems are the same, and that Paraguay's 
Alfredo Stroessner has about as much in common 
with Chile's Eduardo Frei as Alabama's George 
Wallace has with Michigan's George Romney. 

But for all his international fence-mending, the 
President has done little to head off the converging 
problems at home. They weren't suspended while 
he was away. If he has reopened a dialogue with the 
Latin Americans and the West Germans, he has 
found himself with a communications gap in this 
country. Rumbles of probable trouble in the nation's 
big cities this summer have been steady and ominous. 
Signals have gone up all over the lot warning of 
labor-management eruptions. The dissent over Viet 
Nam has gained in intensity what it may lack in 
volume. The farmers are grumbling about prices, the 
anti-poverty warriors are dispirited. The war costs 
mount, and so does the federal deficit. 

Plainly, the President has his work cut out for him. 
He is widely respected as a resilient and resourceful 
man, but he has, in the judgment of many, allowed 
himself to lose touch with the people. He could do 
worse than start barnstorming around the U. S. He's 
going to need all his diplomatic and persuasive skills 
to bring Congress into line if he hopes to salvage much 
of his domestic legislative program. A little humor 
would be helpful, it's true, but the hard truth is that 
there's not much to langh about after a winter of 
discontent and on the edge of a summer of disquiet. 
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Don't look like an 
electrostatic loser."* 

"Succeed in business 
with a 3M'209'Copier! 

The 3M "209" Automatic Copier can work wonders. And it does, in thousands of businesses where 
electrostatic copiers just weren't up to the image-making job. It's an all-electric machine that makes 
unbeatably bright, white copies from all originals. Even fine lines and color pages in bound books. 
Ail-automatically, of course. For as little as 3>_C per copy. More and more businessmen are switching. 
Why? Because the 3M "209" delivers the successful business 
image. See for yourself at your 3M Business Products Center. 
Look to 3M for imagination in image-making! 
•Copy at left made on a leading electrostatic copier. Copy at right made on a 3M "209" Copier. 
Based on a comparison conducted by an independent testing laboratory. 
See Robert Morse in United Artist's new hit movie, "How To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying, 



Now protect your 
business with 

a special Allstate 
"package" policy. 
(And save up to 20%.) 

Allstate, the company famous for low rates, now 
offers a Businessowners' "Package" Policy at sub
stantial savings compared to what you might be 
paying now for similar protection under separate 
policies from most other companies. 

This Allstate policy can give you protection 
against loss from fire and many other perils, pub
lic liability insurance, and coverage for many kinds 
of criminal acts. 

Your Allstate Agent can tailor this insur
ance under one policy to fit your particular 
operation. He can eliminate dangerous gaps 

and expensive overlaps often occurring with sepa
rate policies. 

In the bargain, you get Allstate's prompt, fair 
claim service . . . from the industry's largest full-
time, salaried claims staff. 

Get the details about the Allstate Business-
owners' "Package" Policy, and find out how much 
money it may save you. 

Contact your local Allstate Agent—at Sears, 
or any Allstate office. Allstate Insurance 
Companies, Home Office—Northbrook, 111. 
Saving* tomtvhai less in a very few stales. Program not available in 
Hawaii, Missouri, Oregon, Texas. 

You're in good hands with Allstate 
Founded by Sears 



TRENDS: THE STATE OF THE NATION 

What's wrong with 
the way we raise revenues 
BY FELIX MORLEY 

When the fiscal year closes, the end of this month, 
the United States will have rolled up the biggest an
nual deficit in its history as a nation. This comes on 
top of a gross national debt which was $320 billion 
when the fiscal year began and which is continuously 
breaking through the ever loftier "ceiling" ineffective
ly applied by Congress. 

A national debt that now works out at about 
$1,700 for every living American is certainly no source 
of pride. But as a drag on the economy, and as a 
threat to our form of government, the burden is per
haps less disturbing than the fiscal difficulties of the 
States, counties and municipalities. Local government 
cannot so easily employ the device of deficit financing, 
postponing the reckoning for posterity as is the prac
tice of spendthrift Uncle Sam. 

In the past twenty years the local tax take, per 
$1,000 of personal income, has almost doubled. And 
still heavier bills will go out from the various trea
suries this year, even if the federal income tax is not 
stepped up. At all the State Legislatures in session 
this Spring the effort to bring revenue abreast of ex
penditure has been a colossal headache. The same is 
true for most county, and nearly all city, governments. 

The difference in the money-raising problem, as be
tween the national and local governments, roots in 
what is called the "income elasticity" of various forms 
of taxation. Yield from the income tax is the most 
bouyant of all. When net income rises, for an in
dividual or for a business, the tax take increases auto
matically, in geometric progression with a sliding scale 
tax rate. 

In the case of other taxes elasticity is less pro
nounced, aside from the time lag when legislative 
action is necessary to increase them. Sales taxes, 
whether general or selective, do not bring in more 
revenue proportionate to greater income. People tend 
to drive less rather than more if the gasoline tax goes 
up from four to eight cents a gallon, even in cases 
where income has simultaneously doubled. 

Dr. Morley is a Pulitzer Prize-winning former news
paper editor and college president. 

Property taxes show a similarly regressive pattern. 
Their yield increases only as the assessment or the 
rate is raised and to a rise in either there is always 
strong and well-organized local resistance. By con
trast, people unconsciously organize to push up the 
income tax yield, through their collective demands 
for higher wages. 

For the Federal Government the highly elastic in
come tax is the principal source of revenue. Of the 
50 States practically one third < 17) do not employ 
this form of tax. For all the State and local govern
ments the relatively inelastic sales and property taxes 
are the chief reliance for running expenses. To avoid 
scaling these up continuously, all the localities with 
power to do so are resorting to borrowing, with the 
result that in the past 15 years the debts of the 
States have nearly quadrupled. 

As somewhat exaggerated by Dr. Walter Heller, 
former chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers: 
"The essence of the problem is a fiscal mismatch: The 
supply of readily available federal revenue is rising 
faster than the demands on the federal purse, but 
the State-local situation is reversed—expenditure de
mands are rising faster than the readily available 
revenue supply." 

The increasing difficulty of raising money for local 
expenses coincides with unprecedented pressures for 
greater local expenditure. Many factors combine to 
account for this. Demands for educational expansion 
and equipment are unending. Racial disturbances 
have stepped up municipal budgets both for welfare 
and for police and fire protection. Urban renewal 
and highway improvement are very costly. State re
apportionment has cut down the representation of 
economy-minded rural legislators, increased that of 
urban spokesmen willing to vote the lavish spending 
claims of their constituents. 

Among these outlays educational costs are dom
inant. They constitute the heaviest charge in every 
municipal and county budget and for 20 years have 
been rising annually at a rate of at least 10 per cent, 
much faster than the revenue Of most communities. 
On a national breakdown localities now allocate to 
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education almost 50 cents of every dollar spent, with 
the States contributing nearly 40 cents per dollar for 
that one purpose. By contrast federal spending for 
education, while climbing rapidly, is still only about 
three cents per dollar of the central government's ex
penditure. 

The result of all these rising financial pressures is 
to bring the localities to Washington for assistance 
which proponents of "The Great Society" are only 
too willing to provide, on certain terms. Federal 
grants now provide 17 per cent of all State-local rev
enues and the proportion is steadily rising. In part 
that is because the easiest way to empty the tax
payers' pockets is by the efficient collection method 
of the Internal Revenue Service. 

The drive for grants-in-aid, however, has other force 
behind it. What is caustically known as the "Triple 
Alliance" is now functioning smoothly in behalf of 
all sorts of federal largesse. It is composed of (1) 
nationally organized pressure groups; (2) the sympa
thetic urban members of the appropriate Congres
sional Committees; (3) the administrative agency that 
expects to direct the enlarged federal program. 

In the third branch of this Triple Alliance the far-
flung and deep-rooted Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare is outstanding, though other agencies 
are coming up to rival HEW. And the first branch 
of the alliance is growing much more powerful. Pres
sure groups are no longer limited to non-governmental 
organizations, such as the National Education Asso
ciation in that field. At least equally potent now, as 
suitors for federal grants, are agencies of local gov
ernment, such as the U. S. Conference of Mayors or 
the American Association of School Administrators. 
Several States and cities, and even a number of big 
universities, now maintain full-time lobbyists in Wash
ington. 

On balance, the rapid proliferation of federal grants 
is doing little or nothing to ease the fiscal problems 
of local government. When the grant is on a match
ing basis, the community assisted must first accept 
controls and then raise funds for its share of the ex
pense. One improvement leads to another, quickly 
accepted on the specious argument that Washington 
will pay most of the bill. This rapid spread of sup
plementary projects does much to explain why edu
cational costs have mounted so rapidly. 

There is growing awareness of the contrast between 
the sharp fiscal difficulties of local governments and 
the seeming ease with which Washington can raise 
funds for extravagances of every kind. It has led to 
a number of recent studies forecasting the two situa
tions if present trends continue. An examination by 
the highly reputable Tax Foundation is fairly opti
mistic about the financial future of local governments. 
"Under the conditions assumed, aggregate general 
revenues will grow somewhat more rapidly than spend
ing in the decade ahead, without an increase in over
all [local] tax rates." 

Skepticism is reasonable in regard to some of these 
assumptions. One of them is that property taxes will 
rise "in step with changes in market values." If so, 
the real estate market will certainly be pinched. 
Another assumption is that federal grants will steadily 
increase while spending rates on local services, especi
ally education, will slacken. In effect this says that 
taxpayers are better organized than teachers, which is 
doubtful. 

But this forecast, and many much less cheerful as 
to the future of local government, agree on one funda
mental. Federal aid, whether for schools, highways, 
slum clearance, poor relief, job training or what not, 

Even the snowballing grants-in-aid drive, pushed by 
a "triple alliance," hasn't eased local fiscal problems. 

must be placed on a more rational and less hodge
podge basis than has evolved to date. 

At one pole of the argument are those who would 
place all "Great Society" functions in the hands of the 
national government, with both the controls and the 
financing handled by Washington. This would put an 
end to the federal republic as orginally conceived and 
there are some who say we need a new Constitution to 
recognize the triumph of centralized government. 

At the other extreme are those who would take back 
from Washington all of its acquired authority in mat
ters, like education, which originally were wholly 
local responsibilities. This, it is said, could lower the 
federal income tax to an extent permitting the States 
to utilize this efficient form of levy much more exten
sively. 

In between are many proposals, with such pleasant 
labels as "creative federalism," which would either 
moderate or extend the leverage of the central govern
ment without destroying that State autonomy which 
alone justifies the name of federalism. Somewhere in 
this middle area at least temporary solution will 
doubtless be found. It is less likely to be based on 
political theory than on the half-forgotten adage that 
the power to tax is also the power to destroy. 
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The Idea of 
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Our machines are green. A par
t icular shade of green we found to be 
the most relaxing to the eye. The 
color least likely to interfere with the 
operator 's efficiency (or clash with 
the colors in your office deco r ) . 

Our definition of what 's pleasing 
to 1 he eye is one of the more obvious 
ways in which we are distinctive from 
all other manufacturers of office type
writers. 

Some of the differences seem sim
ple enough. Like having a notebook 
rest directly above the keyboard of 
our office t y p e w r i t e r s . . . e l i m i n a t i n g 
the usual ping-pong motion of tran
scribing. 

Other differences are more com
plex. All stem from our belief that 
I lie best machine for any job is the 
one designed to perform that specific 
function. 

From our lightest portable to our 
most sophisticated office electric type
writer, the entire line of Hermes type
writers is designed to help people 
perform their jobs in the most profes
sional way possible. 

The choice of machines for your 
office is greater than manual versus 
electric. Put t ing the right machine 
to the job can make a difference in 
the work that goes out of your office. 

It has with ours. 

Left to right from top: 

Hermes Ambassador Electric: our precision off ice 
electr ic typewriter With carbon and fabric r ibbon, 
repeat key for all 46 keys, optional proport ional spacing 
for executive correspondence. 

Hermes Ambassador Manual: our heavy-duty off ice 
manual Recognized as the finest machine for the job 
on the market. Has fabric ribbon plus bui l t- in carbon 
r ibbon. 

Hermes Rocket: the eight-pound portable for the 
student or traveling executive. 

Hermes 3000: the portable with the stamina, hand
ling and keyboard of an off ice machine. Ideal for 
small of f ice use with this optional 13" carriage. 

Hermes 9: our manual typewriter for school and 
off ice use. One of the most rugged, economical type
writers available today. 

Hermes 3000: same machine as the Hermes 3000 
above, but with standard 10" carriage for student and 
home use. 

For the name of the Hermes dealer in your area 
and for l iterature on our complete line of• typewriters 
and f iguring machines, write Pail lard Incorporated, 1900 
Lower Road, Linden. New Jersey 07036 

H I ' o i a t t i l . rs of Bolrx movie ramerai 



Vulcan Materials Company 
reports record-breaking 

earnings for 1966! 

This producer of construction mate rials, chemicals and metallics in 1 966 again reported record-breaking earnings. 

FIVE YEAR REVIEW 1966 1965 1964 1963 1962 

Net Sales (thousands) $1 54,638 $146,243 $138,339 $11 5,991 $117,085 
Net Earnings (thousands) 11,955 11,053 9,675 7,347 7,497 
Net Earnings 

As a Percentage of Net Sales 7.73% 7.56% 6.99% 6.33% 6.40% 
Net Earnings 

Per Common Share $2.28 $2.07 $1.79 $1.31 $1.16 
Dividends Paid 

Per Common Share , $1.00 $ . 8 0 $ . 6 0 $ . 5 0 $ . 5 0 
Depreciation, Cost Depletion 

and Amortization 
Per Common Share $2.07 $1.90 $1.88 $1.73 $1.67 

Common Stock Equity 
Per Share at December 31 $14.94 $13.65 $12.50 $11.32 $10.64 

From the Annual Report to the 
Shareholders: 
"Sales, earnings, and earnings 
per common share rose to rec
ord highs in 1966, making it 
the best year Vulcan Materials 
Company has ever had. It was 
the sixth consecutive year of 
increased earnings per common 
share. 
"The company's 1966 results 
were also at all-time high levels 
when measured by net earn
ings as a percentage of sales 
and by the return on common 
shareholders' equity. The book 
value per common share has 
increased every year since the 
company's formation in 1956 

and in 1 966 the increase was 
almost 10%. 
"Capital expenditures amount
ed to almost fifteen million dol
lars, or about one-half million 
more than was spent on the 
1965 capital program. The 
1967 and 1968 capital pro
grams, as presently projected, 
will require even larger expend
itures. Additionally, the com
pany has announced plans to 
construct a major new chemical 
complex on the Mississippi 
River, near Geismar, Louisiana. 
This project is the first step of 
the company's long-range pro
gram to materially increase its 
chemicals business, both in 

Vulcan Materials Company 

sales and profits, and in its pro
portion of Vulcan's total busi
ness. 
"Vulcan's 1967 sales and earn
ings should approximate the 
record results of 1966, and we 
expect in the coming year to 
improve upon the records at
tained in 1 966, if business con
ditions prove to be as good as 
many observers presently antic
ipate." If you would like a copy 
of Vulcan Materials Company's 

Annual Report for 
1966, please write 
to the Secretary, 
P. 0. Box 7 4 9 7 , 
Birmingham,Ala
bama 35223. 

ONE OFFICE PARK CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35223 



TRENDS: RIGHT OR WRONG 

How ethical should 
Congress be? 
BY ALDEN H. SYPHER 

To describe the United States Congress as a "rotten 
bunch of bums"—an expression used by one member 
to describe the current American assessment—is an 
obvious exaggeration. 

How much of an exaggeration depends almost en
tirely on your own interpretation of the terms. Words 
mean different things to different people. In defense 
of Congress, it should be pointed out that while "rot
ten bums" may be flattery to a few members, it bor
ders on libel to many. 

Here is how Webster's Dictionary defines these 
words: 

rotten 1. Having rotted; putrid; hence, fetid. 2. 
Unsound, as if rotted; not firm. 3. Corrupt, esp. open 
to bribery. 

bum 1. To lead an idle, dissolute life; also, to 
sponge. 2. To obtain by sponging. 3. A spree; also a 
drunken loafer. 

It may be assumed that Noah Webster defined 
those words as favorably as possible. While Noah 
was producing his book, Daniel, no direct kin but of 
the same family name, was putting the arm on banks 
for campaign and living expenses while serving in the 
Senate. 

Until recently Capitol-touring school children view
ing his picture among those of the five greatest Sena
tors, hanging just outside the Senate chamber, have 
tended to assume his memory was being honored pri
marily for his statesmanship. 

Now they are learning more about the double stan
dard under which Congress views its public trust. 

One set of moral and ethical standards is on quite a 
high level. One who follows it in spirit as well as 
letter is beyond serious reproach. One who does not 
may go to jail, or at least pay a stiff fine. That is the 
set enacted into law by Congress to apply to out
siders. 

The set that Congress applies to itself is not nearly 

Mr. Sypher, a lifelong journalist, is the former 
editor and publisher of NATION'S BUSINESS. 

so clear. For example, last month four men, not 
members of Congress, faced a Federal Court judge 
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, charged with 
violating a law prohibiting giving or receiving gifts 
among holders of government contracts. 

Two were former buyers for Westinghouse Electric 
Co. Two were suppliers. Like Congressmen and favor 
seekers, one side was in position to grant, the other to 
give. This is not unlike the relationship of Congress
men who hold $100-(or more)-a-plate dinners, and 
those who attend with the hope, if not confidence, 
that their money will buy more than only fairly good 
food. 

The law is clear as it applies to the outs. All four 
men who faced the federal judge in North Carolina 
were found guilty. Each was fined $2,500. In addi
tion one was given a jail sentence of six months, which 
was suspended, and put on probation for a year. 

The regularity with which laws such as this one 
are applied indicates their need. It suggests also an 
equal need that similar laws be applied to the ins. 

The vastness of the difference in standards was 
highlighted by Sen. Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota 
when he spoke in opposition to having the Senate 
judge the activities of Sen. Thomas J. Dodd of Con
necticut, accused, among other things, of converting 
campaign funds running into six figures to personal 
use. 

"The simple fact is that the standards have never 
been defined," said Sen. McCarthy. 

Honesty is not difficult to define. Perhaps Sen. 
McCarthy needs a dictionary. 

The depth of the difference in standards for the ins, 
compared with the outs, is illustrated in a quip by 
Sen. Stephen M. Young, a merry old gentleman from 
Ohio whose honesty is as unquestioned as his wit is 
sharp. He said he had placed a $5 maximum value on 
acceptable gifts, and added: "I declare every bottle of 
bouDon worth $4.99." 

Sen. Young was a member of the Congress that 
enacted the law under which men in North Carolina, 
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and other places, were fined or jailed for exchanging 
gifts. 

It is obvious that members of Congress believe em
ployees of government contractors may do more harm 
to the United States than may be done by them
selves, although it is difficult to follow their reason
ing. 

PHOTO: GEORGE TAMES 

Will school children who tour our national Capitol 
find that Congress operates under a double standard? 

Congressmen like to think of themselves as mem
bers of a private club with extraordinary privileges. 
If they're reading their mail they're learning that most 
Americans view violation of a public trust as far more 
serious a departure from acceptable conduct than 
breaking a public law. 

Measured by the dictionary definition, very few 
Congressmen are rotten. Not many are bums, if you 
are charitable enough to overlook definition No. 2, 
which does catch some. 

A great many are outstandingly capable, scrupu
lously honest men. But there's little charity in the 
bum-by-association assessment that spreads today 
across the nation like an old-fashioned prairie fire. 

The good are being classed with the bad, and the 
prestige Congress must have to be effective is being 
replaced in the minds of many people by contempt. 

It will be a mistake for Congress to come up with 
another code of conduct to be enforced by another 
committee. Already men are at work on righteous-
sounding language that will do nothing to interfere 
with the irresponsibility enjoyed by so many. 

It is not the Powells, the Dodds, or the Bakers that 
worry the thoughtful American. It is the reluctance of 
the legislative houses to come up with measures that 
squarely meet the need to force responsibility and to 
provide for strong penalties for the violation of the 
public trust. 

The ancient saw that the constituency will turn out 
a rascal has been disproved completely many times. 

Voters might retire bums if they were disclosed as 
such. But Congress has been extremely careful to 

keep all its cats well hidden in the bag. Generally 
someone else has to open it. 

The Rev. Powell got into difficulties not through 
Congressional action, but because he was convicted 
in a New York State Court for libel. Public pressure 
brought action later in Washington. 

Sen. Dodd's troubles began with disclosures in a 
newspaper column. 

Bobby Baker got into his present plight through 
differences with business associates, not through the 
initiative of the Senate. 

American business has set a pattern Congress might 
well follow. Many companies require signed state
ments from employees in positions of influence dis
closing any interest they have that might conflict with 
those of their companies. 

International Harvester Co., for example, requires 
its managers, from the chief executive through fore
men, to sign such a statement annually. The require
ment was fixed by the board of directors. 

Each autumn the company sends 40,000 suppliers a 
letter emphasizing a policy concerning gifts to Inter
national Harvester people. 

"Probably we can't prevent a necktie from chang
ing hands," an executive of the company said recently, 
"but there are no TV sets being delivered to our 
buyers." 

It can't be said about Washington, as any news
paper reader knows. 

A practical and workable suggestion to keep (or 
make) Senators honest comes from Sen. Thruston B. 
Morton of Kentucky. All members, he said, should 
be required to publish an annual statement of their 
financial affairs, and to make public their income tax 
returns. 

Sen. Morton's suggestion should be applied to both 
houses, and to staff members. 

There's great opposition to financial disclosure in 
both houses. How can an honest man oppose it? 
Usually the grounds of opposition are given as the 
right to privacy. 

But what right to financial privacy has a man or 
woman who has asked for, and usually worked hard to 
get, a position of public trust? 

Men who legislate rules and regulations that gov
ern the lives of other men have few good grounds for 
hiding their financial affairs from those who elect 
them. 

Congressmen do have rights, of course. 
Such as their right to complain about overwork and 

underpay, although all of them asked for the job and 
each regulates his own rate of work and has funds for 
staff help and although few ever before were paid as 
much as they make as legislators. 

They have a right to complain publicly about their 
expenses, as so many do, although each chooses the 
expense-level of the life he leads—and each has extra 
allowances to meet extra expenses. 

But the responsible majority of members of Con
gress have no right to protect the practices of the 
suspect few. 

No Congressman has a right to be a rotten bum. 
Or even a plain bum. 
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I WHY JOHN MENSO USES A 
PITNEY-BOWES POSTAGE METER 

TO PRINT JUST 
40c OF POSTAGE A DAY. 

Sandwiched in among skiffs and barrels of bait 
is Gus' Marine in Massapequa, New York. Its 
owner, John Menso, sells and services Mercury 
outboards and Winner boats and stores and re
pairs about 90 boats and 500 outboards a year. 

There's not much time left for bookkeeping. 
So John does his billing at home nights with his 
wife or at work when he has time to sit down. 
Whenever the mailing's being done, our desk 
model postage meter helps John with the job. 

About 8 pieces of mail —statements, pay
ments and promotional mailings alike —are put 
through the meter each day. Before John got the 
meter, he put a 5C stamp on every letter he 
mailed —even the lower rate promotional mail. 
Now he prints only the postage he needs. 

The meter helps John with his accounting 
work, too. As he put it, "The meter keeps track of 
what's been spent in postage, so I know exactly 
how much of my budget goes out with the mails." 

We built the DM-3 postage meter for men like 
John Menso. We even left space for a little ad to 
be printed alongside the postmark (John's ad 
reads, "Your Mercury Dealer"). To find out how 
a Pitney-Bowes postage meter can help you in 
your work, call a Pitney-Bowes office for a free 
demonstration, or write us for more information. 

For information, write Pitney-Bowes, Inc., 1315 Pacific St., Stamford, Conn. 06904. Postage Meters, 
Addresser-Printers, Folders, Inserters, Counters & Imprinters, Scales, Mailopeners, Collators, Copiers. 



It's Tom Geiss, 
and his business is 
to help your business 
grow. 

Tom is one of eight CIT vice-presidents who have been with us for 
more than 20 years. His broad knowledge of customized financing 
matches the mix of business in the busy Chicago district. All our 27 
regional v.p.'s and over 200 district managers are equally adept at 
meeting the specialized financing requirements of the areas in which 
they serve. They all have the green-thumb talent to help your business 
grow. To learn how, send today for our FINANCING IDEA BOOK. 
Write Mr. H. A. Post, Ass't. V. R, CIT Corporation, 650 Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10022. No obligation. 

One of the companies 
C.I.T. C O R P O R A T I O N - A SUBSIDIARY OF C. I.T. FINANCIAL CORPORATION • IN CANADA: CANADIAN ACCEPTANCE CORP.. LTD. 
Instalment Purchasing • Equipment and Vehicle Fleet Leasing • Capital Loans • Accounts Receivable & Inventory Financing • Sale & Leaseback • Rediscounting 
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IN THE WORLD 
The remarkable story of how 15 nations which 

turned left have now swung back toward freedom 

Since Benjamin Franklin was 
emissary to Paris and French ladies 
t i t tered that he did not use sachet 
often enough, there has been criti
cism of American diplomats and 
their policies. 

Much was justified. 
But the record of recent years 

shows that American policy--often 
carried out in concert with our allies 

has been far more successful than 
many, if not most, Americans think. 

Despite our mistakes, the USSR 
and Red China compare so poorly 
with the West that it 's a mystery 
why people si ill are at t racted to 
communism. The answer may be 
they simply cannot admit they 

were wrong all those years. Credit 
goes to our four postwar Presi
dents, foreign policy advisers, big-
minded businessmen who served 
their country and their companies, 
a few friendly nations and the CIA, 
whose failures are famous but whose 
successes are secret. 

Sound diplomacy by these men 
and organizations, combined with 
poor moves by the opposition, were 
influential in the recent histories of 
at least 15 nations. These Eire na
tions which since World War II 
swung toward communism, Marxis t 
or leftist totalitarianism and then 
swung back. 

The 15 arc Greece, Yugoslavia, 
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continued 

Iran, Iraq, Ghana, Congo, Guinea, 
Guatemala, Chile, Brazil, Guyana, 
Indonesia, Malaya (now part of the 
Federation of Malaysia), South 
Korea and Ceylon. 

Depending on one's viewpoint 
Tanzania, Algeria and the Domin
ican Republic also could be added. 
Viet Nam eventually could repre
sent another spot where the United 
States made communists give 
ground. Syria, United Arab Repub
lic and Somalia dangle in limbo. 

In eight of these, military re
gimes or force of arms were used 
to swing them westward: Indone
sia, Ghana, Guatemala, Brazil, Con
go, Malaysia, South Korea and 
Greece. 

In an astonishing number of cases 
the United States had to reattract 
nations after allies let them drift. 

This was true in Greece, Iran, 
Iraq, Ghana, Guyana and Ceylon 
which were British oriented. 

The French left behind chaos in 
Guinea and Indochina. 

The Dutch left Indonesia loaded 
with trouble. 

The Belgian performance in the 
Congo handicapped the UN and 
everyone else. 

The case for foreign policy 
"hawks" is strengthened, and the 
case for the "doves" weakened, 
when one looks at what has hap
pened in most of these 15 nations. 

President Harry S. Truman was 

an aroused hawk when he set forth 
the Truman Doctrine in March, 
1947. Greece and Turkey would 
have fallen into the Soviet plate if 
he had been a dove. 

He was very much the hard-liner 
when he ordered Gen. Douglas 
MacArthur into action in South Ko
rea in June, 1950. He was hawk 
again when he convinced the UN it 
must act—although later some Amer
icans felt the President softened in 
not allowing Gen. MacArthur to 
cross the Yalu River into China. 

If he had hesitated we might 
have communist governments in Ja
pan and the Philippines today. 

President Dwight Eisenhower ap
proved a bold CIA plan to sponsor 

Once head of a Marxist regime in 
Brazil, ex-President Joao Goulart 
and his wife now break the bitter 
bread of exiles after a revolution 
overthrew Goulart's government. 
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Communist Chinese diplomats 
who once were top dogs in Ghana 
were expelled at gun point when 
African nation rebelled at Red 
rule imposed on it by President 
Kwame Nkrumah. 

Two nations once menaced by 
Red subversion now have a peace 
pact. Deputy Prime Minister Tun 
Abdul Razak of Malaysia (left) 
and Foreign Minister Adam 
Malik of Indonesia. 

P H O T O S : P I X . MAG 

an invasion of Guatemala in 1954. 
His act brought an end to the first 
communist government in the 
Americas. Four years later Presi
dent Eisenhower sent the Marines 
into Lebanon to dampen down com
munist inspired troubles. For years 
the Middle East was more peaceful 
because of resolute U. S. action. 

Berlin has called for many for
eign policy decisions and most have 
been dove decisions. Contrary to 
common belief, Berlin is a political 
outpost rather than a military bas
tion and politically we have been on 
the defensive there for 20 years. 

The Berlin round that Americans 
take pride in was a hawk perfor
mance—the 1948 air lift. 

President John F. Kennedy, nor
mally not much of a hawk, behaved 
like a calm but determined hawk 
when he told Nikita Khrushchev 
in 1962 to get the missiles out of 
Cuba—or else. 

President Lyndon B. Johnson 
was a hard-liner in sending troops 
to the Dominican Republic. Wheth
er he was justified or not is still 
debated. 

Now let's take a look at the 15 
nations which in our time were all 
but lost but which have now swung 
back our way or turned their backs 
on communism. 

GREECE 

Whatever the repercussions of re

cent political turbulence in Greece, 
it can hardly wind up in as much 
danger as it was when President 
Truman rescued it in 1947. Greece 
then was heading for the communist 
bag. 

At that time the new socialist 
government in Britain was liquidat
ing overseas. It could not support 
Greece against the communists. 

Mr. Truman ordered Gen. James 
van Fleet to the rescue with eco
nomic aid, military knowledge and 
equipment. Greece was saved. 

Today, the situation is muddied 
after the recent coup which estab
lished the Greek army as boss, irri
tated King Constantine and landed 

(continued on page 101 > 

Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi 
of Iran now rules over a Mid-
eastern land that nearly went 
communist a few years ago, when 
Premier "Weepy" Mossadegh 
ran the show. 
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"PEACEFUL PLAN" TO 
Labor unions now seek new power which could disrupt the economy 

A bill with the most sweetly benign name on Capi
tol Hill has a frightening chance of becoming law. 

It is frightening because it would adversely affect 
millions of persons in America—especially business
men who must deal with labor unions. To many in
volved in construction work, the law would deal stag
gering blows. 

The AFL-CIO, chief architect of the bill, calls it 
the Common Situs Peaceful Picketing Bill. It is con
fusingly innocent-sounding. 

However, one businessman, after studying the 
havoc the bill could wreak on the economy, grimly 
cracked, " 'Common situs' must be Latin for 'lots of 
trouble. '" 

The bill's opponents prefer to call it the Secondary 
Boycott Bill. The bill, numbered H.R. 100, is spon
sored by an old AFL-CIO favorite, Rep. Frank 
Thompson Jr. (D-N.J.). Sen. Wayne Morse (D-
Ore.) introduced an identical bill, S.1487. 

Rep. Thompson, who held hurry-up hearings on 
the legislation in April, insists that it is but a minor 
technical correction in the labor law. Yet AFL-CIO 
lobbyists have made the bill their major project for 
the Ninetieth Congress. And they predict that this 
time they will push it through. 

Should they be right, a lone picket could then show 
up at any place where construction, alteration or re
pair is being done and shut down the entire project— 
with total immunity from secondary boycott charges. 

Testifying before Rep. Thompson's subcommittee, 
one top AFL-CIO official was asked what good the bill 
could do for the public and how it could help the in
dividual worker. The unionist failed to come up with 
a single answer. 

He had to admit that construction unions already 
have the right to picket employers with whom they 
have disputes. They need only observe these safe
guards: 
1. The union must picket only at times when the pri
mary employer—the person with whom he has the 
dispute—is engaged in normal business on the prem
ises. 
2. The union must picket reasonably close to the site 
where the primary employer's men are working. 
3. Picket signs must clearly show with whom the dis
pute exists and not imply that a neutral employer also 
is involved. 

What is presently forbidden is the use of strike 
pressure against innocent persons. That is precisely 
what H.R. 100 would change. 

Already, under existing law, a group of building 
trades unionists, such as plumbers, can shut down a 
whole construction site (continued on page 63) 
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CLOBBER BUSINESS 

DANGER CHAIN 
Here is the probable series of events that could result from enactment of the picketing 
legislation: 

A local union business agent would enjoy the power of life or death over any construction 
project, be it excavating a stadium or painting a fence. This would include work on hospitals, 
schools, libraries, factories, missile plants, churches and the private homes of any person 
he might happen to dislike. 

Nonconstruction unions would demand "equal rights." They, too, would want to pull off 
secondary boycotts, whereby a union pressures neutral employers and employees to stop 
doing business with or using the product of another person with whom the union is feuding. 

Costs would rise for any businessman who wants to expand his plant. 

Unions would receive a still stronger tool for resisting the use of new and more economical 
building materials and methods. 

Workers could walk off the job right in the middle of an expensive project, leaving it to the 
ravages of weather, time and thieves. 

In negotiations with unions, the builder would fall into even more disadvantage. 

Construction, the nation's largest single industry, employing one in every seven working 
persons, would suffer on a broad scale. 

Serious struggles could explode between labor unionists who want to strike and employees 
who are not involved in any dispute but simply want to work and make a living. 

Giant union combines would get another weapon for crushing smaller rival unions. For 
this reason, many independent unions oppose H.R. 100 and S.1487. 

Greatly increased work stoppages would sabotage efforts to fight inflation through stimula
tion of production and restraints on costs. 

Taxpayers would have to shell out still more for buildings, highways and other public works. 

The once-outlawed closed shop would make a further comeback. In time no construction 
worker could work unless he first paid dues to union bosses. 

The subcontractor system in construction would vanish. 

Federal programs to provide more and better housing for low-income families would suffer 
since there would no longer be low costs in housing. 

Programs for increasing the number and quality of schools, hospitals, sewage systems, air
ports, highways and homes for the aged would be slowed or halted. 

Many military building projects would be at the mercy of union bosses. The only restric
tion would be that unions give 10 days' notice before striking, say Cape Kennedy or the 
Nevada test site or any other vital national defense installations or projects. 
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BUSINESS 
REBUILDS 
THE SLUMS 
In dozens of U. S. cities companies now are 

providing new homes, new lives for the poor 

When workmen started tearing 
the insides out of a group of 
blighted buildings in North Phila
delphia and making them fit for 
human habitation, they ran into a 
couple of problems: Vandalism and 
theft. 

Hostile slum dwellers' lack of 
respect for private property and 
law was learned by living in decay
ing buildings and seeing housing 
codes go unenforced. And a length 
of copper tubing is a negotiable in
strument in the economy of the 
slum. 

So buildings were raided and new 
construction materials were carted 
off. 

Those are problems no more. 
Residents of the Spring Gardens 
area eventually realized that the 
slum buildings being fixed up were 
for them, not for whites or for 
higher-income Negroes from some
where across town. 

As they watched their own neigh
bors move into decent housing, the 
big question became: "When's my 
turn?" 

Behavioral scientists probably 
have a string of terms to explain 
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the phenomenon. But it's regarded 
as a big plus by a sponsor of the 
rehabilitation work, Smith, Kline & 
French Laboratories, the drug firm. 

Why a drug firm? Why not? It's 
a corporation renewing its own 
neighborhood. 

Elsewhere in other cities, busi
nesses are joining forces with gov
ernment and other interests to com
bat blight and provide low-income 
housing in the community at large. 
In Harlem and Cleveland's explo
sive Hough area, manufacturers of 
materials are doing the job to show 
it can be done. 

For years some corporations have 
become involved in federal urban 
renewal. Sponsors of "new towns" 
claim they will provide some in
come-level "mix" in their projects. 
And private development groups 
have upgraded aging neighborhoods 
that suddenly turn fashionable. 

But the new and fast-growing 
trend is toward direct attack by the 
business community at large on the 
economic problems of the slums 
and the social problems of their in
mates. 

Businessmen directly involved 

often welcome government help 
like that of FHA, provided it's the 
right kind of help. Many of the 
poor simply cannot afford decent 
private housing with market-rate fi
nancing. 

Government is aware that public 
housing enclaves and the urban re
newal bulldozers can't begin to do 
the job. 

It's hoped that a taste of decent 
housing will inspire the poor to 
equip themselves for better jobs 
and even better housing. 

Building on this sort of motiva
tion, Sen. Charles Percy of Illinois 
has developed a major program de
signed to promote home ownership 
among the poor across the country 
through private financing with min
imal subsidy. 

Reaction in Congress, avowed 
Administration policies and the va
riety of business-government exper
iments already underway may 
bring real changes. 

A great deal is already happen
ing. The following examples, by no 
means an exhaustive list of cities 
involved or even of all projects 
under way, gives an idea of the po
tential revolution in low-income 
housing. 

The Philadelphia story 
In Philadelphia, Smith, Kline & 

French has developed an arrange
ment whereby a private contractor 
acquires and rehabilitates buildings, 
with SKF absorbing part of the fi
nancing costs, and sells them to the 
local public housing authority. 

Hand-in-hand with physical re
newal, the company staffs a com
munity center in the rehabilitation 
area to help residents deal with 
day-to-day problems of urban liv
ing—including maintaining a decent 
home. 

Such jobs can yield reasonable 
profit to the builder working on a 
low-margin, high-volume basis with 
the added advantage of a built-in 
market, says Maurice Hertzfeld of 
Hertzfeld & Horowitz Associates, 
SKF's contractors. 

Elsewhere in North Philadelphia, 
the North City Corp., consisting of 
50 business representatives (mostly 
manufacturers), is engaged in a 
broad program to improve job op
portunities, schools and housing. 

While not an operating group, it 
helps get nonprofit groups to under
take low-income housing ventures, 
ranging from rehabilitation of three 
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houses to new construction on a 
15-acre tract. 

Financing is through FHA's so-
called 221(d) 3 program—three per 
cent interest for 40 years. 

The NCC is launching a separate 
corporation in partnership with the 
Philadelphia Housing Authority for 
a 15-acre area that could result in 
an income mix consisting of public 
housing renters and middle-income 
homeowners. 

In the same city, four mutual 
savings banks have created a $20 
million mortgage fund to help fami
lies buy or improve their homes 
with standard, FHA-insured, long-
term mortgages. Total monthly pay
ments: $63.49. 

In a related development, Arm
strong Cork Co. recently rehabili
tated a building in Philadelphia to 
test materials, identify needs for 
new materials and techniques and 
demonstrate what could be done. 

This project took four months 
and cost $33,000, roughly half the 
time—and little more than half the 
cost—of comparable new construc
tion. 

In two Missouri cities—Kansas 
City and St. Louis—businessmen 

(continued on page 94) 

In St. Louis, the Bicentennial 
Civic Improvement Corporation 
makes run-down dwellings new 
again for resale to residents at 
low costs. Local labor is trained 
and paid to take care of work of 
rehabilitating these residences. 

P H O T O S : T . M I K f F L r T C I i r R . JO" C O V T I I O B' »CK STA 

Mr. and Mrs. John Riva (left) pay $63 a month for three-bedroom duplex in Philadelphia 
area revived with help of Smith, Kline & French Laboratories. Carver Portlock, SKF's 
Community Affairs Coordinator, and Joan Yasui, Philadelphia Housing Authority, look on. 



WHAT'S 
YOUR 

INVESTOR 
I.Q.? 

See how many answers you know to this 
quiz prepared for us by the Big Board 

Though we all live, work and invest in 
our capitalistic system, some of us still 
have a sketchy idea about certain financial 
terms we use and see frequently. 

To give you some idea of your investor 
IQ, the editors of NATION'S BUSINESS asked 
the New York Stock Exchange to prepare 
a quiz based on common misconceptions 
and questions on investing and the stock 
market. See how many you can answer; 
then check your responses against the an
swers on page 104. 
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TRUE OR FALSE 

1. For many stocks the dividends are paid by 
means of coupons attached to the stock certifi
cate. [ J [£| 

2. Holders of preferred stock generally are en
titled to dividends before owners of common 
st^ck are paick dividends. [j] [pj 

S.^tJne formuia for determining a company's rate 
of return is to divide gross sales by net earnings. 

m m 
4. "Up tick" is a term used to designate a trans
action at a higher price than the previous trans
action on the floor of the Stock Exchange. 

m m 
5. A company's cash flow consists of net income 
plus noncash expense items, such as depreciation. 

ffl IB 

6. The New York Stock Exchange was founded 
under a buttonwood tree on Wall Street in down
town Manhattan during the War of 1812. 

m m 
7. Initial margin requirements, fixed by the Fed
eral Reserve Board, permit an investor to buy 
stock on credit. [j] [£] 

8. The term "indirect share owner" does not ap
ply to a bondholder. [j] |T] 

9. An investor paid $20 a share for 100 shares 
of stock. Currently the stock is selling at $40 
a share, and pays dividends of $2 per share per 
year. The yield to the investor on the stock 
amounts to five per cent. [j] [F] 
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MULTIPLE CHOICE 
Check one 

10. A debenture is a type of 
D a- Stock. 
• b. Bond. 
G c. Margin payment. 
• d. Dividend payment. 

11. Ownership in a corporation is represented by 
PI a. Common and preferred stocks. 
• b. Common stocks and bonds. 
• C. Preferred stocks and bonds. 
• d. Bonds, common and preferred stocks. 

12. The major function of an investment bank
ing firm is to 
• a. Lend money to investors for the pur

chase of securities. 
• b. Lend money to brokerage firms to cov

er credit extended to buyers. 
• c. Buy or underwrite newly issued stocks 

or bonds from a company and sell 
them to the public. 

• d. Make long-term investments in stocks 
and bonds. 

13. A rise of one point in a share of any stock 
means an increase of 
n a. One dollar in the price of the stock. 
• b. One per cent over the previous price 

of the stock. 
G c. One dollar in the dividend paid. 
• d. One per cent in the dividend paid. 

14. The maximum tax on the gain from a sale 
of stock held at least six months is 
r ] a. 12.4 per cent. 
• b. 20 per cent. 
• c. 25 per cent. 
• d. 55 per cent. 

15. When the outstanding shares of a corpora
tion are split three-for-one, each share owner 
will ordinarily have 

• a. Dividends three times as great as be
fore. 

• b. Same number of shares but more value. 
• c. More shares but the same value. 

16. The price-earnings ratio reflects 
n a- Investor's evaluation of a company's 

earnings prospects. 
• b. A company's earning power. 
• c. Both. 

17. The term "listed stock" refers to 
G a. Any stock listed by a brokerage firm as 

a good investment. 
• b. Any stock listed on a national secu

rities exchange. 
• c. Any stock for which annual lists of 

stockholders are published. 

18. A company pays dividends on shares of com
mon stock whenever 
• a. It makes a profit. 
• b. The Securities and Exchange Commis

sion requires such payment. 
• c. The price of the stock increases during 

the quarter. 
] d. The Board of Directors decides to pay. 

19. To "sell short" means 
• a. To sell stocks after holding them only 

a short time. 
D b. To sell only a portion of the shares of 

a given stock that one owns. 
Q c. To sell stocks you do not own. 
• d. None of the above. 

20. Machinery, buildings and other equipment 
used to produce goods are called 
• a. Equities. 
• b. Current assets. 
• c. Ventures. 
• d. Capital assets. 
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W H A T CRIME 
COSTS YOU 

Private detective shows how easy it is to shoplift at most stores. 

"Many of the streets of this city 
are simply not safe at any time of 
the day or n igh t . . . . " 

This warning came, not from a 
panicky citizens' group, but from 
the staid Washington Board of 
Trade, testifying before a special 
Senate subcommittee probing crime 
in the federal district. 

Not long before, in an open let
ter to President Johnson emblazoned 
across a full-page newspaper ad, the 
chairman of the board of a large 
Washington drug chain itemized 93 
individual instances in which his 
company's retail outlets were hit 
by armed robberies and burglaries 
in one year's time. 

The loss: $116,257.75. None of it 
insured. 

Shoplifting and vandalism are so 
common they have become a "cost 
of doing business," the Board of 
Trade comments. 

The fear and concern expressed 
by these businessmen—and directed 
at the head of the national govern
ment—points up the fact that vi
cious crime in America today has 
reached startling proportions. Their 
story is duplicated in virtually every 
major city in the country. 

No one knows exactly how great 
the losses are to American business. 

But some surprising facts and sta
tistics have been uncovered by 
NATION'S BUSINESS. 

Crime has been the subject of spe
cial Presidential messages to Con
gress. A top-drawer Presidential 
commission has just completed a 
year-long study of crime. Several 
Congressional investigations into 
various aspects of crime are now in 
progress. The subject of crime oc
cupies the attention of editorial writ
ers across America. So far, no 
abatement of widespread criminal 
activity. The problem has defied 
solution. 

Nationally, crime is increasing 
five times faster than the popula
tion. In the words of FBI Director 
J. Edgar Hoover: "Since over 90 
per cent of all serious crimes are 
committed against property, busi
ness is bearing a high percentage of 
the loss." 

Crime is now costing the country 
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It takes its heavy price from 
business in unsuspected ways 

at least $30 billion a year or ap
proximately one fourth of the en
tire federal budget. 

American business—large and 
small—is caught in a withering cross 
fire. 

Sometimes the story is told in 
terms of pain, suffering and even 
death as when a small shopkeeper 
is assaulted or shot in a two-bit 
robbery. Or in terms of huge over
head as when a chain of supermar
kets must employ security police, 
install expensive burglar alarms and 
pay exhorbitant insurance rates to 
protect against theft, robbery, bur
glary, pilfering, vandalism and 
shoplifting. 

The harsh fact is that no busi
ness is exempt. 

The picture is sordid. Here are 
some parts as pieced together by 
NATION'S BUSINESS in interviews 
with law enforcement officers, Con
gressional investigators, manage
ment experts and the businessmen 
themselves: 
• In 1965, the latest year for which 
figures are available, thieves grossed 

more than $30 million from robbery 
alone. Burglars made off with items 
valued at nearly $284 million. In 
terms of losses, larceny Ranged in 
the neighborhood of $211 million. 
The FBI estimates that about 40 
per cent of the loss from robberies 
was suffered by business and indus
trial concerns. 
• Embezzlements from U. S. busi
nesses are running at over $1 bil
lion a year. The American Bankers 
Association places the loss among 
banks at roughly $15.3 million and 
savings and loan associations say 
they are taken for another $1 mil
lion a year. Known bank embezzle
ments are up nearly 60 per cent over 
the last two years. 
• Shoplifting is costing the business
man nearly $2 billion annually. 
• Employees steal millions in cash 
and merchandise alone from U. S. 
business. It is estimated that more 
than 20 per cent of the profits on 
sales made by the nation's retailers 
go down the drain because of em
ployee dishonesty. 
• More than 500 firms are being 

PHOTO: WIDE WORLD 

Fear of reprisal is the reason 
for masking the identity of a 
crime victim who tells a Senate 
committee how she was beaten. 
A hidden camera catches robber 
in the act as he holds up a bank. 



W H A T C R I M E C O S T S Y O U continued 

forced out of business annually by 
losses from fraud and theft. 
• Kickbacks, bribes and other forms 
of payola are running at more than 
$5 billion a year. 
• A high percentage of the more 
than 800 robberies in 1965 which 
ended in the murder of the victim 
involved small businessmen. 
• Pilfering on the nation's water
front is staggering. Losses on the 
New York state waterfront alone are 
approaching $15 million annually. 
• Businessmen are being nicked for 
some $30 million a year by forgeries. 
Crimes such as vandalism, arson, 
extortion, bad check passing and 
fraud cost business additional mil
lions in untold losses, but no esti
mates are available. 
• In 1965 banks lost $3,899,465 in 
667 holdups and $590,785 in 83 
burglaries. 

Congress investigates 

The plight of the nation's almost 
five million small businessmen—the 
most immediate victims of robberies 
and burglaries—is now under study 
by the Senate Select Committee on 
Small Business headed by Sen. 
George Smathers (D-Fla.) 

Sen. Smathers has hearings un
derway to determine whether the 
federal government should set up a 

Small Business Crime Protection 
Insurance Corp. to help these vic
tims who cannot afford insurance 
to protect themselves against crimi
nal activity or whose insurance has 
been dropped following holdups and 
burglaries. 

The pathetic nature of these 
crimes was brought out vividly when 
witnesses before the Smathers Com
mittee appeared with hoods over 
their heads to conceal their iden
tities. They were afraid of reprisals 
from thugs operating in the neigh
borhoods where they own small 
shops. 

One after another witness testified 
they would go out of business if they 
could find a buyer. Most have no 
insurance. Police no longer are able 
to protect them or their property. 
They are desperate. 

Washington is under a micro
scope because it is the nation's capi
tal. 

The extent of crime's increase is 
newsworthy. In March, 1967, for 
example, there were 85.9 per cent 
more robberies than in the same 
period in 1966. 

Loss incalculable 

"There is no way of knowing to
day the total amount of loss that the 
American business community as a 

TO CURB EMPLOYEE CRIME 

Here's a list of company rules that, 
properly enforced, will help you cut 
down your losses from employee van
dalism and theft: 

Keep all valuable items locked up, 
with the manager in possession of the 
key. 

Use tamper-proof packaging with 
all price tags inside the wrapping. 

Keep interchangeable items, such 
as butter and margarine, in separate 
cases. 

Make employees sign for all tools 
and equipment issued to them. 

Keep all storerooms locked. 
Make all deliveries through the 

store. 
Give each sales person his own 

cash drawer. 
Permit no employee to make sales 

to himself. 
Require all employee purchases to 

be checked in the package room. 
Restrict all employees to a single 

exit. 
Double check all merchandise re

ceived at docks to insure that every
thing paid for is there. 

Maintain tight control on customer 
refunds. 

Permit no clerk to do final tally on 
his own cash register. 

Allow no employee free access to 
storerooms. 

Change all locks and combinations 
when you change custodial personnel. 

Investigate all inventory shortages 
in depth; often thieving employees 
attribute these losses to shoplifters. 

Probe all losses, no matter how 
minor, at once; most embezzlers start 
with small thefts. 

Light and inspect regularly all areas 
subject to defacement. 

Inventory all stocks of supplies, 
equipment and merchandise system
atically. 

Do not assume that employees are 
necessarily honest or well-disposed 
because they are relatives; often they 
are the most hostile and resentful of 
all employees. END 

whole or the small business com
munity in particular suffers from 
crime," explains James Vorenberg, 
executive director of the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement 
and Administration of Justice. 

"Studies of the cost of various 
crimes indicate that business as a 
whole in all probability suffers 
direct losses due to criminal acts of 
more than $2 billion annually." 

The cost of crime to American 
business would undoubtedly be a 
great deal higher if business did 
not spend so much itself for its own 
protection. 

Commission studies indicate that 
business may spend as much as $1.5 
billion annually for watchmen, 
guards, alarm systems and other 
forms of security against crime. 
These safeguards—plus the cost of 
insurance—are what the indirect 
costs of crime add up to in Ameri
ca today. 

The cold, dry statistics in the 
FBI's annual Uniform Crime Re
port don't project a pretty picture. 

Between 1960 and 1967 the na
tion's larger cities—making up a 
fourth of the total population-
found robberies of service stations 
up 54 per cent, chain stores up 44 
per cent and other commercial es
tablishments, not counting banks, 
up nine per cent. 

The white-collar thief 

All of a businessman's losses are 
not chalked up at the point of a 
gun or at the hands of a crafty 
safecracker. The sad fact is that 
"trusted" employees walk off with 
upwards of $1 billion a year. The 
Insurance Information Institute 
says this is twice the amount of 
goods and money taken by all the 
nation's robbers, burglars, pickpock
ets and auto thieves. 

Here we have the "thief in the 
white collar," as he is described by 
Norman Jaspan, who has spent 
more than 35 years advising busi
ness clients how to protect them
selves against dishonest employees. 

Customers are guilty, too, Dr. 
Robert N. McMurry, well-known 
management consultant, points out. 

In food stores alone in 1966 he 
estimates pilferage by patrons some
times causes losses equivalent to the 
store's entire annual profits. 

Many have such lax security and 
inventory controls that they are not 
even aware they are being victim
ized, he says. 

In a suburban community near 
Chicago, it was found that not a 
single merchant kept the alley en
trance to his stockroom locked. On 
a test basis, each was entered by an 
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PAINT ING: " T H E GROCER'S S H O P " BY WILLEM VAN MIERIS . COURTESY OF THE M A U R I T S H U I S , THE HAGUE, N E T H E R L A N D S . 

Control Artist. The Sweda Dataregister. 

Dataregisters" mind the store. They maintain cash control. Credit control. 
Inventory control. Even keep track of clerk commissions and sales by department. Multiple 

totals at any time, without computer processing. Tamperproof tapes and compulsory 
sales slip certification. Easy to operate; hard to make mistakes on. 

One of the extraordinary sales registers from Sweda, where the 
research and development of new ideas is an art. 

© 1967 SWEDA INTERNATIONAL, ORANGE, NEW JERSEY • A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES S W E D A [ B 



Most rental yards and many Ford tractor dealers rent Ford tractor-
loader-backhoe rigs by the day, week or month. See the Yellow Pages. 

The hour-stretchers. 

A new Ford tractor crams more work into an hour than you'd think 60 
minutes could hold. • Just look how Ford speeds up cycling! Go back and 
forth—back and forth—as easily as flipping a turn-signal lever. No clutching. 
Ram into a pile of dirt without stalling. All the while, engine power matches 
load. How? Torque converter with power-reversing transmission. • But, 
that's not all! Jobs finish quickly with the fast lift-dump-lower cycle of 
Ford self-leveling loaders. Lift and dump as much as 4,500 lb. Up to 1% 
cu yds. • As for digging, watch the yardage go up with a Ford backhoe! Up to 
50 percent more digging power than previous Fords. Fill buckets fast even 
at the trench bottom. The reasons? In-line mounting of larger-than-before 
lift and crowd cylinders. Rugged overall design. • Get all the reasons why 
Fords are production-performers from your Ford tractor and equipment dealer. 
• Ford Tractor Division, 2500 East Maple Road, Birmingham, Michigan 48012. 



W H A T C R I M E C O S T S Y O U continued 

investigator. In not a single in
stance was the proprietor aware that 
his stockroom had been entered. 

Some hush up thefts for fear of 
rocking the boat, he adds. 

A leading Chicago department 
store, to avoid antagonizing the 
Teamsters' Union, refused to sign 
a complaint against a driver who 
was caught red-handed and con
fessed to the theft of an $8,000 mink 
coat. 

Dr. McMurry blames, too, a 
gradual shift in public morality 
away from the old-time Calvinist 
ethic to a much more relaxed and 
undisciplined way of life. He cites 
these examples: 

No longer is it regarded as shame
ful to be an object of charity, for 
instance, a relief client. No longer 
are employees considered to have 

any obligations to their employers, 
nor is simple honesty today regard
ed as a particularly worthy trait. 

Misbehaving children are no long
er to be punished, it might frus
trate them. Pupils now strike their 
teachers rather than vice versa. La
bor leaders are permitted with im
punity to defy the courts and the 
President of the United States. Uni
versity students defy their school 
administration. 

The percentage of profit that's 
eaten away by such shortages is tre
mendous, Mr. Jaspan says. Depart
ment stores are estimated to lose 1.3 
per cent on S20 billion of sales, 
while their profit ratio is 2.5 per 
cent. 

Food retailers suffer an estimated 
annual loss of $100 million. This 
cancels out potential profits on $5 

billion in sales—10 per cent of the 
entire industry's annual volume. 

Factories are especially vulner
able to thefts among employees. 
The loss of tools, parts, metals and 
other supplies and equipment is in
calculable. 

The story of what happened at 
one of the big West Coast aircraft 
companies is a good example of how 
widespread this thievery can be. 

One evening as the day shift was 
preparing to swarm through the 
gates the workmen were instructed 
to remain in the yard. Suddenly the 
workers began littering the ground 
with hastily abandoned tools and 
equipment. The employees had as
sumed they were going to be frisked. 

All the company had in mind was 
to bring them together for a group 
photograph. END 

Professional shoplifters use many devices to steal merchandise 
from store shelves. Model shows here how hollowed-out book can 
conceal small, but expensive, items such as perfume or jewelry. 

PHOTO; PIX 
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BUSINESS: A LOOK AHEAD 

Waste pays off 
(Agriculture) 

Pole-pushers fight crime 
(Marketing) 

Building on air 
(Transportation > 

AGRICULTURE 

"Yesterday's waste is tomorrow's 
product." So says U. S. Agriculture 
Department in describing results of 
continuing efforts to recover wastes 
from food processing as means of re
ducing stream pollution. 

Recent example: California olive 
processing plants discharged some 
200 million gallons of brine per sea
son into streams; antipollution crack
down threatened production cut-backs. 

USDA's Western Utilization Re
search Laboratory at Albany, Calif., 
developed activated carbon process 
to recirculate brine and remove salt. 
Recovered salt is worth more than 
cost of the process. 

Other processes: whey once lost in 
dairy operations now recovered as 
food component for humans and ani
mals; poultry feathers, once dumped 
into streams, are ground up now for 
high-protein feeds. 

CONSTRUCTION 

High-powered research tools will 
be used increasingly in charting fu
ture growth of the nation's cities. 

That's the forecast of Paul F. 
Wendt, of the Institute of Urban and 
Regional Development, University of 
California. 
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His institute is forecasting long-
range for the San Francisco Bay Area, 
cranking into computers formulas 
and factors involving employment 
growth, residential patterns, public 
investments, transportation technolo
gy along with such traditional facts as 
population trends. 

The Bay Area Water Quality Con
trol Board since has asked for a larger 
study for an 11-county area through 
the year 2020. 

Also highlighting this trend, a Uni
versity of Pennsylvania conference 
just held on "the technological revo
lution in management" also empha
sized scientific analysis in planning 
and forecasting in urban areas. 

Experts say such forecasting is of 
use to private developers and inves
tors as well as to government officials. 

CREDIT & FINANCE 

Consumer credit counseling ser
vices will be operating in 500 U. S. 
cities in the next three years. 

So predicts William Cheyney, ex
ecutive director of the National Foun
dation for Consumer Credit, on the 
basis of a "sudden burst" in busi
ness support for services to families 
which borrow themselves into trouble. 

Launched nationally in 1964, pro
gram had services in 64 cities re

cently, organization work in progress 
in 50 more. 

Supported by merchants, banks, 
press, city officials, the program pro
vides trained counselors to give free 
adviser services to overextended bor
rowers, help them get stretched-out 
repayment terms, keep them out of 
further trouble. 

Personal bankruptcies decline in 
Salt Lake City and Atlanta, where 
program operates, despite bankruptcy 
rise state-wide in Utah, Georgia. 

Program ties in with preventive 
effort—consumer credit counseling in 
some 2,800 schools. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

Government rules covering duty-free 
imports of instruments by nonprofit 
scientific and educational institutions 
stirs rumbles among lawyers dealing 
with federal agencies. 

International agreement now pro
vides for such imports provided 
"equivalent" equipment is not manu
factured by domestic industry or not 
promptly available. 

Pending deals must be officially 
announced to give U. S. manufac
turers time to dispute claims by 
would-be importers at hearing, held 
by Administrator of Commerce De
partment's Business and Defense 
Services Administration. 

Complaint in Washington now is 
that new rules governing hearing pro
cedure permit BDSA to solicit infor
mation on which decisions are to be 
based from in and outside of govern
ment—information unavailable to do
mestic manufacturers until after cases 
are decided. 

MANUFACTURING 

An existing market potential of 
more than six times the 1966 pro
duction rate. 

That's the $7 billion-plus estimate 
by the National Machine Tool Builders 
Association for metal-cutting tools 
just to replace equipment more than 
10 years old. Replacement market 
for tools more than 20 years old is 
estimated at $3.4 billion. 
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Use of freeway air rights for housing is growing. 
(See transportation.) 

A. J. DeWolf, president of NMTBA, 
emphasizes that these are "ultra-
conservative" estimates and exclude 
expansion potential in the metalwork-
ing industry. It points to long-term 
strength in machine tools regardless 
of temporary downturns in industrial 
production or pauses in the economy. 

MARKETING 

When people try to pass laws to 
outlaw your product, you might say 
you have a bit of a marketing prob
lem. 

That's somewhat the position of 
American Wood Preservers Institute 
members in face of demand for put
ting utilities under ground; in other 
words, no utility poles. 

Institute's answer is OSAR, over
head systems appearance research, 
an effort by members in cooperation 
with General Electric to design and 
promote attractive poles unlike black, 
creosoted, wire-festooned eyesores of 
today. 

One alternative is see-through pole, 
consisting of pair of square poles 
side by side; another is round pole 
enclosed in fiberglass (pick your col
or) and channeled inside to carry 
power for lights or wires to house 
connections from underground dis
tribution lines. 

Regional committees are being 
formed to bring Institute manufac
turers, local officials and utility men 
together to tout attractive features of 
new-look poles and economies of 
overhead systems compared to all-
underground. 

Despite underground trend, pole-
pushers have one thing going for 
them: Many cities strive for better 
lighting as deterrent to street crime. 
Here there's competition among steel, 
concrete, aluminum and wood poles. 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

Surface mining industry pushes ef
forts to reclaim torn-up land. 

For example, coal association pre
dicts reclamation of 10,000-12,000 
acres this year in West Virginia, 
2,370 in Indiana, 4,500 in Illinois, 
7,000 in Pennsylvania, 4,000 in Ohio 
and nearly 2,000 in Missouri in trees 
and ground cover. 

"The pace is picking up," senses 
National Coal Association spokesman 
although comparative figures are hard 
to come by since some states report 
by acres, others by number of trees 
planted. 

Florida Phosphate Council now has 
program under which companies re
claim mined-out land equivalent to 
75 per cent of land mined in same 

year. Program is acclaimed as "mir
acle." 

Reclaimed land goes for agricul
ture, timber, citrus, pasture, recrea
tional, commercial, and residential 
uses. 

Government tightens up, too. States 
with reclamation laws are making 
them stiffer, industry sources report, 
and bill pending in Congress would 
give Interior Secretary powers to set 
minimum standards where state con
trols are regarded weak. 

Report on surface mining prob
lems nationwide required under Ap
palachian regional development leg
islation, also is expected before July 1. 

TRANSPORTATION 

More and more buildings will be 
going up in the air. 

Air, that is, over highway and rail 
rapid transit lines threatening to con
sume increasing amounts of vanish
ing urban land. 

"Air rights" construction is old 
stuff in areas like New York City 
where Grand Central Station complex 
has long permitted recovery of land 
taken by rail lines. Construction over 
highways has occurred and more is 
planned. 

Legislation is pending to permit 
air rights construction over a major 
proposed freeway in Washington, 
D. C. 

Experts also predict similar use of 
space over transit lines planned for 
Washington metropolitan area. 

John C. Kohl, executive secretary, 
division of engineering, National Re
search Council, notes that highway 
or transit facilities must be designed 
with air rights construction in mind 
at the outset if it's going to work. 

For example, subway station com
plex must have suitable foundation, 
columns and supporting spans to 
avoid prohibitive costs of constructing 
overhead. 

New U. S. Steel building in Pitts
burgh involves rebuilding of Pennsyl
vania Railroad tunnel now under 
construction site, plus provision for 
second right-of-way for future rapid 
transit system. 
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LESSONS OF LEADERSHIP: PART 
XXV 

ENRICHING 
LIFE BY BROAD 
EXPERIENCE 

A conversation with Thomas B. McCabe, who has 
blended active service in government, politics and 
education with a lifetime at Scott Paper Company 

When Thomas B. McCabe finds something he 
likes, he sticks with it. He talked his way onto 
the Scott Paper Co. payroll back in 1916 as a 
$10-a-week salesman. Now, 51 years later, he's 
still with Scott. 

Talk with him and you're left with the impres
sion that Tom McCabe, the 73-year-old board 
chairman, is every bit as enthusiastic about and 
interested in the future of business and society 
as was Tom McCabe, the 22-year-old Swarthmore 
College graduate. 

When he joined Scott, sales ran about $2 mil
lion a year; this year he expects they will exceed 
$500 million. It took him just 11 years, with two 
years out for military service in World War I, 
to rise from salesman to president of the com
pany. He served as Scott's chief executive of
ficer for nearly 40 years, and now is its board 
chairman. 

Throughout his career, Mr. McCabe has lived 
the truism, "if you want a job done right, find a 
busy man to do it." In 1948, Democratic Presi
dent Truman chose lifelong Republican Tom Mc
Cabe to be chairman of the Federal Reserve 
Board. 
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He founded the Marketing Science Institute, a 
multi-company endeavor to explore the science of 
marketing research. He's chairman and a founder 
of the Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships Com
mittee, which enables young men of proven lead
ership potential in America and elsewhere to 
travel and study in this country and abroad. 

Former President Eisenhower told NATION'S 
BUSINESS: 

"Nothing strikes me so forcefully about Tom 
McCabe as the apparent effortlessness with which 
he seems to carry on a big business and at the 
same time participate in so many projects devoted 
to the welfare of our people. We need a lot more 
like him." 

Mr. McCabe is proud of his company and of the 
men whose careers he's had something to do with. 
He was one of those who influenced a reluctant 
William W. Scranton into running for Governor 
of Pennsylvania. From the board of Scott Paper 
have come two Secretaries of Defense—Thomas 
S. Gates and Robert S. McNamara. 

Says Mr. Gates, now board chairman of Mor
gan Guaranty Trust Co. of New York: "By na
ture, Tom McCabe is an optimistic man—a believer 
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When the squeeze is on and inches count... 
| get a diesel Loadstar 

"Build a truck to do a job—change it only to do it better" 



Our diesel LOADSTAR'S got everything you need. Short wheelbase, wide-track 

axles and 40-degree turning get you in and out of alleys and loading 

terminals with a lot less jockeying. And you can thread up to 46,000 GVW 

through tight traffic like a taxi. 

Our new INTERNATIONAL DV-462 V-8 diesel is a new city-bred engine 

that acts so much like a gas job you can hardly tell the difference. 

There's less shifting in traffic. No more "diesel roar." And you 

can hitch it up to a regular gas engine drive train. 

See your INTERNATIONAL Dealer. He'll prove to you how our diesel 

LOADSTAR® can save you money right down to the last stop every day. 

International Harvester Company, 

Chicago, Illinois 60611. • • • 
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The Russians 
finally admit 

they %[% 'thave 
all the answers. 

This really happened. 
During a recent tour of Pittsburgh's Deeter-

Ritchey-Sippel architectural f irm, a group of 
Russian technicians spotted a 130 Electronic Cal
culator by Friden. 

At first they couldn't believe it was a calculator. 
It looked too good. It worked too fast. And it 
didn't make any noise. 

The head of the delegation asked to try i t 
He entered his first factor____l___kand saw it 

immediately appear at the bottom of the cathode 
ray display tube. As each new factor was entered, 
the previous figure moved up to the next register 
(this eliminates worksheets and keeps interme
diate calculations available for instant use). 

There was no noise, because the 130 has no 
moving parts. Solid-state components just don't 
go "clickety-clack" 

In the end, the Russian got his answer in 
milliseconds —much faster than he could 
ndex his problem. 

They were all genuinely impressed. One 
comment (which we'll cherish forever) 
was that they had nothing like the 130 in 

Russia. But they wished they did. 
Maybe Russia did invent baseball and 
chewing gum. But it took Friden to 

nvent the perfect answer to the 
world's figurework problems. 

For a demonstration of the 
130, call your Friden office. Or 
write Friden, Inc., San Leandro, 
Calif. 94577. Sales and serv
ice throughout the world. 

Friden 
DIVISION OF S 1 N C E R 

DIVIRSM WOWLOWIO-



L E S S O N S O F L E A D E R S H I P continued 

in things." Mr. McCabe has served 
as a public governor of The New 
York Stock Exchange, as a member 
of the boards of General Electric 
Co. and Campbell Soup Co. He 
holds honorary degrees from 15 col
leges and universities, and in 1946 
was presented the Medal of Merit 
for his service to business, educa
tion and government. 

In the following interview, Mr. 
McCabe tells about his career, his 
toughest decision, how you can tell 
if a person has leadership potential, 
and relates a humorous anecdote 
about his appointment to the Fed
eral Reserve. 

Mr. McCabe, how is it you came to 
Scott Paper Co. in 1916? 

When I graduated from college, 
I decided to return to the Eastern 
Shore of Maryland and join my 
father, who was a country banker. 

Out of the blue, I received a letter 
from my course adviser at Swarth-
more College, telling me what a 
mistake I was making. He said I 
should break loose from my home 
environment and spread my wings 
to find out what I could do. 

The areas of greatest interest to 
me were banking and manufac
turing because one of my most inter
esting courses in college was 
"Money and Banking." As you re
call, this was the period of the 
founding of the Federal Reserve 
system. I was vitally interested. 
Then on my summer vacation I 
managed an ice plant and found I 
could succeed doing that. 

In looking about, I thought of 
Scott Paper Co. When I was in col
lege I had an opportunity to meet 
the elder Mr. Scott and his son, and 
I was impressed with their personal
ities and standing in the community. 

So I contacted Scott Paper. Mr. 
Scott said he felt I should get into 
a more important industry like 
automobiles or steel. 

But he couldn't dissuade me. I 
started at a salary of $10 a week. 

Just 11 years after joining Scott you 
became president and chief executive 
officer. Had you ever imagined your 
ascendency in the company would be 
so fast? 

Certainly not. But even as a be
ginner, my progress was rapid. I 
received a $5-a-week raise each 
three months until I enlisted in the 
Army in 1917, 15 months after 
starting with the company. On my 
return, I was offered the position 
of assistant sales manager—which I 

thought was quite a job—at the then 
fabulous salary of $60 per week. 

Was there ever a time when you con
sidered leaving Scott for another job? 

Yes. In the first few months I be
came very annoyed with my imme
diate supervisor. Being a young 
idealist and full of beans, I was ir
ritated by what I regarded as his 
provincial thinking, slow acting and 
inability to grasp what I thought 
were major problems of the busi
ness. Evidently Mr. Scott detected 
this, and he counseled with me fre
quently. He got across the fact that 
if I was patient and tolerant I would 
make out. I think more young men 
become discouraged through lack of 
leadership by their immediate su
pervisor than for any other reason. 

Since you joined Scott business has 
increased to $500 million a year. 
What are the most important reasons 
for this? 

First, the fact that the company 
was engaged in the making of house
hold paper products—absolute home 
necessities. The potential for growth 
in this area was substantial. Once 
we gained the leadership in our 
industry, our pride spurred us on 
to excel in every phase of the busi
ness. 

Second, the fact that we were 
completely dedicated to a policy of 
high quality products, good values 
and intensive marketing. Since 
these objectives could not be at
tained without the highest type of 
employee, we gave personnel devel
opment the highest priority. 

How do you make a big decision? 
What are the major factors in ex
ecutive decision-making? 

You must approach a problem 
with complete objectivity. Impor
tant decisions ought to be made by 
being as objective as possible. Also, 
when recommendations are made 
for a major change in policy, de
mand that alternative courses of ac
tion be advanced so you have a 
choice. 

And you must always realize that 
a department head who advances a 
recommendation can be so close to 
the problem that he can't see the 
forest for the trees. 

What was your most difficult busi
ness decision? 

Undoubtedly the most important 
decision in the earlier years, when 
our resources were strained, was to 
pay almost any price to maintain 

our leadership and extend our favor
able consumer franchise. 

I would think, however, that the 
most difficult decision was to embark 
the company on a program of com
plete product integration—that is, 
the growing of pulp wood as well as 
the making of paper. For the first 
few years I was with Scott, it was 
a paper manufacturer and converter 
but not a pulp producer. It pur
chased its pulp from various parts 
of the world, particularly Scandi
navia and Canada. There was a pe
riod in the 1920's and 1930's when 
this had certain price advantages, 
because the world market for wood 
pulp was depressed. It gave you 
a certain competitive advantage, but 
it was very difficult to get good 
quality. 

In order to preserve high stan
dards and to obtain greater effi
ciency in manufacturing, we de
cided to engage in raw material 
production. This was very costly. 

The pulp and paper industry is a 
notoriously high capital industry. 
On the basis of present cost, to 
double our $500 million sales volume 
would require an investment of a 
billion and a half dollars. 

A second major decision was to 
construct and operate wide, high
speed paper machines, also very 
costly. During the first few years, 
we nearly lost our shirt developing 
the technique to do this. But that 
decision was very important to this 
company. 

How do you know if a person has exec
utive ability? 

You are generally attracted by 
his personality and ability to deal 
with people. 

I live near a college campus and 
I watch with avid interest the boys 
with potential leadership because 
they have a type of personality 
that engenders confidence, enthu
siasm and spirit. 

Then you check the man's record 
to determine how well he trains men 
under him. If you notice that other 
department heads are trying to re
cruit individuals from his depart
ment, you know the man is a good 
trainer. If they avoid him, the dan
ger signal is up and you begin to 
wonder. Is he taking too much cred
it himself; is he smothering his 
men? 

I'd say the next important char
acteristic is commercial judgment. 
How does he meet a crisis, a knotty 
problem, and solve it? The payoff 
in any good executive comes in mak
ing sound decisions, and in analyz
ing a potential executive you have 
to determine whether he has good 
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Low price time 
clock helps small 
companies meet 
strict requirements 
of wage hour law 

LATHEM TIME RECORDER COMPANY 
2135 Marietta Blvd.NW, Atlanta,Ga.30325 
Please send me complete information and 
prices, also payroll time card samples. 

Name-

Company, 

Address— 

TIME RECORDERS 
PROGRAM TIMERS 
TIME STAMPS 
WATCHMAN CLOCKS 
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The Sign of men who know 
more about full-service 
truckleasing than anyone 
in the industry. One of 
them lives in your area. 

Consul t your NATIONALEASE 
man first . . . he is! 

FREE! "LEXICON" 
and Visorfold Map 
Spotting 250 
NATIONALEASE 
Servicenters. 

m | RENT or LEASE 
a new 

CHEVROLET 
or other 

fine truck 

A nationwide network of 250 
locally owned facilities with 

national know-how. 

Yellow Pages under"Truck Rent
al and Leasing"; White Pages 
under "Nationalease"—or write: 

N A T I O N A L 
TRUCK LEASING SYSTEM 

\
Stnlif principal cities if the Unite- States ail' Canada M 
23 E. Jackson Blvd., Suit* E-6, Chicago 60604P^ 

L E S S O N S O F L E A D E R S H I P continued 

judgment and comprehensive knowl
edge in his field. 

Integrity, creativity and fair play 
also are basic essentials. 

It takes great courage to reach 
in the corporate package and select 
a potential winner, to coach and 
counsel him, to back him against all 
who would undermine him, to in
spire and promote him above many 
who have been with you longer. 

Should businessmen take jobs in 
government? 

If a businessman has the capa
bility and interest in politics I think 
he should seriously consider govern
ment service. 

I must say that such experience 
enriches men's lives and I find that 
they return to their jobs with a 
much broader view. Their decisions 
are apt to be more objective, and I 
think they can give their organiza
tion better leadership. In govern
ment the problems are so complex 
and of such magnitude that when 
a person returns to business he finds 
some problems are much simpler 
than he realized. 

What did you think when President 
Truman asked you to be chairman of 
the Federal Reserve Board? 

I was astounded. I said, "Mr. 
President, do you realize I am a Re
publican?" He just kept talking. I 
said, "Mr. President, I am a Penn
sylvania Republican and I am sup
porting so-and-so for the Presi
dency." 

He stopped and looked at me and 
said, "Tom, you don't suppose I 
would have asked you down here 
if I didn't know your politics, but 
I'm surprised you're supporting so-
and-so; he's further to the left than 
I am." 

A friend of yours, Philadelphia indus
trialist Philip T. Sharpies, tells me 
you try to do too much, but that you 
always end up doing it well. How do 
you fit so much into your schedule? 

Well, basically, your ability to do 
many things depends on your zeal 
and interest. I have a vital interest 
in business, education and politics. 
I try to schedule my time and activ
ities so that I participate in all of 
them. 

One of the reasons I have not ac
cepted a salary from the company 
for several years was to ease my 
conscience about the time I devote 
to extracurricular activities. 

You don't have much use for non
partisans in politics, I understand. 

That's right. I think the two-
party system in America has proven 
to be one of the greatest assets in 
our political, social and economic 
development. 

To preserve the two-party sys
tem requires the diligence and dedi
cation of a majority of our people. 
I have great respect for the men 
who give of their time, energy and 
money to preserve it. 

But I have very little patience 
with the free riders who are too 
proud to fight, who want to enjoy 
all of the fruits of our political 
system without engaging in the 
hard, grueling work of preparing 
for elections. 

Mr. McCabe, you have seen govern
ment from within and without. In 
your opinion, are there too many regu
lations or restrictions on business? 

I think there are areas where 
there is entirely too much govern
ment regulation and restriction. 
For example, agriculture. 

Another overregulated area is 
transportation. Recently the Con
gress has tried to correct this par
tially. But I think our railroads and 
steamship lines are still overregu
lated. 

Another area that occurs to me 
is labor relationships. The Depart
ment of Labor and the National 
Labor Relations Board have devel
oped policies that retard rather 
than promote sound labor relation
ships. 

And in the antitrust field, great 
efforts should be made to clarify the 
regulations and restrictions. 

You are considered a pioneer in the 
field of marketing research. What is 
the need here as you see it? 

Well, marketing research ought 
to be the eyes and ears of the fu
ture. We should be exploring the 
thoughts of people, the changes in 
their habits and desires. 

What is the purpose of the Market
ing Science Institute that you orga
nized? 

When I came back from Washing
ton in 1951, I was surprised at the 
enormous advances we had made in 
research in the physical sciences. 
But the development of the social 
sciences, particularly marketing 
research, had lagged far behind. 

So, I began a series of luncheons 
with my business friends to talk 
about the subject and to try to as
certain if they would be interested 
in creating an institute for market-
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The market capital of 
these United States is in 
the Houston-Gulf Coast 

You may notice that a few states are missing in the map— 
that's because there are a few places where retailers outsell 
those in the Houston-Gulf Coast. But not in forty-four states. 
Total retail sales in Harris County alone exceed those in any 
county in the states shown above. 

So if your business prospers by selling to people, the 
Houston-Gulf Coast is a pretty good place for your business. 
This is where the people are. And if your business prospers by 
selling to industry, you'll also like the Houston-Gulf Coast. It's 
where the industries are, too. (Plus great industrial sites for 
your plant.) 

HOUSTON LIGHTING 
& POWER COMPANY 
a taxpaying, investor-owned electric service company 

For more facts, in absolute 
confidence, write Fred Staacke, 
Vice President, Houston 
Lighting & Power Company, 
Box 1700, Houston, Texas 77001. 
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ing research. This would be a cen
tral depository of information, a 
place that would do fundamental 
research. 

We needed more fundamental 
facts upon which to operate our ap
plied research programs. 

As a result, 29 of us joined to
gether to underwrite and become 
charter members of the Marketing 
Science Institute, and subsequently 
several others became members. 
Currently the institute has a half 
dozen or more important reports to 
be published in book form during 
the year. 

In the field of education, you have 
said it is not enough for business to 
give colleges and universities money. 

That is right. 
I think business needs a better 

understanding of what is taking 
place in the field of education. And 

N e e d m o r e s p a c e f o r 
s a l e s - s e r v i c e - s t o r a g e ? 

Expand outdoor 
shelter area 

this low-cost way: 
You can: display more merchandise; service 
more customers; protect more valuable in
ventory in low-cost outdoor space—with a 
pre-engineered Childers Outdoor Shelter. 
These durable structures are fast and easy 
to install—virtually maintenance-free. They 
are designed to stand steady in 100-mile 
winds—support heaviest snow loads-—meet 
or exceed building codes everywhere. 
Cost is low, because of mass-production. Yet 
there is great flexibility of size, shape and 
area coverage. 

Proven profitable by thousands of users— 
These low-cost structures are now providing 
protection for auto dealers, drive-in restau
rants, farm implement dealers, car wash 
facilities, service stations, open-air boat dis
plays, apartment and executive parking lots, 
bus and truck depots, and other enterprises. 
Find out how little it costs to make better use 
of your idle open spaces—and free your 
expensive indoor space for other duties. 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

CHiLDERS 
Manufacturing Company 
Dept. NB-1, 3620 W. 11th St., P. 0. Box 7467 
Houston, Texas 77008 

Send me complete information on low-cost 
Childers Outdoor Shelters — without obligation. 

Name_ 

Business_ 

Address-

City. .State- -ZiP-

colleges and universities need a bet
ter understanding of business. 

At Scott, we give full-tuition col
lege scholarships in many colleges 
at the end of the sophomore year to 
students who show the greatest po
tential for leadership in business. 

We keep in close contact with 
them. We have two-day seminars 
to give them as complete an expo
sure as possible to the operation of 
the business. 

In this way, we think we are giv
ing something in addition to money, 
and probably something far more 
valuable to the student; the pro
gram is being steadily enlarged. 

Also, we provide summer employ
ment for college and high school 
teachers. And our own people lec
ture at colleges and universities. 

Doesn't your company have an active 
program to encourage its own em
ployees to further their education? 

Oh, yes. We encourage atten
dance at night school, at extension 
schools and pay the tuition wher
ever a person makes a creditable 
record. We have sent innumerable, 
promising executives to schools of 
business administration for re
fresher courses or advanced courses 
in management. 

About once a month we bring 
eminent educators in to address 
various groups in our company. 

We try to encourage our people 
to support colleges by making match
ing gifts of their annual contribu
tions. 
Also in the field of education, aren't 
you one of the founding fathers of the 
Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships? 

Yes. This is an endeavor very 
close to my heart. 

The members selected average in 
age between 35 to 40, and they are 
carefully chosen from the field of 
greatest need in their country, par
ticularly the developing countries. 
The results of the program are ex
tremely gratifying. 

Currently, four former Eisen
hower Fellows are in the cabinet of 
the Argentine government, and sev
eral are cabinet members in other 
countries. Others are members of 
parliaments, leaders in education 
and the professions. The prime 
minister of Turkey is also an Eisen
hower Fellow. 

How did the idea of the exchange fel
lowships get started? 

Friends of President Eisen
hower's decided they wanted to give 
him a present on the first birthday 
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he had after he became President. 
They approached Mrs. Eisenhower 
and told her they had in mind fur
nishing a room in the Gettysburg 
house, or something like that. 

She said, "No. I think it would 
be better if you could develop some 
sort of scholarship program for 
foreign students. He has a vital 
interest in establishing better rela
tionships with other countries in 
the world." 

Beginning with that idea, I as
sisted in organizing the group. And 
an amazing thing is that the inter
est has not diminished since Gen. 
Eisenhower left office. 
Confidence, you have said, is the most 
important single factor in business. 
Will you explain this? 

It is not only the most important 
factor in business, it is the most 
important intangible in all of life. 
How do you build a successful mar
riage? How do you get people to 
support local and national pro
grams? It is because they have con
fidence. 

If people begin to lose confidence 
in the administration in Washing
ton, you notice that the economy 
suffers; likewise, when confidence 
is restored, there is a renewed hope 
on the part of everyone in business, 
and the economy improves. 

I think we have magnified the 
facts that are developed by statisti
cians and economists. And I am 
always surprised that this intan
gible is not mentioned more often 
by economic forecasters. 

Confidence is a priceless ingre
dient in a business operation. Why 
do people buy your products? Why 
do the best people in your company 
become dedicated to its principles? 
What happens to a business if con
fidence is destroyed? 

Are the opportunities for success as 
great now as when you started out? 

They are ever so much greater. 
Opportunities increase with the in
crease in economic, social and polit
ical activity. There is a far greater 
demand for well-trained people to
day than ever before. 

We have so many more depart
ments in our company alone that 
did not exist 25 years ago—opera
tions research, future planning— 
more specialists, more lawyers. 

This is a period of specialization. 
And as life becomes more complex, 
the opportunities become greater. 

What do you consider the one or two 
most important changes that have 
taken place in this country during 
your long career? 

I think that the revolution in 
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"I have not yet, 

thought of a remedy 
for luxury... BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 

'T am not sure that in a great state it is capable of a 
*• remedy; nor that the evil is in itself always so great 
as it is represented. 

"Suppose we include in the definition of luxury 
all unnecessary expense, and then let us consider 
whether laws to prevent such expense are possible to 
be executed in a great country, and whether, if they 
could be executed, our people generally would be 
happier, or even richer. 

"Is not the hope of being one day able to purchase 
and enjoy luxuries, a great spur to labour and in
dustry? 

"May not luxury, therefore, produce more than 
it consumes, if, without such a spur, people would 
be, as they are naturally enough inclined to be, lazy 
and indolent? To this purpose I remember a circimi-
stance. 

"The skipper of a shallop, employed between 
Cape May and Philadelphia, had done us some 
small service, for which he refused to be paid. My 
wife, understanding that he had a daughter, sent 
her a present of a new-fashioned cap. 

"Three years after, this skipper being at my 
house with an old farmer of Cape May, his passen
ger, he mentioned the cap, and how much his 
daughter had been pleased with it. 

" 'But' (said he) 'it proved a dear cap to our 
congregation.' 

"How so?" 
" 'When my daughter appeared with it at meet

ing, it was so much admired, that all the girls re
solved to get such caps from Philadelphia, and my 
wife and I computed that the whole could not 
have cost less than a hundred pounds.'' 

" 'True', (said the farmer) 'but you do not tell 
all the story. I think the cap was nevertheless an 
advantage to us; for it was the first thing that put 
our girls upon knitting worsted mittens for sale at 
Philadelphia, that they might have wherewithal 
to buy caps and ribbons there; and you know that 
the industry has continued, and is likely to con-

Original wood engraving by Bernard Brusscl-Smith 

tinue and increase to a much greater value, and 
answer better purposes.' 

"Upon the whole, I was more reconciled to this 
little piece of luxury, since not only the girls were 
made happier by having fine caps, but the Phila-
delphians by the supply of warm mittens." 

"Poor Richard" put his finger on this simple key to 
an expanding economy over 200 years ago. So, isn't it 
strange to find people—well-meaning people—in this 
country today who still frown on the luxuries most 
of us work to enjoy? They want the government 
to restrict the broad range of products and services 
in the marketplace. And to cut back on advertising 
because it makes people want things they don't need. 

Don't need? Well, of course, no little girl needs 
a bow in her hair. Yet, Mary Murphy will forever 
top off the apple of her eye with a ribbon. And 
where would the ribbon factories be without her? 
And the ribbon clerks? 

It is just this very human desire to add the little 
frills to our living that has created our jobs and our 
prosperity . . . the ribbon factories and automobile 
factories and television factories . . . and the most 
dynamic economy in man's history. Shouldn't we 
be careful about how we tinker with the forces that 
have created all this? Because the simple, troubling 
truth is, nobody knows for sure how far you can 
regulate our economy without damaging it. 
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L E S S O N S I N L E A D E R S H I P continued 

science and education is probably 
the most dramatic and far-reaching 
development in my lifetime. I am 
utterly astounded with the develop
ments in outer space. I pinch my
self every time I get on a jet plane 
to make sure I am really there. 

What is happening in the field of 
medicine and therapy is just un
believable. And look at the expan
sion of the school system at all lev
els, and at the insatiable desire of 
parents with limited means and 
limited opportunities to have their 
children obtain an education. 

Yes, I think these two explosions 
—of science and education—are the 
miracles of my lifetime. 

How do you relax, Mr. McCabe? 
I am not as interested in relaxation 

as I am in effort. I am terribly 
fond of fishing. I have a fishing and 
hunting camp in Maryland. And I 
shoot in South Carolina, Texas and 
Mexico. 

I think my greatest form of re
laxation is walking, particularly on 
the college campus, talking with the 

students, many of whom are there 
on my scholarships. That is a great 
relaxation for me. 

What has been most satisfying in 
your business career? 

Well, in material satisfaction, it 
is the growth of the business, the 
enlargement of our shareholder 
and customer list, the fact that peo
ple who have invested in the com
pany over the years have been re
warded and the assurance we have 
afforded employment to many thou
sands of people. 

But I suppose the greatest reward 
is seeing key men develop into ex
traordinary leaders. END 

REPRINTS of "Lessons of Leader
ship: Part XXV: Enriching Life 
by Broad Experience" may be ob
tained from Nation's Business, 
1615 H St. N. W., Washington, 
D. C. 20006. Price: 1 to 49 copies, 
30 cents each; 50 to 99, 25 cents 
each; 100 to 999, 15 cents each; 
1,000 or more, 12 cents each. Please 
enclose remittance with order. 

" P E A C E F U L P L A N ' T O C L O B B E R B U S I N E S S 
continued from page 38 

merely by letting its strike drag on 
for a couple of weeks. By then, the 
typical contractor can find no further 
work for his other sub-contractors 
until the plumbing work is done. 

Construction projects are partic
ularly vulnerable to strikes be
cause of the large amounts of money 
committed to tight schedules. The 
public needs to have schools or hos
pitals finished by certain dates. So 
building trades unions have learned 
to press for outlandish demands 
once a builder or subcontractor has 
committed himself to deadlines. 

"The unions have so much power 
now," relates one contractor, "that 
I'm afraid to complain when I see a 
worker doing something wrong. In
stead, I just tell him, 'I'm sure 
glad to see you today'—and, by gosh, 
I mean it." 

If H.R. 100 is made law, a single 
carpenter could decide—and it's 
been done—that standing on a two-
foot-high stilt to install a ceiling is 
"extremely dangerous." He could 
walk off, don a picket sign and 
cause a whole school construction 
project to close down until his gripe 
is settled. 

Construction unions insist that 
they need H.R. 100 to help them 

organize workers. It would enable 
them to shut down a whole work 
site, because some workers have re
fused to join a union or have joined 
a rival union. They want this even 
though already their memberships 
and tax-free treasuries are bulging. 

Green light for boycotts 

H.R. 100 would nullify—as far as 
the construction industry is con
cerned—the public's protection 
against secondary boycotts, namely 
Section 8(b) (4) (B) of the Taft-
Hartley law. 

"The secondary boycott is the 
most unjustified and harmful of all 
strike activity," contends Lloyd E. 
Clarke, first vice president of the 
National Association of Home 
Builders. 

Construction unions enjoy vast 
preferential treatment over other 
unions in their power to make agree
ments against handling certain "hot 
cargo" materials that union bosses 
don't like. 

They often use this power to pre
vent use of such modern cost-savers 
as nonmetallic cable, plastic pipes, 
paint spray guns and prefabricated 
products. 

Construction unions also enjoy 

the unique authority to make closed 
shop agreements, so no one can be 
hired for a job unless he is sent 
from a favored union's hiring hall. 

While claiming that they need 
still more power through H.R. 100, 
construction unions continue to haul 
down the fattest wage settlements of 
all industries. 

"I have trouble trying to follow 
the many provisos in this bill," says 
William E. Naumann, chairman of 
the legislative committee of the As
sociated General Contractors of 
America. "If it is passed—and God 
forbid—I can see the courts and 
NLRB (National Labor Relations 
Board) having a field day lasting 
the next 10 years trying to figure 
out what the bill has said." 

At hearings on H.R. 100, Rep. 
Thompson became ruffled by one 
witness, a lifelong building con
tractor. The witness suggested that 
the bill's proponents did not have a 
firm grasp on the workings of the 
construction industry. 

"I'm not going to sit here and 
have witnesses say we have little 
knowledge," bristled Rep. Thomp
son, slamming his pencil on the 
table. "Of course, I'm not as bright 
as you." 

An hour later, Rep. Thompson 
addressed a union gathering and 
said, "As a matter of fact, I do 
know something about construc
tion; I built a house once. Inci
dentally, I've invited that guy back 
tomorrow. Lou Sherman (counsel 
for the AFL-CIO's Building Trades 
Department), you just give me the 
bricks and I'll throw them at him. 
That's what we Irish do. You make 
them and we'll throw them. 

"If we get common situs, it's the 
only labor legislation we can expect 
this year—except social security. 
But we'll lay the groundwork for 
the future when we'll get the amend
ments we need to other parts of the 
Labor-Management Act." 

A foot in the door 

AFL-CIO bosses know that once 
they get expanded secondary boy
cott power in the construction in
dustry, nonconstruction unions will 
claim they're being discriminated 
against. They, too, will clamor for 
secondary boycott "rights." 

Unionists like the secondary boy
cott weapon. First, because it is so 
effective in bring employers to their 
knees. Second, because it forces 
workers to join the controlling un
ion. Big unions delight in the pros
pect that H.R. 100 will help destroy 
workers' freedom to choose what 
union they want to belong to. 

Unions, of course, have long since 
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crushed most construction workers' 
hopes of not having to belong to any 
union in order to work. 

Sen. Robert P. Griffin (R-Mich.) 
coauthor of the Landrum-Griffin la
bor reform law, points out that the 
common situs bill will mean that 
any time non-AFL-CIO workers 
show up at a job, the whole project 
can be legally closed down. 

He comments: "I can't under
stand how that can be in the public 
interest if we believe basically that 
employees ought to have the right 
to join the union of their choice or 
not to join a union if that is their 
choice." 

It has been conservatively esti
mated that work stoppages during 
the first year after passage of the 
common situs bill would increase 
construction costs by a billion dol
lars. And the cost will go much 
higher once unions have perfected 
manipulation of the law. 

The basic union argument for 
H.R. 100 is that it does not really 
involve secondary boycotts. Sub
contractors in a construction proj
ect—a missile base or a bungalow-
are not independent, they argue. 
They are actually all in the proj
ect together as partners or "joint 
venturers." 

Therefore, say the unions, any 
strike between an employer and a 
labor union representing a particu
lar craft at a construction site, 
should be considered a lawful strike 
against all employers at the site. 

The law says No 

However, the Supreme Court 
noted in 1951, in the Denver Build
ing Trades Case, that it is no more 
correct to say that the employers at 
a building site are joint venturers 
than it would be to say that an 
auto parts supplier is a joint ven
turer with an auto maker. 

Subcontractors legally are obliged 
to complete their portion of con
struction projects by a certain time 
and to a large degree pay for any 
additional costs due to price hikes 
in materials or labor problems in
curred after letting of the subcon
tract. 

Furthermore, construction unions 
have always jealously guarded their 
right to negotiate labor contracts 
separately with subcontractors, and 
not with the general contractor. 
They know they often can drive 
harder bargains with smaller sub
contractors. At such times they 
stoutly contend that the subcon
tractor is their only employer. 
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Sometimes the number of indi
vidual employers on a complex con
struction project is fantastic. At 
Vandenburg Air Force Base there 
were, at the same time, 37 different 
general contractors and 370 subcon
tractors. More than 400 separate 
labor contracts were in effect. 

Building trades unionists, never
theless, continue demanding "equal
ity" with their industrial union 
brothers in manufacturing plants. 
They enviously eye the way a mem
ber of a toolmaking unit in a plant 
can picket and prevent everybody 
in the plant from going to work. 

The construction unionist says 
it's unfair discrimination that he 
can't do the same. He claims Con
gress must help him or he'll be 
taken advantage of. 

Contractors point out that picket
ing at factories has restrictions, too. 
It can be limited to gates used by 
factory workers, just as construc
tion site picketing is restricted to 
places where the primary employer 
is working. 

There is little other similarity, 
contractors maintain, between pick
eting a manufacturing plant and 
picketing a construction site. 

A construction project, contrac
tors point out, is no more like an 
industrial plant than the 19 build
ing trades unions are like a mono
lithic industrial union such as the 
United Auto Workers. 

A manufacturer may deal with 
many unions, but there is still only 
one employer involved. This em
ployer alone deals with all the un
ions at the plant. At a construction 
site, however, there is no single em
ployer who determines the labor 
policy of everyone working at the 
site. 

Construction unions already have 
enormous strike power. For exam
ple, New York plumbers struck for 
165 days, shutting down such vital
ly needed projects as hospitals. 
Finally, they settled for $6.49 an 
hour. The Atlanta Carpenters Union 
struck for 81 days last year, de
manding a 26 per cent increase in 
wages. 

San Francisco plumbers haul 
down $7.89 an hour straight time 
and $13.23 an hour for overtime 
which starts after a seven-hour day. 

Noting the construction unions' 
recent record of bloated wage de
mands and continual strikes, Wil
liam Naumann of the Associated 
General Contractors of America, 
says: 

"They don't need any more privi-
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That's right! Sony has made tape recording easy for you . . . easy as 1,2,3. In fact, all 
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"PEACEFUL P L A N " TO 
CLOBBER BUSINESS 

continued 

leges or protection. We think it's 
high time that the public receive 
some protection from these power
ful unions who have defied their 
own international union leaders and 
government officials in demanding 
and getting wage increases which 
bear no relation to productivity and 
which threaten to upset our nation
al economy." 

Suggested reforms 
Mr. Naumann suggests that in

stead of weakening the Taft-Hart
ley Act, as H.R. 100 and S. 1487 
would do, that it be strengthened 
in the following ways: 

• Allow injunctions in cases of 
illegal, union jurisdictional disputes. 

• Make unions responsible for 
racial discrimination practiced in 
their hiring halls. 

• Hold unions responsible for 
agreements they make. 

• Prevent construction unions 
from destroying multi-employer bar
gaining units. 

• Banish product boycotts and 
limits on the use of prefabricated 
construction materials. 

• Provide a remedy to stop 
featherbedding. 

Why, Mr. Naumann asks, should 
a man be required by union rules 
to sit all day and watch an auto
matic pump or a compressor or a 
heater? Why are pile drivers and 
dockbuilders required at a job in 
the middle of a desert? Why is a 
foreman required to oversee a two-
man job? 

"You don't need them," he says, 
"but you have got them under un
ion 'working rules/ which is the 
bible on featherbedding. 

"Union rules which result in tell
ing the owner, architect, contractor 
and public how they must build, 
who they must employ, how many 
must be employed and how much 
work may be performed are a drag 
on progress and efficiency, and in 
the end sap our economic strength." 

END 

REPRINTS of 'Peaceful Plan to 
Clobber Business' may be obtained 
from Nation's Business, 1615 H St., 
N. W., Washington, D. C, 20006. 
Price: 1 to 49 copies, 30 cents each; 
50 to 99, 25 cents each; 100 to 999, 
15 cents each; 1,000 or more, 12 
cents each. Please enclose remit
tance with order. 
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Are you paying full-time 
for part-time dollars ? 
Probably, and reluctantly, yes. On a typical unsecured short 
term loan, your company pays interest on the full amount 
for the full duration. Yet you can usually use only 80% 
of the dollars . . . and may actually use, on a daily 
average, closer to 50%. Then your per annum 
interest rate is twice what it seems to be. 

Compare the cost of accounts receivable fin
ancing ... the kind that made Commercial Credit 
famous. Here you pay strictly for the cash you 
need and use, on a day-to-day basis. You effi
ciently control the cost of borrowed money . . . 
and your real interest rate is often lower than for 
funds acquired by other means. 

Compare, too, the amount of cash you can raise 
on receivables. A Commercial Credit business 
loan usually makes more money available... more 
promptly . . . than other sources can. Borrow as 
much or as little as required, for as long as desired 
. . . without repeated clean-ups and renewals. 

CCCash, as we call it, is a very special kind of 
money. To get some, or to learn more reasons why you 
should, ask for our man in your area who has all the answers. 

Call Commercial Credit 
Atlanta 230 Peachtree St., N.E 525-4938 
Baltimore 2315 St. Paul St MU 5-1400 
Chicago 208 S. La Salle St DE 2-3716 
Cincinnati 1003 Cartw Tower 721-2962 

Los Angeles 722 S. Spring St MA 4-9431 
New York 50 W. 44th St OX 7-3500 
Oklahoma City 120 R. S. Kerr Ave CE 2-0507 
San Francisco 44 Montgomery St 982-6362 

cc 
BUSINESS LOANS: Another service offered by subsidiaries of Commercial Credit Company 

which has assets of over two and one-half billion dollars. 



ROBERT KENNEDY 

P H O T O : F R E D MAROON 

The New York Senator and former 

Attorney General tells what's 

wrong with federal regulation of 

business and how to remedy it 
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We are properly concerned today 
about the rights of indigents, of 
those accused of crime, and of in
dividuals suing and being sued in 
civil court cases. But we should 
also be concerned about federal ad
ministrative agency action against 
business, large and small. 

The importance of these agencies 
in the day-to-day business affairs of 
American companies can hardly be 
overstated and may not be fully ap
preciated by the public. 

And, despite giant strides in re
cent years in the quality of justice 
dispensed by these agencies, we still 
have not achieved the high degree 
of fundamental fairness to which 
business concerns are entitled. 

People differ, of course, about 
what is fair. Administrators differ, 
just as businessmen do. In fact, one 
of the few times I have heard busi
nessmen all of one voice on this sub
ject was after the Big Steel price 
controversy of 1962, when they ap
parently agreed to a man that what 
this country needed most was a new 
Attorney General. 

Today, there are some 55 to 60 
federal administrative agencies with 
rule-making and adjudicative pow
ers affecting private rights. Virtual
ly every business in the country is 
subject, or potentially subject, to 
one or more of them. 

Matters in dispute range from a 
few dollars or a single product to 
millions of dollars, thousands of em-
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ON: GOVERNMENT INJUSTICE TO BUSINESS 

ployees, dozens of mergers and huge 
stock offerings. 

There are approximately twice as 
many agency hearing examiners as 
there are Federal District Court 
judges. And yet these agencies, de
spite their importance, remain what 
a Presidential committee called 
them almost 30 years ago, "a head
less 'fourth branch' of the Govern
ment." (^) 

The progress made in recent years 
in improving agency processes has 
come about in part through internal, 
self-induced reform, in part by leg
islative edict and in part through 
pressures by the bar. 

Since the passage of the Admin
istrative Procedure Act 14 years 
ago, most agencies have been acute
ly aware of their own shortcomings 
and have instituted reforms. 

The fact remains, however, that 
the law administered by these agen
cies is still not as fair, equitable 
and expeditious as we have a right 
to expect. 

I here discuss only two aspects 
of needed reform, although many 
could be mentioned. The first is de
lay in adjudication, and the other 
is a more precise and universal ap
plication of the simple rules of ordi
nary justice that have long been 
enforced by our courts. 

Too much delay 

Delay is a relative factor. More 
than 48 hours to process the claim 

of a veteran's widow may be too 
long, whereas 18 months to place 
in hearing the location of inter
state pipelines might be so short a 
time as to prejudice the right of 
parties to intervene and to gather 
and present evidence. 

But we can generalize about delay 
at least to this extent: The agencies 
take far too long to decide some 
cases. A couple of examples will 
suffice. 

On June 16, 1952, the Federal 
Trade Commission issued a com
plaint against Pillsbury Mills, Inc. 
(now the Pillsbury Co.), charging 
it with violating Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act (the so-called "anti
merger" section) by its acquisition 
of Ballard & Ballard. The com
plaint was later amended to include 
a charge relating to the additional 
purchase of the Duff Baking Mix 
Co., a division of American Home 
Foods. 

Hearings in the case began on 
Sept. 23, 1952. The Commission 
completed its direct case in January, 
1953, and in April of that year the 
hearing examiner ruled that the 
Commission had failed to make a 
case. 

This decision was reversed by 
the full Commission in December, 
1953, and thereafter Pillsbury be
gan putting on its evidence. This 
was not completed until June, 1957. 
Rebuttal hearings by the Commis
sion ended in January, 1958. 

In other words, it took almost six 
years for the case to be tried. By 
then, the testimony totaled more 
than 32,000 pages and exhibits ac
counted for many thousands more. 

Thereafter, the FTC did not rule 
until Dec. 16, 1960, when it held 
that Pillsbury's acquisitions vio
lated the Act. Years passed before 
both sides had designated the por
tions of the record to be printed, 
the printing had been completed 
and the case was ready for argu
ment in the Fifth Circuit Court of 
Appeals. 

The Court decided the case on 
Jan. 7, 1966, holding that Pillsbury 
had been denied a fair hearing be
cause Congressional subcommittees 
had interrogated Commission mem
bers about the case before the Com
mission had reached the merits. 

At this point, the Commission 
was faced with the decision of whe
ther to take new evidence against 
Pillsbury, to review the outdated 
record again with new Commission 
members, to start all over or to dis
miss the complaint. 

It dismissed the complaint. 
Thus, more than 13 years elapsed 

between the filing and the dismissal 
of this complaint. The substantive 
issues at stake in the case were never 
finally decided. 

I do not pass judgment, of course, 
on the merits of this case, nor do I 
lay the blame for the delay at any
one's door. I merely point out that 
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no matter how complex, a case which 
takes 13 years to decide (and even 
then is not decided on the merits) 
is an example of the administrative 
process gone awry. 

The Pennsy merger 
A second example is the proceed

ing before the Interstate Commerce 
Commission involving the merger of 
the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. and 
the New York Central Railroad Co. 
The joint applications for merger 
were filed in that case on Mar. 9, 
1962. Hearings lasted from August, 
1962, until October, 1963, with a 
brief reopening for further testimony 
in September, 1964. 

In all, there were 129 hearing 
days, 291 prepared statements, 450 
witnesses, 20,051 pages of transcript 
(five million words) and approxi
mately 20 bound volumes of addi
tional exhibits. 

The two hearing examiners ruled 
in favor of the merger on Mar. 29, 
1965. The Commission did the same 
on Sept. 19, 1966, and subsequently 
ruled on petitions for rehearing. Ap
plications for an injunction were 
filed in court by intervenors, and 
the case was recently remanded by 
the Supreme Court for further re
view by the ICC. 

In other words, this important 
merger between two huge railroads 
has not finally been approved or 
disapproved more than four years 
after the applications were filed. 

I certainly do not mean to imply 
that cases like this, which involve 
many parties, tremendously complex 
facts, and numerous legal issues, 
can be or should be decided over
night. Obviously, the development 
of a proper record for the adjudi
cation of some cases necessarily 
takes a substantial amount of time. 
But just as obviously, businessmen 
are entitled not to have their cases 
bogged down in red tape, irrelevant 
facts, unnecessary haggling, and the 
like. 

Fairness also an issue 
Another area of concern is wheth

er the agencies, even today, are be
ing as fair and impartial in all their 
dealings with businessmen as sim
ple justice requires. 

We often hear that the agencies 
were designed to decide cases more 
informally than courts and that 
they are not strictly bound by the 
rules of evidence or other strictures 
enforced in a court of law. 

This is partly true. 
But an informality of procedure 
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can never serve as an excuse for the 
denial of basic rights. That is why 
it is important to restate certain 
truisms that should govern all agen
cies in the decision of cases. 

1. A case should be decided only on 
the basis of a public record after all 
the facts have been presented. It 
should never be prejudged. 

In an airline case a few year'sV* 
ago, the Civil Aeronautics Board ' 
issued an order instituting an in
vestigation to determine whether 
two-carrier or three-carrier service 
between Seattle and Fairbanks 
would not be preferable to the then 
prevailing four-carrier service. 

The result of such a decision 
would have been to terminate Pan 
American's certificate to serve the 
route. 

In its order, the Board stated the 
issue to be whether certificates 
should not be terminated or amend
ed "in accordance with the tentative 
conclusions set forth in the attached 
study." 

Both the attached study and the 
ordering paragraph of the order it
self included detailed recitals of 
facts, reasons and conclusions. 

On review the court pointed out 
that, in effect, "The Board made 
an ex parte decision in camera, 
and then set hearings, giving an 
opportunity to the affected parties 
to show cause why the decision 
should not be carried into effect." 

Such a procedure was illegal, 
said the court, for it is an "indispens-^ 
able principle that a case must not b&y 
prejudged by the tribunal that is 
going to hear and decide it. . . ." 

2. Each case must be decided with
out bias, and the appearance as well 
as the fact of impartiality is essential 
to a fair result. 

In a 1966 case, the court pointed 
out that the chairman of the Feder
al Trade Commission, prior to his 
appointment, had been chief coun
sel and staff director of the Senate 
subcommittee that had investigated 
the manufacture and sale of tetra
cycline. 

While with the subcommittee, he 
had been responsible for statements 
to the effect that tetracycline prices 
quoted by various drug companies 
were artificially high and collusive 
and that there had been improprie
ties in the transfer of patent rights 
between two of these companies. 

These same issues and same com
panies were subsequently involved 
in a case decided by the Federal 

Trade Commission and participated 
in by the chairman. 

Since the court concluded that 
the chairman had formed an opin
ion as to the facts before hearing 
the evidence in the Commission 
case, his participation in the deci
sion constituted a denial of due pro
cess, even though his vote was not 
necessary for a majority. 

The court remanded the case for 
a new hearing without the partici 
pation of the chairman. 

3. Agencies should be relatively con
sistent in their rulings or at least pre
pared to explain why inconsistency 
is warranted. 

A Federal Communications Com
mission case reflected a subsequent 
chapter in the well-known television 
scandal of 1960 involving rigged 
quiz shows. Two producers of these 
shows owned stock in WGMA, a 
radio station in Hollywood, Fla. 
As the result of a hearing to deter
mine whether the station's license 
should be renewed, the examiner 
found that while the producers had 
engaged in censurable conduct, 
they had violated no law then in 
effect and WGMA itself had pro
vided outstanding service. 

Therefore, the examiner recom
mended renewal of the license. 

The Federal Communications 
Commission reversed on the ground 
that the producers lacked the req
uisite character qualifications to be 
licensees. 

It developed, however, that while 
the WGMA case was proceeding, 
the Commission was also consider
ing applications for the renewal of 
operating licenses by the National 
Broadcasting Co., the network 
which had carried, and for a time 
owned, the same quiz shows in
volved in the WGMA case. 

The examiner in the NBC pro
ceeding found that the network had 
framed its conduct in regard to 
these shows in response to business 
necessity rather than public moral
ity. Nevertheless, he too recom
mended renewal of NBC's licenses. 

The Commission denied a re
quest for reconsideration of its 
WGMA ruling. 

One week later it affirmed the ex
aminer in the NBC case and re
newed NBC's licenses without any 
mention of the network's role in the 
deceptive quiz shows. 

The Court of Appeals reversed 
and remanded the WGMA deci
sion, pointing out that "the Com
mission's refusal at least to explain 
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BUSINESS. 
Goo \)6f 

The next time you mail out correspond
ence, a bill, an invoice, order or estimate, 
make sure you include the little ZIP Code 
number. That way your mail will be delivered 
and acted upon faster. ZIP means Zoning 
mprovement Program. And the Post Office 
has divided the country into ten zones to 
allow the mail to move from point of origin 
to the destination area without intermediate 
processing. This more direct routing will 
permit faster mail service, and reduced mail 
congestion. Something that will benefit 
everyone. 

As inventors of the postage meter, the 
expedition of mail has always been our busi
ness at Pitney-Bowes. Our Addresser-Printer 
easily adapts to the new ZIP Code system. 
Once you emboss the ZIP Code on our metal 
plates you can forget them. And if your 
account changes address, old numbers can 
be replaced and new codes quickly, sm« 
bossed. Plates can be s^rtWteilWsedin 
Zip Codeorder so t fWnai l can be bulk 

ether or not you use any of 
machines, do use the ZIP Code. It's 

smart business. 
Send for our free informational booklet, 

"ZZZZZZZZIP CODE," which explains how 
the system works and how it helps you. 

_PE_ P i t n e v - B o w e s P o s t a S e M e t e r s - Addresser-Printers, Folders, Inserters, Counters & Imprinters, Scales, Mailopeners, Collators, Copiers. 
^ ^ For information call nearest office or write Pitney-Bowes, Inc., 1319 Crosby Street, Stamford, Conn. 06904. 



GETTING OFF 
THE GROUND 

Like an airplane, many a community 
project needs a well-marked runway 
and plenty of power to get off the 
ground. Fortunately, your chamber is 
a specialist in getting such programs 
airborne. It has the time, the place, and 
the talent to do the job. 
But . . . to do the most effective job 
possible, your chamber needs the broad
est support possible. It needs your active 
participation to insure that your com
munity will be an even better place in 
which to live and work. 
Why not stop in at your local chamber. 
There is something you can do to hasten 
your community's progress. 

G O V E R N M E N T 
I N J U S T I C E 

continued 

9 PETE PROGRESS 
Speaking for the local chamber of commerce in your community 

i> different treatment of [WGMA] 
and NBC was error." 

4. Agencies should adopt reasonable 
standards by which parties can antic
ipate future action. 

Several years ago, the Civil Aero
nautics Board discontinued Eastern 
Airlines' service between New 
Haven and New York City, and 
further held that Allegheny Air
lines' service to New Haven and 
Bridgeport should be consolidated 
at the Bridgeport airport. 

The cities of New Haven and 
Stratford (where the Bridgeport air
port was located) appealed. The 
Court of Appeals found that the 
Board had totally failed to develop 
standards by which interested 
parties could predict with any as
surance what decision could be ex
pected in such cases. The Board had 
also reached its decision "with pro
lific indifference" to its own earlier 
policy statement. / ~ \ 

The court concluded that thp ^W\ 
Board had acted in an arbitrary an<̂  ^ / 
capricious manner. 

5. Agencies should not use overly 
technical and unrealistic interpreta
tions of rules and regulations in such 
a way as to destroy property rights. 

An example is an Interstate Com
merce Commission case involving 
several moving companies. The 
Commission issued an order which 
interpreted the term "household 
goods" in its rules. A group of mo
tor carriers, each of which possessed 
a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity designating them as 
carriers of "household goods," 
brought a suit to enjoin the Com
mission on the ground that the tra
ditional understanding in the indus
try of "household goods" had been 
substantially changed by the order, 
and the companies' property rights 
had been narrowed, without a hear
ing and therefore without due pro
cess of law. 

The court agreed. 
The court pointed out that the 

"interpretative" order required a 
change of dwelling of a householder 
or a change of location of a business 
establishment. This requirement 
was nonexistent prior to the order, 
and therfore the Commission had 
injected a new concept into the" 
meaning of "household goods.'YT , A 

6. Each agency must allow the cor
rection of errors or mistakes which 
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Buy Bonds 
where you work. 

It's miserable work, crawling through a rice 
paddy. And being shot at. This American does 
the job for freedom's sake. So do thousands of 
his buddies. Many of these brave men also sup
port freedom with their dollars. A majority of 
our servicemen overseas are investing in U.S. 
Savings Bonds. Would you like to show this man 
you're with him ? One good way is to buy Savings 
Bonds where you bank or join the Payroll Sav
ings Plan where you work. "You'll make a good 
investment. And you'll walk a bit taller. 

Freedom Shares — new plan for Americans 
who want to help their country. 

When you join the Payroll Savings Plan or the 
Bond-a-Month Plan, you are now eligible to pur
chase U.S. Savings Bonds and Freedom Shares 
— in combination. Freedom Shares pay a higher 
return (4.74%), mature in just four-and-a-half 
years (redeemable after one year), are available 
on a one-for-one basis with Series E Bonds. Get 
the facts where you work or bank. 
Join up. America needs your help. 

US. Savings Bonds, 
new Freedom Shares 

->__j_?' 
The U.S. Government does not pay for thh advertisement. It is presented 
as a publk service in cooperation with the lreasury Depaiimcnt and 1 he 
Advertising Council. 



G O V E R N M E N T INJUSTICE TO BUSINESS 
continued 

are not the fault of the party against 
whom they operate. 

In 1960, Clark Tank Lines Co. ap
plied to the Interstate Commerce 
Commission for a certificate to 
transport fertilizers between points 
in Washington and in interstate and 
foreign commerce. 

The Williams Co., which already 
held such a certificate, indicated to 
the Commission by letter that it 
intended to oppose the application. 

However, prior to the hearing, 
Clark's attorney called Williams' 
attorney and agreed to an amend
ment which would have the effect of 
eliminating Williams' interests in 
the proceeding. 

As a result of this stipulation 
Williams was not represented at the 
hearing on Clark's application, and 
the examiner granted a portion of 
the authority requested, but not au
thority between points in Washing
ton. Thereafter, the Commission, 
without notice to Williams, in
creased the authority recommended 
by the examiner to include trans
portation of fertilizers from and to 
points in Washington. 

Williams did not learn of this de
velopment until it found Clark so
liciting its shippers. 

Williams promptly requested 
hearing as to the relevant facts, in
cluding whether the notice of the 
stipulation had actually been in 
conformity with the agreement be
tween counsel. This petition was 
denied by the CormafriSsion without 
a hearing. f \ ^J 

7. Such traditional rights and priv
ileges as the attorney-client relation
ship should be carefully protected. 

Not many years ago a Court of 
Appeals had to reject a contention 
by the Civil Aeronautics Board that 
documents exchanged between the 
Air Transport Association and its 
attorneys were nevertheless subject 
to production by subpoena. The 
court quite properly observed that 
"The very existence of the right of 
counsel necessitates the attorney-
client privilege in order that a client 
and his attorney may communicate 
between themselves-ireely and con
fidentially." f\\o) 

Exceptions to rule 
I want to emphasize that by the 

use of these few examples I do not 
mean to reflect in any way upon the 
over-all operation of the adminis
trative agencies. These cases are, 
instead, exceptions to the high stan
dard of fairness established by the 

agencies themselves. The point is 
that as long as these exceptions do 
exist—as long as the agencies do 
have unmet problems—we should 
acknowledge them and attempt to 
improve the administrative process. 

Actually, the vehicle by which 
many of these problems can be met 
and ameliorated is already at hand. 

President Kennedy sent a "Spe
cial Message on Regulatory Agen
cies" to the Congress on Apr. 13, 
1961. He announced an executive 
order calling for a conference of 
agency personnel, the bar and uni
versity faculties. 

He said the conference would 
consider questions concerning the 
effective dispatch of agency busi
ness, "along with the desirability of 
making this conference, if it proves 
itself, a continuing body for the res
olution of these varied and chang
ing procedural problems." 

The conference, which totaled 
some 75 members, studied and ex
perimented, with the finest profes
sional assistance procurable, for 
almost two years. It produced a rec
ommendation, as to how the delay, 
procedure and expense in adminis
trative proceedings in government 
could best be attacked. 

I was the President's executive 
agent in the venture, taking part in 
the preparation of the executive 
order and in the selection of the 
group's members. I believed in 
what the conference was trying to 
establish then, and I still do. In 
particular, I supported the creation 
of a permanent Administrative Con
ference so that a continuing effort 
could be made to solve these trou
blesome and frustrating agency 
problems. / 

Congress passed and President 
Johnson signed a bill in 1964 which 
established a permanent Adminis
trative Conference. The Act pointed 
out that "the protection of public 
and private interests requires con
tinuing attention to the administra
tive procedure of Federal agen
cies. . . ." 

The conference was to consist of 
not more than 91 and not fewer 
than 75 membeis, to be drawn not 
only from the agencies themselves 
but from outside sources. The con
ference would study administrative 
procedure, make recommendations 
to the individual agencies and also 
to the President, collect relevant in
formation and see that the informa
tion was interchanged between 
agencies. 

Perhaps most importantly, the 

Act provided for the appointment 
of a full-time conference chairman, 
to serve for a five-year term. 

Needed: a spark plug 
The importance of this provision 

lies in the fact that at present, no 
one within government has an over
all, continuing responsibility to see 
either that the agencies improve 
their own procedures or that im
provements are imposed upon them. 
The agencies themselves, of course, 
are concerned about their own af
fairs; various Congressional com
mittees exercise some degree of 
supervision; the President has the 
ultimate responsibility. 

But no one man goes to work 
each morning with the single re
sponsibility of strengthening the 
processes of all the agencies. 

As yet, despite continuing and 
persistent efforts by the Adminis
tration, a suitable man has not been 
found to take on the important task 
of chairman of the Administrative 
Conference. 

Yet the need for such an individ
ual is as great now as when the Act 
was passed. For while the ombuds
man of Norway, Sweden, Finland, 
Denmark, New Zealand and Britain 
may not be an appropriate innova
tion insofar as our agencies are con- I 
cerned, there is no reason why we 
should not make a single official re
sponsible for bringing about as 
many improvements as possible in 
administrative procedure. 

The chairman of the Administra
tive Conference would seem to be 
the logical official to undertake such 
a task, especially since, under the 
Act, he can receive complaints and 
render reports on his own. 

A permanent Administrative 
Conference undoubtedly will not be 
the only answer. The agencies are 
capable of much self-help. The ren
dering of advisory opinions by the 
Federal Trade Commission is the 
type of step in the right direction 
that does not require intergroup ac
tion. 

But experience has also shown 
that without such a conference, 
many needed improvements will 
not be achieved. 

It is well worth the effort, at least, 
because business, large and small, 
is entitled to the finest quasi-judi
cial mechanism we can devis? to 
protect rights, expedite hearings and 
assure fair and equitable results. 

It is only when business is satis
fied that law is being administered 
both with dispatch and with com
plete fairness to all that we can be 
fully satisfied with our "fourth 
branch" of government. END 
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Executive lunch-in 
The work-through-lunch-bunch calls th is 
Oasis "the delicatessen." 

From its refrigerated compartment choose a 
slice of salami, fresh rye, some Swiss and a few 
crisp pickles. Cubes for drinks? Metrecal maybe? 

For timesaving on-the-job coffee breaks, this 
Oasis (and four other models) serves instant 
piping hot water for quick cups of coffee, tea, 
even soup. 

And Oasis can deliver cool, refreshing water 
anywhere there's electricity. Pick one of the 
29 Oasis models that ' s perfect for poshest 
office, brawniest plant or quaintest kitchen. 

Get carefree stainless steel top, can't splash 
Dial-A-Drink bubbler—all standard on Oasis 
pressure models. 

We promise you'll get good things out of an 
Oasis: Refreshment. Savings. Trouble-free 
service. Because we put the quality in. 

Look under water coolers in the Yellow 
Pages, or write for our booklet. 

OASIS*WATER COOLERS 
I Manufacturing Company, Department D-33 

265 North Hamilton Road, Columbus, Ohio 43213 
Distributed in Canada by G. H. Wood & Company, Limited 

1967 EBCO MFG. CO. 



THERE'S FERMENT IN THE 

Pi [____=_ 
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P S f l 
Legislators are bent on reform so 
problems can be met close to home 

State legislatures, determined to 
survive as a vital force in govern
ment, are beginning to fight back. 

Ill-staffed for the most part, long 
handicapped by archaic rules, poor
ly paid and caught between rising 
demands for services and shrink
ing sources of revenue, the lawmak
ing bodies of the 50 states have 
slowly seen their authority eroded 
by the federal government, and the 
growing power of the state execu
tive branch. 

"We receive the bones after the 
federal income tax," says Speaker 
John D. Vanderhoof of the Colorado 
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House of Representatives, looking 
at diminishing potential state reve
nue sources. 

"Oregon is facing a property tax 
revolt," declares House Speaker F. 
F. Monte Montgomery. He blames 
the rising cost of local education, 
with the states expected to "pick 
up the tab." 

The plight of the state legisla
tures was noted with irony by 
Speaker Jesse Unruh of California's 
Assembly, who commented: "For 
years, state legislatures have been 
so neglected that this new wave of 
civic and scholarly involvement 

with the problem may end up kill
ing us with kindness." 

Numerous surveys have been 
made or commissioned by various 
foundations to study the legisla
ture's role in government. But one 
of the more significant steps legis
latures have taken was to form the 
National Conference of State Leg
islative Leaders. 

This bipartisan body has moved 
boldly to give the legislatures a 
practical forum for the sharing of 
ideas and, through the Eagleton In
stitute of Politics at Rutgers Uni
versity, a means to do it on a con-
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STATEHOUSE 

tinuous basis. Speaker Unruh is a 
leading exponent of a return to 
strong legislative government. 

Advocates strong state assembly 

"No other governmental body 
deals more directly and continuous
ly with the quality of life in Amer
ica than the state legislature," he 
says. "In order for the legislature to 
survive, it must be aggressive. It 
must compete creatively with the 
governor and the federal govern
ment to meet the needs of the peo
ple." 

Most top officials of legislatures 
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know that to be viable many of 
their procedures need changing. 
This process has already started or 
is contemplated in many states. The 
Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States has a continuing pro
gram to encourage state and local 
government reform. 

But a survey by NATION'S BUSI
NESS of the Speakers of state legis
lative Houses shows the obstacles 
are many. 

One put it this way: 
"When you start talking about 

spending money on the tools for the 
legislature to do a proper job, or on 

decent pay for a legislator, you find 
out what kind of image you have 
with your people. To put it crude
ly, 'it ain't very good.' " 

A number of legislatures in re
cent years, however, have put the 
matter of legislative needs and re
form squarely before the people— 
and with success. 

The Washington State Legisla
ture appointed a joint interim com
mittee in the 1965 session to make 
a detailed study—with the help of a 
citizen advisory commission—and 
come up with recommendations. 
Many of these were introduced as 
prospective laws this year. 

In a foreword in the committee's 
report, State Sen. Fred H. Dore de
clared: 

"The Washington State Legisla
ture is a relatively uninfluential, 
underpaid, overworked body, opera
ting until this session without es
sentials—as private offices, adequate 
staffs and, in many cases, without 
secretaries. 

"The business of the state of 
Washington is one and one-half bil
lion dollars annually, largest in the 
state, but it is manned by a 150-
man board of directors working on
ly 60 days every two years. No 
private corporation could survive 
under similar circumstances." 

"The states' legislatures must be 
upgraded," says Otis R. Bowen, 
Speaker of the Indiana House, "and 
be able to act to solve their prob
lems rather than belatedly reacting 
to emergency situations and to other 
(federal) units of government after 
they have acted first. 

"Unless this is done, the federal 
government will usurp more and 
more of the states' duties and re
sponsibilities." 

How it all began 

Washington State's Dore report 
pointed to the federal grant-in-aid 
programs as a prime cause of ero
sion of state government powers. 

"In the beginning it seemed like 
a windfall when the National High
way Act contributed $90 to our $10 
to build interstate highways, and it 
seemed a small price to pay for the 
loss of our autonomy in this area. 

"Now we have medicare, the an
ti-poverty programs, federal aid to 
education and others . . . enacted 
by the Congress because the state 
legislature lacked the influence, 
time and ability to tackle these 
pressing social problems of our 
time." 

Prestige is a prime concern for 
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THERE'S F E R M E N T IN T H E STATEHOUSE 
continued 

officials of legislatures. To change 
what most admit candidly has been 
a poor to awful public image, the 
Dore report said legislatures must 
meet long enough really to study 
problems and must be provided—as 
business is—with the modern aids to 
do the job. 

Short sessions, set for the most 
part by aging state constitutions, 
are a universal complaint. 

"Our most serious problem," says 
Speaker James R. Felt of Montana, 
"is the lack of time in a 60-day ses
sion to give thorough consideration 
to all of the issues presented." 

More and more state legislatures 
are meeting on an annual basis, 
even if only for 30 days and on 
only budget matters. But many 
Speakers do not agree that annual 
sessions are the whole answer. 

Many steps have already been 
taken by various legislatures in a 
constructive effort to solve state 
problems. These include: 
• State technical assistance to local 
government debt management by 
Kentucky. 
• Property tax reform and change 
by California, Connecticut, Indiana, 
Utah, Virginia and a broad state 
tax reform in Maryland. 
• State regulation of the issuance 
of industrial development bonds by 
Maine. 
• Authorization for local commu
nities to contract with one another 
for performance of functions, as 
well as to develop metropolitan 
county and regional planning and 
development agencies. Iowa, Mis
souri, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Penn
sylvania, Tennessee, Utah and West 
Virginia are among those that have 
taken this step. 
• State aid for local sewage dis
posal and water supply facilities by 
Maryland, New Jersey, New York 
and Pennsylvania. 
• Financial and technical assis
tance to local government by Illi
nois, New Hampshire, Oregon and 
Pennsylvania. 
• Interstate compact for transporta
tion planning by Connecticut-New 
Jersey-New York and Kansas-
Missouri. 

The majority of the state legisla
tures are keenly aware of the 
need for an attractive climate for 
business and the need to attract 
industry. Authorization for local 
communities to issue development 
bonds to buy land for plant sites 
and build facilities is widespread. 

All of the Speakers replying to 
the NATION'S BUSINESS survey, ex-
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cept California Speaker Unruh, 
listed adequate staff—for the mem
bers, for research, for committees— 
as probably the single most desper
ate need. 

"The minority side didn't have a 
single staff aide this session," says 
State Sen. John Poffenbarger, a 
freshman Republican representing 
Kanawha County in West Virginia. 
"The majority had one." 

The membership of state legisla
tures are a true cross section—law
yers, teachers, doctors, merchants, 
farmers, students. 

Mr. Poffenbarger, 31, an attorney 
from Dunbar, W. Va., however, is 
a typical legislator. 

"I don't run because of the sal
ary [$1,500 a year, but as low as 
$200 in some states]. A lot of fel
lows who can't get home every night 
like I can during a session are 
pretty much in a bind on expenses. 

"I think the biggest shock I got 
was finding out you just about had 
to keep your legislative career in a 
pasteboard box under your desk. 
Every senator did get a single file 
cabinet drawer for the first time 
this last session, so it wasn't quite 
that bad. 

"But if a constituent comes to 
talk to you, you just don't have any 
place to do it, except out in the 
hall." 

The average state legislator 
doesn't have an office when the leg
islature is in session, much less one 
in his home district. 

"I keep my legislative files here 
in my law office," says Mr. Poffen
barger. "I suppose some of the fel
lows who are merchants and school
teachers keep what they think they 
need at home." 

Disagree about cure 

Legislatures are aware of what 
they must do to achieve what 
Speaker Unruh calls a "creative" 
role. But widespread dissent on how 
to go about this also is evident. 

Many of the private studies made 
of the legislatures have singled out 
poor pay as a classic example of 
why legislatures aren't attracting or 
keeping dedicated legislators. 

Many of the Speakers agree pay 
should be higher; some do not. Ken
neth B. Lee, Speaker of the Penn
sylvania House, says: "The most 
expensive economy a state can make 
is underpayment of its legislators. 
The adage 'you get what you pay 
for' is especially true in this area." 

The Eagleton Institute of Politics 
has set up a central clearinghouse 
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of information for use by the legis
lative leaders. 

"If a legislature is considering a 
certain tax, for instance," says Prof. 
Donald G. Herzberg, "it can come to 
us to see if any other state has tried 
it and how it worked." 

Rep. Henry Reuss (D-Wisc.) has 
proposed a $15 million, three year 
program of unearmarked federal 
grants to states which modernize 
their local and state governments. 
He would give each state a mini
mum of $250,000 to cover the cost 
of preparing a program. 

Some 18 states, however, are al
ready in the process of contemplat
ing revision of state constitutions, 
and certainly the legislative process 
would come under scrutiny. 

Speaker Unruh argues that 
critics of aggressive efforts to 
make state legislatures a creative 
competitor in the governmental 
structure "fail to recognize that a 
strong legislature is essential to a 
strong state government. The leg
islature is simply not functioning 
as a legislature, if all it does is vote 
Yea or Nay on executive proposals. 

"The legislature must be an origi
nator of programs—counterpropos
als to those made by the executive. 
Then conflict and compromise can 
anneal these programs and help to 
insure their effectiveness after they 
are enacted." 

"You've got to have staff if you're 
going to originate budgets of your 
own," adds Mr. Poffenbarger. 
"You've got to have time to go 
through a budget line by line and 
figure out where you could really 
save money." 

The main problem: Money 

Some 100,000 bills are introduced 
annually in the various legislatures. 
About 30,000 of these become law. 
Most, of course, are local in nature 
and affect only small segments of a 
state. Many affect every resident. 

Probably the most pressing prob
lem facing state legislatures is 
money: Where to get it, how to 
divide it up. Education, welfare, 
roads, state institutions are increas
ingly costly, even though state 
spending has gone up faster than 
federal outlays in recent years. 

The concept of federal tax reve
nue sharing with the states is seen 
by some Speakers as one of the real 
answers to how to meet financial 
problems. One who hopes to see 
Congress enact revenue sharing leg
islation is Ralph Smith, Speaker of 
the Illinois General Assembly. 

"Since the federal government 
takes such a large tax bite in feder
al taxes, there is not enough money 
left from readily available state 
sources to meet the expanding 
needs of state government," Speak
er Smith says. 

A legislator since 1955, Mr. Smith 
feels that with the additional reve
nue, there are a whole range of 
problems the states are better 
equipped to cope with than by fed
eral funding. 

The cost of maintaining state leg
islatures is estimated at less than 
one per cent of the state budget for 
49 of the 50 states. But because 
many states are poor in revenue 
sources, legislators feel they cannot 
in conscience spend very much on 
themselves. 

Legislators feel that the public 
doesn't really understand what state 
lawmaking bodies face. 

"A lot of people," says Mr. Pof
fenbarger, "just don't realize that 
the legislature can't simply pass a 
bill okaying a lot of money and 
that's the end of it. You've got to 
have the money or know where to 
get it. 

"Some cities are running into 
the same kind of problems that 
states have when it comes to match
ing federal funds. 

"It may not sound like a lot 
to raise your 20 per cent until you 
start looking at where you're go
ing to get it." 

Legislatures are caught in the 
same kind of bind that many school 
districts and municipalities are fac
ing. 

"I certainly agree it's getting 
more difficult to get people to ap
prove bond issues or taxes," says 
the young attorney. "People are up
set enough at the taxes coming out 
of their pay checks they can't do 
anything about, so they're not about 
to vote anything more on them
selves." 

All of the Speakers in the 
NATION'S BUSINESS survey showed 
awareness of the big job facing 
them. 

"If we are to fulfil our role in 
establishing state policy for the 
years to come," says Speaker 
Richard W. Mallary of Vermont, 
"we must face all the major issues 
which face every government here 
in the mid-Twentieth Century. We 
have staggering responsibilities in 
education, natural resources, wel
fare and in the many other areas 
where government seems to impinge 
upon the lives of our citizens." END 
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NERVOUS 
ABOUT THAT 

SPEECH? 

You needn't be, if you follow these practical hints on how to 
be a better speaker, by making your emotions work for you 

DRAWINGS BY CHARLES D U N N 

"Self-confidence is that wonderful, assured feeling 
you have—just before you fall flat on your face." 
That was how one of my new clients felt about public 
speaking. Oddly enough, he was confident in other 
speaking situations. 

The pain and frustration connected with public 
speech is difficult to imagine by those who have never 
lived through the experience. 

As a group, executives make brave attempts to 
conquer their speaking fears. Some succeed complete
ly. Some appear to manage an outward calmness 
while suppressing inner tension, and some withdraw 
by refusing any promotion that requires public 
speaking. 

There is a truism about speaking tensions: It only 
happens to the best people. Only the conscientious 
individual who is concerned about doing the perfect 
job suffers in anticipation of possible failure. 

As Winston Churchill, himself an experienced 
speaker, once remarked, "The maxim 'nothing avails 
but perfection' may be spelled paralysis." 

While I was working with Edward R. Murrow as a 
director on some of his CBS broadcasts, he once 
mentioned what was obvious—that he was always 
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STEPHEN S. PRICE, author of this article, is a con
sultant on management communication development, 
public speaking and broadcasting. The article is ex
cerpted from his book, "Business Ideas: How To 
Create and Present Them," to be published this 
month by Harper & Row, Publishers © 1967 by 
Stephen S. Price. 
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N E R V O U S A B O U T T H A T S P E E C H ? continued 

tense before going on the air. He called it "the sweat 
of perfection." 

Conscientious people feel less capable than they 
really are. The reason: There is a great disparity 
between the ideal self-image and that which is possi
ble to accomplish. This criterion of self-evaluation 
makes any accomplishment seem small, and never 
good enough. It is a perfectionistic attitude which 
often inspires great deeds but also creates great 
frustration. 

It is a false yardstick that depreciates any ability, 
however great. A review of past performances can 
sometimes bring a more realistic appraisal of what is 
expected and what is possible. 

The circumstances and pressures that surround the 
speaking situation become a challenge to the ego. 

We are anxious about possible failure; we are nervous 
even about being nervous. Our normal reaction to all 
fear is either flight or fight. When we are giving a 
talk, we know that we are not going to fight the audi
ence, and we are too responsible to run away. 

Nevertheless, our system is prepared for violent 
physical action. We must find a way to release this 
nervous energy in constructive expression. If we do 
not, it tends to perpetuate the symptoms and sensa
tions that bring distress and discomfort to the 
speaker. 

The speaking pressures and tensions are released 
because our nervous system believes we need them. 
It is as if we set off a false fire alarm, and now we are 
stuck with the apparatus—energy that is seeking an 
outlet. Once it is given an outlet, we can return to a 
relatively normal physiological rhythm. 

First, remember that every experience is different. 
The dissimilarities are greater than the similarities. 

What reminds us of the past is entirely different from 
the present. There are rarely, if ever, any situations 
in life which repeat themselves. There is always a 
difference: time, age, mood, audience, speaker, topic, 
results. 

Next, we must remove the mystery labels of our 
feelings. Our feelings have no judgment. No matter 
how sophisticated we are, our feelings remain on 
"Primitive Standard Time." They respond when we 
need them, and when we think we need them. Poise 
and control comes with knowledge. The strange is 
fearful; the unknown brings apprehension. Converse
ly, with understanding comes control, with familiarity 
comes comfort. 

Shattering a myth 

One perfect example of how a psychological barrier 
kept people from accomplishment was the myth of 
the four-minute mile. For over a thousand years it 
was an accepted "fact" that it was humanly impossi
ble to run a mile in less than four minutes. But in 
1954 an Englishman, Roger Bannister, ran the mile 
in less than four minutes. Since that time, many 
other runners have run that mile and new records are 
being set. 

Once we have understanding, we become selective 
and can choose to believe the reality and challenge 
the myth. We are then free to believe what is possible 
and to assume the attitude and the actions that help 
us change. We are ready to take on the outward 
manifestations attributed to a successful speaker. 

There is a classic reference to this point written by 
William James: "Common sense says, we lose our 
fortune, are sorry and weep; we meet a bear, are 
frightened and run; we are insulted by a rival, are 
angry and strike . . . the more rational statement is 
that we feel sorry because we cry, angry because we 
strike, afraid because we tremble. . . . 

"Everybody knows how panic is increased by flight, 
and how the giving way to the symptoms of grief or 
anger increases the passions themselves. . . . In rage, 
it is notorious how we 'work ourselves up' to a climax 
by repeated outbursts of expression. Refuse to express 
a passion and it dies. Count 10 before venting your 
anger, and its occasion seems ridiculous. Whistling 
to keep up courage is no mere figure of speech. On the 
other hand, sit all day in a moping posture, sigh, and 
reply to everything with a dismal voice, and your 
melancholy lingers. 

"There is no more valuable precept in moral edu
cation than this . . . if we wish to conquer undesirable 
emotional tendencies in ourselves, we must assidu
ously, and in the first instance cold-bloodedly, go 
through the outward movements of those contrary 
dispositions which we prefer to cultivate. The re
ward of persistency will infallibly come, in the fading 
out of the sullenness or depression, and the advent of 
real cheerfulness and kindliness in their stead. . . ." 

How can this approach be applied to the speaker? 
Just recently I was called in to observe a speaker 
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N E R V O U S A B O U T T H A T 
S P E E C H ? continued 

who was unusually lethargic in his speech and move
ments. He began with a molasses-paced, interminable 
walk to the speaker's stand. When he spoke, his 
pauses were so wide that the Queen Mary could have 
passed through with room to spare. 

Since he was a comer for a top management posi
tion, his boss said to me, "He's a great marketing 
man, but as a speaker, he's a flop. The president 
wants him to do something about it." 

When I interviewed the man, he admitted that he 
behaved as he did because he was very nervous about 
his speaking ability and wanted to hide it from the 
audience. He said, "I figured that if I could just slow 
myself down, I could lasso those shoo'c-up feelings." 

He had another talk to give in two months, so we 
went to work. First I got him to understand how un-
released tensions can create the impression of rigidity 
and immobility. During practice sessions he learned 
to put his nervous steam to work. He became familiar 
with the techniques of alert gestures, accelerated 
speech rhythms, energetic movements and lively ex
pressions. 

During his next talk, he amazed everyone, includ
ing himself. From the moment he stood up and 
walked to the platform, he was like a man electrified. 
He packed so much power into his enthusiastic move
ments and energetic speech delivery that everyone in 
the auditorium sat up and took notice. Since he used 
visual aids in his talk, the microphone bothered him 
because he had to return to it every time. Like an 
old pro, he confidently pushed it aside. He noticed 
that the room was hot, took his coat off and invited 
everyone else to do the same. He swept through his 
presentation with an aliveness that people are still 
talking about. 

Following the meeting, he said, "I know I was sup
posed to force the energy at first, until I got going. 
But for a minute, I didn't believe it would ever hap

pen. Then when I saw them sit up and open their 
eyes—that's meat to a marketing man!" 

When Eddie Rickenbacker was a guest on a radio 
program that I was directing, we dramatized an inci
dent in his life story. He told of the time when at 26 
he returned to a hero's welcome as the "Ace of Aces" 
of the Ninety-fourth Flying Squadron of which he 
was the commander in World War I. An important 
banquet was given in his honor. He stood up to a 
great ovation, opened his mouth to speak, and was 
terrified. 

He mumbled a few phrases in poor grammar and 
sat down. He decided right there and then that this 
would never happen to him again. The next day he 
hired a coach to teach him how to speak, he asked 
Damon Runyon to write him a speech, he studied 
grammar and arranged for a long lecture tour (at 
$1,000 a night) and thereby conquered his fear of 
speaking in public. 

Mr. Rickenbacker learned that each specialty re
quires its own preparation. A hero in battle can be a 
coward at the banquet when he rises to speak, unless 
he is prepared. 

If fear and tension do nothing else but stimulate the 
speaker to do his homework, they have performed 
their natural service. 

Fear and tension should be considered a positive 
influence which sharpens our strategy so that we may 
do out best. We are always facing difficulties. We 
make progress by meeting the challenge and conquer
ing our fears. In that way our emotions motivate 
greater effort—which invites growth and development. 

Delivering a talk or a presentation does take t ime-
time to prepare. Even the more experienced speaker, 
whether he admits it in public or not, profits from the 
perspiration of preparation. 

Obviously, we cannot keep a secret from our ner
vous system. If our nerves are stirred up in anticipa
tion of the event, they are more tranquilized by the 
very fact that we have done our best to make ready. 

There is a military maxim which says, "When in 
doubt, attack." A prepared speaker never feels cor-
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eye-to-eye when it comes to buying a copymaker 
Whether you are a Yale booster or cheer 
for Harvard, call your Apeco Representative, 
he'll show you the copymaker that's loyal to 
both . . . the Apeco Super-Stat. 

The new SUPER-STAT by 

© 

where the accent is on Excellence 

Safes Offices or Authorized Representatives in all leading cities 

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT COMPANY/2100 W. DEMPSTER STREET EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 



N E R V O U S A B O U T T H A T 

S P E E C H ? continued 

nered. Whatever doubts he may have are swept 
aside when he behaves with the impetus of a man who 
knows what he is doing. 

It is this knowledge which displaces his doubts 
with more confidence. 

Ways to reduce physical tensions 
• Breathe in rhythm—slowly, deeply. 
• Yawn several times. 
• Gesture and move when possible. 
• Relax throat, jaw, shoulders. 
• Loosen arms. 

Don't be perfect, just be good 

Most successful executives aim for perfection. Yet 
they know that perfection is its own worst enemy. So 
they balance the situation, not with sloppy effort, but 
by coming down a few notches from their highest 
ideals. 

They know that only a few people can swim the 
English Channel, but short of that, many can learn to 
swim expertly. 

Perfection is a state of mind; it is never a reality. 
So the best we can do is the most we can ask of our
selves. We can always do better next time. 

When Maj. Edward Bowes, who was famous as 
the originator of the "Original Amateur Hour" during 
the 1930's, made his first speech, he told of an ex
perience which illustrates this point. 

"When I first came to New York, Mark Twain gave 
a dinner in my honor. There were many distinguished 
guests, and he noticed that I was getting panicky. 

"When he asked, 'You feel all right?' I said, 'Frank
ly, I'm scared to death. I know that I will have to 
speak soon, and I don't know if I'll be able to get out 
of my chair. When I stand up, my mind sits down!' 

"An experienced public speaker, Mark Twain re
plied, 'It might help you, Eddie, if you keep one thing 

in mind. Just remember they don't expect much!' " 
When a man discusses his stress in anticipation of 

making a presentation, more often than not he will 
define his fears with such words as "I just don't want 
to make a fool of myself." All I can tell him is that a 
fool doesn't go through all he is going through in 
trying to deliver a good talk. 

If he has properly researched his topic and pre
pared himself in the best way he knows how, then he 
should be able to ride out any tensions, however un
predictable. 

For the rest, he must have faith in his audience, 
knowing that they will appreciate his effort. With 
every important venture we run a risk—a risk of mak
ing fools of ourselves. And if, by earnestly perform
ing as we do, we are labeled fools, then that's a chance 
we must take. 

For it is that very courage to meet what comes that 
is written on the speaker's face and is respected by the 
listeners. Perhaps the first lesson of wisdom is to be 
willing to risk being taken for a fool—a conscientious, 
hard-working fool, of course. 

Speak often, keep up the momentum 

To gain confidence, take up the challenge to speak 
at every opportunity. In that way you can develop a 
new tolerance for the stresses and toughen your reac
tions as muscles are toughened by activity. We all 
have a marvelous capacity to adapt to the external 
environment. Use it; speak often. 

Throw away all your fine excuses. 
When it comes to public speaking and presenta

tions, use as a verbal talisman the potent words of 
Robert Frost, "The only way around is through." 

END 

REPRINTS of "Nervous about That Speech?" may be 
obtained from NATION'S BUSINESS, 1615 H St. N. W., 
Washington, D. C, 20006. Price: 1 to 49 copies, 30 
cents each; 50 to 99, 25 cents each; 100 to 999, 15 
cents each; 1,000 or more, 12 cents each. Please en
close remittance with order. 
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IMPORTANT TO YOU 
IS WHAT CONGRESS DOES, 
OR DOES NOT DO 

Because what Congress does, or does not do, is important 
to you, it is a good idea for you to know definitely what is 
happening in Congress—and to have a real understanding of what 
the issues and proposals before Congress are all about. 

Today's Federal legislation is complex. Also controversial. 
And, because it is usually couched in legal language, it is likely 
to be confusing. 

Fortunately, however, the National Chamber's dependable, 
streamlined legislative information bulletin, Here's the Issue, 
clarifies the Congressional picture for you. In a minimum of your 
reading time. 

FACTS ABOUT HERE 'STHE ISSUE 

1. Here^s the Issue is published every other week 
when Congress is in session. 

2. Mailed first-class. 
3. It shows how proposed legislation would affect you 

as a citizen and as a businessman. 
4. It strips away technicalities and verbiage, it 

explains the legislation in simple terms. 
5. In each case, it tells why the bill was introduced, 

who supports it, who opposes it, the arguments for 
and against it, and the status of the legislation. 

6. It gives you a summary of Congressional action— 
a report on all the important bills, and the action 
taken in committee, and in the House and Senate. 

WIDELY READ, WIDELY USED 
Here's the Issue is widely read by business and 

organization executives, government officials, educators, writers, 
reporters, editors and commentators. 

The information it contains is widely used in management 
letters, in articles for employee publications—and in speeches. 

Enter your subscription now, and you will see why. 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, Washington, D.C. 20006 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, Washington, D.C. 2 0 0 0 6 

Please send me 
every other week when Congress is in session. 

• Check is enclosed 

Subscription Rates for Members of the Chamber 

Single subscription $2.50 
Bulk subscriptions (mailed to same address) 
2-9 subscriptions $2 each 
10-99 $1.50 each 
100 or more $1 each 

.copies of H E R E ' S T H E I S S U E 

D Bill o 

Subscription Rates for Non-Members of the Chamber 

Single subscription $3.50 
Bulk subscriptions (mailed to same address) 
2-9 subscriptions $3 each 
10-99 $2.50 each 
100 or more $2 each 

NAME. 

FIRM OR ORGANIZATION. 

STREET ADDRESS 

.TITLE. 

CITY, STATE & ZIP CODE. 
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BUSINESS REBUILDS THE SLUMS 
continued from page 41 

have pitched in to clean up slums. 
Under Missouri law, a subsidiary 

of Hallmark Cards, headquartered 
in Kansas City, will have power of 
eminent domain in acquiring por
tions of a run-down, 85-acre tract it 
hopes to redevelop over 16 years at 
a cost of $115 million. 

The Hallmark project will in
clude a skyscraper office building, 
terrace, garden and high-rise apart
ments, a hotel, motels, a cultural 
facility and convenience shopping 
facilities. It shows that a state con
demnation law can work. 

In St. Louis, the Bicentennial 
Civic Improvement Corp., headed 
by a board representing banking, 
real estate, construction and other 
businesses has been buying up run
down buildings for an average 
$1,500 per dwelling unit and reha
bilitating them for another $5,000. 

Financing arrangements provide, 
in effect, 100 per cent mortgages for 
the poor at six per cent over 15 
years. Closing costs are about $250, 
payments about $70 per month on 
a $7,000 dwelling. 

Lending, by a savings and loan 

FLAIL SAFE MOWING 

THE MOTT VERTICAL MOWING SYSTEM 
In the Hammer-Knife flail mowers, MOTT has 
something that is entirely different and dis
tinctively better than any other mower on 
the market. 

Who else can mow fine lawns, shred weeds, 
mulch leaves, and renovate—work in all sorts 
of conditions with maximum safety—all with 
the same unit? 

In the market for a mower? Drop us a line and 
we'll tell you more . . . and show you why 
MOTT is superior to all other types of mowers. 

• Lightweight, free-Swinging 
knives 

• Shock absorbent-fold back 
from obstructions 

• Minimize throwing struck 
objects 

• Knife type cutting action 
uses less power 

• Cuts better . . distinctively 
better 

• Full range of sizes from IS 
inches to 24 foot gangs. 

<QJMJ$ MOTT CORPORATE 
-iM'liail'll'nr 549 Shawmut Ave., LaGrange, III. 60525 

association, is 80 per cent of ap
praised value. BCIC borrows the 
remaining 20 per cent from a local 
bank, sets it aside in a savings ac
count as security until an equiva
lent amount of the mortgage is paid 
off, then recovers its deposit. 

Cost to BCIC is the difference 
between bank borrowing costs for 
the deposit and interest earned by 
the deposit. 

The program also includes a wide 
range of social services, including 
job placement, and creates jobs for 
local Negro contractors and their 
employees. 

Pioneering in Harlem 

Pioneering work in developing 
rehabilitation techniques and ma
terials has been done by U. S. Gyp
sum Co., which has been working 
on six buildings in Harlem. It is 
now expanding the project to an 
entire block, and going elsewhere in 
New York. 

U. S. Gypsum secures commit
ments from nonprofit groups that 
they'll take over renovated proper
ties, then acquires them and does 
complete rehabilitation at corporate 
expense. The nonprofit groups ac
quire them under FHA 221(d) 3. 

According to J. H. Pintof, presi
dent of Roewack, Inc., a self-sus
taining U. S. Gypsum subsidiary, 
the goals are: 
• To interest builders in doing the 
same thing, hopefully with the par
ent company's products. 

"If Roewack can do it, Mr. X 
can do it," is the idea. 
• To conduct continuing experi
ments and time studies in rehabili
tation techniques, using the latest 
management tools, in hopes of re
ducing work time from an average 
of three months to four weeks. 
• To develop new products specifi
cally designed for rehabilitation 
needs. 

U. S. Gypsum has acquired six 
buildings in the Hough area of 
Cleveland and recently had a pro
posal awaiting FHA approval in 
Chicago. It also has been consid
ering Philadelphia, Atlanta, Los 
Angeles (Watts), San Francisco, 
Oakland, New Orleans, Cincinnati, 
Detroit, Boston and St. Louis. 

The American Plywood Associa
tion is going into Hough on the 
same basis to test suitability of its 
products. It hopes to take over a 
full two blocks if the property can 
be assembled. 

Hough is also the site of a com

pletely private effort by toolmakers 
Warner and Swasey Co., who are 
rehabilitating a 13-unit slum build
ing. Total estimated cost: $106,000. 
If the estimate is met, rents should 
remain at the current $85 monthly. 

The machine-tool firm also has 
joined a nonprofit corporation with 
Republic Steel Corp. and two other 
firms to help a separate neighbor
hood threatened by blight. 

In Hartford, a Greater Hartford 
Housing Development Fund was 
launched by community business 
leaders a little over a year ago to 
spur improvement of housing at all 
levels. 

Now funded by commitments of 
$1.5 million from 26 business, fi
nancial and insurance firms, the 
group provides "seed money" to 
promote formation and operation of 
nonprofit groups. 

Goals include new construction 
for low- and middle-income fami
lies and for the elderly, and some 
rehabilitation if practicable. Local 
banks have $5 million available for 
construction, recoverable—as is the 
seed money—under FHA. 

In Rochester, a group known as 
Better Rochester Living, Inc., is ac
quiring, rehabilitating and selling 
one- and two-family homes that cost 
$10,000-$11,000 each under six per 
cent, 25-year FHA financing. 

Tenants in the $4,000-$6,000 in
come range rent, with an option to 
buy. They do rehabilitation work 
themselves, when possible, with pay 
and supervision by Better Rochester 
Living. They also receive counsel
ing on credit and home main
tenance. 

Equally important is the effect 
on prospective tenants. More than 
400 Rochester families have taken 
steps to improve their earning pow
er and credit rating in hope of 
qualifying for the low-cost housing. 

Roadblocks to progress 

Experts say, however, the prog
ress is limited by crippling delays 
and unrealistic credit standards in 
FHA, and the need for private 
lenders to sell mortgages to Federal 
National Mortgage Association for 
their "take out." 

Obstacles to decent housing for 
low-income families that remain are 
the high cost of land and buildings, 
high union wages, costly construc
tion practices (enforced by work 
rules and local codes), taxes, financ
ing and availability of insurance 
(particularly in potential riot 
areas). 

These barriers are also under 
heavy attack by business leaders. 

END 
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Counterfeiting booms 

Funny money 

is no joke 

A record number of counterfeiters 
have been trying to substitute phony 
money for some of the $42 billion in 
U. S. currency and coin now in cir
culation. 

Last year the Secret Service re
covered $9 million in bogus bills 
and in its annual report on counter
feiting warns, "There is no indica
tion that this criminal activity will 
lessen" in 1967. 

It traces the record rise in coun
terfeiting activity generally to the 
affluence of the nation and to the 
increase in the amount of money in 
circulation. 

Complicating the monumental 
task the Secret Service has in guard
ing the integrity of the nation's cur
rency is a curious fact: Though peo
ple worry plenty about money, they 
don't really look at the bills they 
carry in their wallets or receive in 
change. 

"Storekeepers and cashiers who 
fail to examine money carefully or 
who cash checks without asking for 
proper identification from the holder 
are inviting their own losses," the 

Secret Service warns. A spokesman 
for the agency says, "We've had 
instances where people have passed 
hand-drawn, counterfeit bills and 
also some really terribly poor imi
tations of the real McCoy." 

To help businessmen become 
aware of the potential dangers of 
counterfeit money, the Secret Ser
vice has prepared a slide show 
which its field agents present to busi
ness and civic groups all over the 
nation. 

Of the $9 million in phony money 
recovered by the Secret Service last 
year, it seized 90 per cent before it 
could be put into circulation. This 
remarkable feat stems in part from 
cloak-and-dagger undercover work 
by the small band of agents. 

But modern photographic and 
printing techniques have made it 
much easier for would-be counter
feiters to turn out bogus bills. 

"The old-line counterfeiter, the 
master engraver, is gone," says a 
spokesman. 

These old quick-buck artists were 
in such demand by criminal ele-

•I0T0 U S StCRET SLRVICf 

ments that a gang once devised a 
plot to kidnap the body of President 
Abraham Lincoln from its grave in 
Springfield, 111., and use it as ran
som to force the release from prison 
in 1876 of Ben Boyd, a notorious 
counterfeiter. 

This plot failed in a rousing ceme
tery gun battle. 

It was not until 1863 that the 
United States adopted a national 
currency, issuing notes commonly 
called "greenbacks." Before this, 
various banks printed our currency 
in hundreds of designs. 

Even the greenbacks soon were 
being copied and dumped into cir
culation by counterfeiters in such 
quantity that the government finally 
created the Secret Service within 
the Treasury Department in 1865 
and declared war against the coun
terfeiter. 

To further help businessmen and 
their employees spot bogus bills, the 
Secret Service has prepared a "Know 
Your Money" booklet available 
from the Government Printing Of
fice in Washington at 25 cents a 
copy. 

One of the biggest assets of the 
counterfeiter is the casual manner 
in which the public treats money. 
Do you know whose picture is on a 
$20 bill? Or a $50? 

If you said Alexander Hamilton 
on the $20 and Thomas Jefferson 
on the $50—you're wrong. They're 
on other bills. Jackson is on the 
$20 bill, Grant on the $50. 

Some main points to keep in mind 
to spot phony money: 

• The portrait appears lifeless 
and hairlines are not distinct. 

• The saw-toothed points on the 
colored seal are usually uneven, 
blunt and broken off. 

• The paper has no colored 
threads evident or has red and blue 
lines printed on the paper to simu
late the threads interspersed in the 
real paper. 

And you really should know this: 
If you end up with a counterfeit 
bill, it's your loss. And don't try 
to keep it—even as a souvenir. 

That's against the law. Turn it 
in to the Secret Service or police. 

END 

Thousands of dollars and not a 
bill worth a plugged nickel. This 
is part of a cache which Secret 
Service seized before printers 
could circulate it. 
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WHAT YOUR PEOPLE 
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT 
OUR BUSINESS SYSTEM WHY 

Although it's a familiar story to you, many of your 
employees have only a foggy idea of how this powerful, 
efficient, private competitive system of ours works. To 
improve and broaden public understanding of our 
private business system, the Chamber of Commerce of 
the United States has developed a new study course. 

It's called "Understanding Economics." 
This article is the second of a series based on "Un

derstanding Economics." 

96 

Here is the great puzzle of the 
modern market economy: Coordina
tion of human efforts on the largest 
scale—and no apparent master plan. 
How is this possible? 

Planning and decision-making are 
decentralized in the American busi
ness system. Nobody commands the 
whole system. But millions of dif
ferent people—at many levels, in 
many business firms—manage their 
own individual parts of the system. 

Clearly, we cannot say this repre
sents "no plan." We see a great 
deal of planning going on in our 
economy. We know that a great 
many people take part in it. On 
the other hand, we don't have one 
over-all government-made plan, 
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COST WHAT THEY DO 

either. Each businessman brought a 
supply of goods to market to meet 
the expected demand of his cus
tomers. Supply was created to meet 
demand. 

What brings them into balance? 
Ask this question of any business

man, and he will probably say, "The 
market." From his experience, he 
knows that he must compete with 
other firms in selling his products. 
This competition between sellers 
tends to push prices down. But if 
his products are attractive enough 
to buyers, and priced low enough, 
there will be a competition among 
buyers also, each seeking to get the 
best value for the money he spends. 

If there is strong competition on 
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both sides of a market, among both 
buyers and sellers, we call it a com
petitive market. The forces of com
petition help push supply and de
mand into balance. 

There are many kinds of markets. 
Some are local, like your neigh

borhood grocery store or drugstore. 
Some are regional, like the whole
sale warehouses where farmers sell 
their produce to retailers. Some are 
national, like the New York Stock 
Exchange. Some are international, 
like the foreign exchange market in 
New York, which is really an "over-
the-telephone" market connecting 
buyers and sellers ear to ear. 

A market brings buyers and sell
ers together, by whatever means, to 

make buying and selling decisions. 
It also brings some order into the 

business of matching people's wants 
with what is produced. 

So market competition brings 
about two results: 

1. Prices are set. 
2. Output is "rationed" among 

buyers. 
Let's see how this happens. 
If prices go up, buyers want less 

and suppliers offer more. If prices 
go down, the opposite happens -buy
ers want more and suppliers offer 
less. 

These opposing tugs make it pos
sible for the market to do its job—to 
match supply and demand. 

Decentralized planning is possible 
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W H Y T H I N G S C O S T W H A T T H E Y D O continued 

in a market system because each 
market coordinates the innumerable 
business and consumer plans of 
many different buyers and sellers. 
It works constantly to bring their 
plans into balance and to make de
centralized planning orderly and ef
fective. This is the organizing prin
ciple of the enterprise system. 

Markets are interconnected. Sup
pose that a livestock epidemic 
should reduce meat supplies in the 
areas also served by the fish market. 
Meat prices would rise and many 
housewives would switch from meat 
to fish purchases. In turn, fish prices 
would rise and fishermen would see 
an opportunity to earn better in
comes. Their first steps would prob
ably result in making more inten
sive use of their fishing boats. This 
might mean taking on new crews, 
additional fishing gear, more fuel 
and supplies, and so on. With these, 
they could intensify their fishing op
erations. Soon the new supplies of 
fish coming to market would in
crease, in response to the price rises. 

This change in supply, by more 
intensive use of existing productive 
capacity, is typical of the short run 
period, as economists define it. 

In the long run, existing produc
tive capacity can also be changed. 
A firm may enlarge or reduce its 
scale of activities. It may invest in 
new plant or sell off or dismantle 
unprofitable existing facilities. But 
such changes would take longer than 
those needed to change the rate of 
production. 

Broadly speaking, the shorter the 
time, the greater the influence of de
mand upon prices; and the longer 
the time, the greater the influence 
of supply. This is because suppli
ers' ability to match demand can be 
more fully changed in long, rather 
than in short periods. 

How markets vary 

Markets differ considerably in 
their size and makeup. Competitive 
forces operate differently in different 
kinds of markets. Technology and 
business size affect them. So do 
numbers of buyers and sellers, the 
geographic areas served, and trans
portation costs involved in getting 
goods to market. 

New inventions and improve
ments in transportation have had a 
powerful effect in pushing down 
transport costs and increasing the 
speed and convenience of travel. 

Travel itself, by offering consum
ers a wider access to alternative sup
pliers, helps to widen the area of 

competition and numbers of compet
ing suppliers—so helping to intensify 
competition. 

Because the buyer in an advanced 
economic system is free to meet his 
needs in a variety of ways—choosing 
from a variety of goods and services 
—he has a greater power to make 
substitutions. So a lot of competi
tion between substitutive goods and 
services goes on in an advanced 
economy. 

The market for one product, as 
narrowly defined, is really part of 
a larger network of trade in which 
substitute products compete. Forces 
of supply and demand tend to op
erate on families of substitutable 
items. The meat market, in our 
earlier example, affected the market 
for fish. 

The power of choice which this 
ability to substitute gives to both 
businessmen and their customers is 
not limited to substitutes available 
at a moment of time. 

The processes of scientific discov
ery and their application to industry 
brings science itself into the develop
ment of new means of competition. 
The history of invention, in the 
parts of the world most affected by 
the industrial revolution, shows a 
rising tempo of new forces and new 
knowledge being harnessed to over
come man's age-old obstacles. Tech
nology has allowed substitution of 
more for less efficient methods of 
production through time. 

The changing makeup of man's 
wants, coupled with his increased 
understanding of techniques of pro
duction, make a mighty engine to 
drive the competitive forces of the 
market enterprise system. 

The part government plays 

Government does have a role to 
play. Government monetary policy 
must avoid the extremes of inflation 
or depression, allow the money sup
ply enough flexibility to permit 
steady economic growth yet main
tain the "worth" of promises stat
ed in money terms, on which people 
base their future plans. 

Government decisions about tax
ing and spending and how they af
fect the economy are called fiscal 
policy. Fiscal policy acts more di
rectly on people's income and sav
ings, as well as total spending in 
the economy, than any other kind of 
government economic policy. Yet it 
must aim to be consistent with mon
etary policy or the two may con
flict. Other kinds of government ac
tion also affect market behavior. 

Government support prices keep 
some agricultural commodities 
above free market levels. 

Minimum-wage laws make it dif
ficult for low-skilled young people 
to enter labor markets. If their 
worth to employers does not equal 
the legal wage minimum, they will 
not be hired—thus losing both in
come and the early job experience 
which would give them their start. 

The great benefits of free markets 
are the disciplines of efficiency they 
achieve by voluntary action, and the 
resulting high productivity, whose 
fruits are widely distributed. When
ever we interfere with them, we 
restrict freedom itself. We also en
danger the miracles of productive ef
ficiency and technical advance 
which are so widely enjoyed by the 
American people. 

In some markets, the businessman 
is the buyer or consumer. 

Consumers rule the market 

In organizing production to meet 
consumer demand, businessmen are 
guided by what consumers want. 
Businessmen must also try to keep 
costs down by using productive re
sources efficiently. To achieve these 
aims, they seek to minimize costs 
and maximize profits. 

Clearly, if resource prices change, 
the least-cost combination also will 
change. It will pay businessmen to 
substitute lower-priced for higher-
priced land or labor or capital when
ever possible. Because this is so, 
businessmen are quick to adopt new 
methods and technology that con
sumers will or can be persuaded to 
accept, to alter the "mix" of capital 
and labor, to move to new locations, 
or to do what is needed to "meet 
competition." 

Economic organization under the 
management of businessmen is a 
kind of productive resource. The 
older name for this is "entrepre-
neurship," meaning the supervision, 
innovation and risk-taking of busi
nessmen in operating business or
ganizations to supply people's 
wants. 

Profits and interest 

Profits, what is left to owners from 
earnings of a successful business 
after it pays other expenses, are the 
cost of innovation and enterprise. 

Profits provide funds for expan
sion of wanted enterprise. Since suc
cessful firms attract this money, they 
can expand while losing firms must 
contract. What's more, the growing 
firms can afford to attract superior 
management, hire superior labor, 
seek out desirable locations and gain 
borrowed funds. As profits generate 
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Let's talk about CUSTOM GOOD LOOKS 
and the Armco Building System 
The two belong together. . . because the Armco System is designed 
specifically to give your business — any business — a customized, 
not-like-the-guy-next-door appearance. By offering you the 
industry's widest choice of framing types, roof slopes, exterior 
wall color and interior decors, Armco makes it possible to 
develop the customer-inviting look that best suits your individual 
business personality. And at reasonable cost. • Your local 
Armco Dealer — one of a nationwide network of experienced, 
knowledgeable dealer-contractors — is qualified to handle all or 
any part of your construction project, from planning to 
completion. • It all adds up to one thing: Armco continues 
to be the best way to build. But find out for yourself. Call your 
local Armco Dealer (he's in the Yellow Pages) for complete informa
tion or mail the coupon to Armco Steel Corporation, Metal Products 
Division, Department M-987, P. O. Box 800, Middletown, Ohio 45042. 

makes products better tor you 

Telephone Number 

ARMCO Metal Products Division 
V 



WE CAN'T SHORTEN 
THE ROUTE... 
but Goodyear gives you The Workhorse— 
tough-job tire for pickup and delivery work. 
The Workhorse tire is built for the 
stop-and-go grind of pickup and 
delivery. 

The Workhorse has Tufsyn, tough
est rubber Goodyear ever used in 
tires. And more of it—where it counts. 
The tread is 14% deeper. Under-
tread is thicker, too. To give you up 
to 17% more rubber between the 
cord and the road. The Workhorse 
delivers as much as 25% more mile
age than tires now used in most pick
up and delivery work. 

The Workhorse has stronger 
sidewalls for extra load-carrying 

strength. Helps you haul more 
fewer trips. 

The Workhorse is a natural on 
rough roads. Or no roads. Take off 
across a cornfield, or jump a curb. 
The strong triple-tempered nylon 
cord carcass shrugs off bruises, 
bumps and scrapes. 

Next time you need tires for your 
pickup, panel, or light delivery truck, 
go to your Goodyear Dealer or 
Goodyear Service Store. Tell them 
to mount the Workhorse. Prices start 
at about $15.00*. Goodyear, Akron, 
Ohio 44316. 

In 

The Workhorse tire gives you a choice of 
two tread designs. Rib-type for over-the-
road use. Extra-traction design for on and 
off-the-road work. 

GOOD/YEAR 
Tufsyn, Workhorse—T.M.'s The Goodyear Tire 4 Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 

•(Size 6 .00 X 16, 6PR. Rib-type, black sidewall. Plus $ 2 . 3 8 federal excise tax and recappable 

tire. At all Goodyear Stores. See your local Goodyear Dealer for his competitive prices.) 



W H Y T H I N G S C O S T W H A T T H E Y D O continued 

expansion funds, successful firms can 
invest in new tools and equipment, 
adopt new methods and thereby 
make efficiency gains. 

In short, profits are the business 
and social cost of attracting enter
prise to anticipate and provide for 
human needs. Profits are generated 
through a market process where 
technologies compete and are tested 
by market acceptance. Profits spur 
innovation, risk-taking and consum
er service; they reward business 
drive, courage, and superior judg
ment; they increase the supply of 
adaptive businessmen and reduce 
the supply of custom-bound man
agers. 

To the owners of borrowed capi
tal, interest is income. To the busi
ness borrowers, it represents a cost. 
Those who get interest income from 
capital have an incentive to save. 
Savings rise with interest rates. 

Those who borrow capital hope to 
earn a profit when they invest it in 
business. If profit rates rise, borrow
ing becomes more attractive, stimu
lating competition between borrow
ers for the available funds. This 
bids up interest rates. Higher rates, 
in turn, induce additional savings, 
increasing capital available for busi
ness investment. 

But higher interest rates also raise 
business costs, making managers 
more cautious about further borrow
ing for investment purposes. Thus, 
demand and supply tend toward a 
balance. 

Savings are transferred by legal 
instruments that show ownership or 
debt. Examples are bonds (includ
ing mortgages), stock and install
ment paper (notes payable). How
ever, the essence of transferring 
savings into investment can be 
understood without all the complex 
detail involved in financial trans
actions. 

Interest rates, acting mainly 
through financial markets, help 
transform savings into investment 
by balancing the rewards to suppli
ers of savings against the costs to 
those who demand them. 

The function of interest rates, 
then, is to serve in markets as the 
price of capital. Like any other 
price, interest rates tend to balance 
the supply and demand in the mar
ket. In this case, the market is that 
in which savings are transferred to 
investment. 

Labor, too, has its price 

Man, the most important means 
of production, is also the chief ob

ject of production. Man is far more 
than a mere commodity. Still, men 
and women rent out their services 
at a price, and labor is subject to 
demand, supply and price pressures 
for its allocation. 

The percentage of people in the 
labor force is determined by the 
number who are able and willing to 
work and are looking for work. The 
size of the labor force varies with 
the business cycle, as good times pull 
people into active search for work 
and bad times reduce their number. 
A rising percentage of married wom
en working, earlier retirement and 
longer educational programs also af
fect the size of the labor force. 

Education and training set the 
minimum skills of the labor force. 

Occupational mobility—moves up
ward in the job pyramid—are most 
important to the economy in the 
vital matter of matching skills to 
jobs. 

Rent rewards the productive use 
of land and other resources in cre
ating output. In agriculture, two 
leading causes of rent differences 
are soil fertility and nearness to 
markets. In cities, urban rents re

flect locational advantages of access 
to product and resources markets, 
but involve a more complex inter
play of business and institutional 
forces. 

Wages (including salaries) re
ward personal services contributing 
to output. Wages form the largest 
single share of national income 
(some 70 to 80 per cent) and are the 
main source of income for most 
people. 

Wage differences reflect skill dif
ferences, differences in demand for 
end products, and other aspects of 
labor's productivity, as valued by 
market forces. 

Labor mobility promotes supply-
demand adjustments, but institu
tional restrictions remain important 
in the modern world. 

Together, the four classes of in
come shares—wages, rents, interest 
and profits—make up the income of 
society, the national income, which 
reflects the contribution of labor, 
land, capital and managerial enter
prise to the output of the whole econ
omy. The market system guides 
these resources into their highest-
paying uses—somewhat short of 
perfection, to be sure, but far more 
perfectly than any other economic 
system. END 

W H E R E A M E R I C A IS W I N N I N G IN T H E W O R L D 
continued from page 37 

Georges and Andreas Papandreou 
in detention. 

Georges, the father, is a reason
able leftist. Son Andreas is some
thing else again. A former econom
ics professor at Northwestern, Min
nesota, California and Harvard, he 
served in the U. S. Navy in World 
War II. Today he is nearly violent 
in his dislike of the United States. 

He remains a threat to moderate 
government in Greece. 

YUGOSLAVIA 

It is only a slight exaggeration 
to say that every day Yugoslavia 
becomes less communistic. Yugo
slav enterprises, which are worker-
owned and controlled, can now go 
into business with Western capital
ists. Ten thousand private enter
prises flourish. Farmlands have 
been returned to peasant ownership. 

A quarter of a million Yugoslavs 
work abroad. There are no secret 
police. A faint outline of an oppo
sition party is forming up. Yugo
slav nuclear scientists work in the 
United States. 

Yugoslavia is where communism 
clearly failed. 

IRAN 
In Iran this spring an old man 

died whose name no one could 
spell and few could pronounce. It 
was Mohammed Mossadegh (or 
Mossadique). He was called "Mos
sy" or "Weepy." He was premier in 
1951-53. 

Communists behind Mossy forced 
Parliament to nationalize the Brit
ish-controlled oil industry and Brit
ain broke diplomatic relations. The 
Shah fled to Switzerland, leaving 
the Soviets ecstatic. At this point 
British, American and Iranian 
royalist agents increased their 
work. Western military attaches 
became more active among brother 
Iranian officers. Word was passed 
to Moscow by Washington—which 
then had weapons' superiority—for 
the Soviets to keep to their borders. 
The day was saved. 

Mossadegh was sentenced to 
three years for treason. 

SOUTH KOREA 

There is more cause for optimism 
than pessimism in South Korea. 
The people there are far better off 
than those living in the communist 
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W H E R E A M E R I C A IS 
WINNING continued 

TIME OF CRISES 

North. But 50,000 American troops 
are still stationed in Korea and the 
war is still not settled. Occasional
ly an American soldier is killed. 
There is still only an armistice 
agreement, despite the major mili
tary effort the United States and 
the UN launched 17 years ago in 
response to communist aggression. 

But the communists learned from 
President Truman's firm stand that 
they cannot pick off small nations 
one by one. South Viet Nam con
firms this further. 

MALAYSIA 
The Soviets decided at a Calcut

ta meeting in 1948 to pull the plug 
on Southeast Asia. Early discus
sions on South Korea and Viet 
Nam were held at the same meet
ing. 

Malayan communists said they 
could chase the British out and 
that the remainder of the area 
would fall to the East. 

They could not have been more 
wrong. 

Reds made hit and run attacks 
on rubber plantations and tin mines. 
Planters and pro-British natives 
were murdered. But nearly all area 
governing bodies remained appreci
ative of British help and no leftist 
movement developed. 

GUATEMALA 

Next on the calender of attempt
ed communist take-overs comes 
Guatemala, where the CIA came 
into its own. 

Jacobo Arbenz Guzman turned 
the country into a communist state 
in the early 1950's and the CIA's 
instrument of retaliation was right
ist Col. Carlos Castillo-Armas. He 
was sprung from an Arbenz jail, 
helped out of the country, assisted 
in putting together a 500-man army, 
given two P-51's and the use of a 
radio transmitter (neatly located 
in a friendly embassy). Col. Cas
tillo-Armas marched back in 1954, 
threw Arbenz out and since then 
Guatemala has been partially de
fused. 

Two groups of communist gueril
las are now in the hills and a far 
rightist group is in the cities. They 
are on collision course and serious 
troubles may develop. 

But, at least, Guatemala is no 
longer communist ruled. 

IRAQ 

Secretary of State John Foster 
Dulles spent the mid-1950's lining 

Ghana, weary of President Nkrumah's flirtation with communists, 
ousted him. Here children frolic on statue of once deified leader. 
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Brazilians celebrate after their country is freed from the Red-
leaning regime of President Joao Goulart by a military revolt. 

Col. Joseph Mobutu, here with Belgian adviser, survived Red-
fomented strife in Congo to become President of that country. 
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Riots and coups d'etat marked the return route 
as nations turned from Moscow toward the West 

Communism finally lost its foothold in Iran but only after the 
overthrow of Premier Mossadegh and his arrest for treason. 

Ex-Brig. Gen. Supardjo, an admitted leader of communist plot 
to seize power in Indonesia, hears charges read at a military trial. 

PHOTO- UPI 

PHOTO: BLACK STAR 
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W H E R E A M E R I C A IS W I N N I N G IN T H E W O R L D 
continued 

up friends and building diplomatic 
and missile fences around the Sovi
et Union. In the Middle East he 
forced the pace and two of the 
West's best friends were murdered. 

Premier Nuri as Said and King 
Faisal II went along with most of 
what Dulles proposed, but their fol
lowers would not. The two were 
killed by followers of Gen. Abdul 
Karim Kassim who quickly made 
a mess of everything. He practical
ly handed suzerainty to the Soviets, 
wasted $400 million a year in oil 
royalties and failed to build urgent
ly needed pipelines. 

In 1963 he, too, was murdered. 
Did the plotters get Western help? 
It would be hard to convince old 
Middle East hands they did not. 

Iraq has swung slightly west
ward. Several years will be needed 
to water down Marxist sentiment 
at Baghdad University and among 
newspaper editors. 

But Iraq is unique in that here 
Arabs first learned that communists 
are not 10 feet tall and that they do 
not always deliver what they prom
ise. 

CEYLON 
"Communist" is sometimes a rel

ative word, like "left" or "right." 
Its meaning depends on sentiments 
of the user. In the case of Ceylon 
only one permutation of the com
munist movement was involved— 
the Trotskyites. 

Ceylon swung left under Pre
mier Bandaranaike and he was as
sassinated in 1959. Sirimavo, his 
charming but not brilliant wife, 
took over the government in 1960 
with her Trotskyite-Buddhist fol
lowing. 

The country drifted toward eco
nomic ruin. Western oil properties 
were nationalized and the free press 
threatened. 

Two years ago Buddhists pulled 
from behind Mrs. Bandaranaike 
and Dudley Senanayake came back 
to power. He is popular in London 
where many of Ceylon's financial 
and political problems are handled. 

Nationalization compensation is 
being paid to Caltex, Esso and 
Shell and the government is trying 
to attract Canadian and U. S. in
vestment and World Bank loans. 

CONGO 

A big roll of the communist dice 
came in the Congo but the Reds 
could not make their point. 

Red embassies were turned into 
command posts. Moscow and Pe

king operators poured in. Money 
was lavished. Premier Patrice Lu
mumba behaved as communists 
wanted him to. The United States 
lined up alternatives to Lumumba. 

Blunting the Red drive were UN 
troops, mercenary soldiers of the 
West, assassinations, money, tribal 
ties, quick courses in democratic 
behavior for natives who never 
heard of the UN or of voting. 

The Congo remains a political 
wilderness, but most communists 
have gone home. 

GUINEA 

Besides problems of poverty, ig
norance and lack of initiative, 
Guinea is hampered by its leader, 
President Sekou Toure. He began 
adult life as a union organizer and 
admirer of things Russian. When 
the French left in 1958 he turned 
Guinea into a Russian colony. 

After a time Toure cooled his 
ardour for Russians, accusing them 
of meddling in his affairs. Many 
Russians were sent packing. Re
cently the Russians have been try
ing to patch things up. 

GHANA 

When President Kwame Nkru-
mah was deposed last year, there 
was no protest. That's the sad 
story of Dr. Nkrumah, an Ameri
can-educated man of charm, intel
lect and leadership skills who con
fused himself with God. 

SCORING KEY 
(Answers to questions on 

1. F pages 42 and 43) 
2. T 
3. T 
4. T 
5. T 
6. F (May 17, 1792. The New 

York Stock Exchange cele
brates its one hundred and 
seventy-fifth birthday this 
year.) 

7. T 
8. T 
9. F (Yield to the investor is 

10 per cent.) 
10. b 
11. a 
12. c 
13. a 
14. c 
15. c 
16. c 
17. b 
18. d 
19. c 
20. d 

The British gave Ghana inde
pendence in 1957 and left behind a 
working civil service, legal system, 
efficient army and viable economy. 
Nkrumah soon spent the country 
poor. He created a swollen bureauc
racy, opened the gates for Moscow 
agents, set up sabotage academies 
at Mankrong and Half Assini where 
agents trained to overthrow Ghana's 
allies; he rigged the courts and 
press, created a secret police and 
killed off his political opposition. 

When the West would have no 
more of it and when his fellow Afri
cans turned on him, he began rely
ing heavily on the Red Chinese. He 
was in Peking in 1966 when a mili
tary coup overthrew him. He now 
lives in Guinea and plots against 
Ghana. 

CHILE 

More than $1 billion are invested 
in Chile by U. S. companies, mostly 
in copper. And, if anyone thinks 
the United States will sit on its 
hands while a Marxist is elected 
President of Chile, he is wrong. 

There is little fondness in Chile 
for the United States and so the 
United States played it quiet two 
years ago when Eduardo Frei Mon-
talva contested the presidency with 
a far leftist, Dr. Salvador Allende. 
Frei himself is leftist and it was a 
choice between the far and near 
left. Frei got the nod from the 
north. 

Frei won. His program to "Chil-
eanize" American-owned copper 
mines is moderate and generally ac
ceptable. U. S. firms are left in 
charge of mines and in positions of 
majority owners. 

Lately Frei has had stormy po
litical times, but he remains afloat. 

GUYANA 

Cheddi Jagan was intermittently 
Premier and his wife, Janet, Chief 
Trouble Maker for British Guiana 
—now called Guyana—between 
1953 and 1964. They appreciated 
Fidel Castro, the Soviets and Red 
Chinese, and they hated the Brit
ish and Americans. 

During their reign there were 
bloody strikes and fights involving 
Indians, Negroes, Portuguese and 
whites. Murder was commonplace. 
Thirty houses a night were burned. 

Britain wanted to get out of Guy
ana but the United States—fearing 
another Cuba—insisted that Britain 
hold on. By instituting proportion
al representation, the British cut 
away Cheddi's parliamentary ma
jority. 

Into his place went Forbes Burn-
ham, a Negro who is a friend of the 
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United States and Britain. Guyana 
is still a troubled land. Burnham 
is not a democrat on the Jeffer-
sonian scale. But the place is 
improving. 

INDONESIA 

Most men will settle for a yacht. 
President Sukarno insisted on a 
navy. 

Before his downfall in 1965, he 
used most of Indonesia's few re
maining dollars to buy a cruiser 
from the Soviet Union. On cere
monial occasions the ship would 
steam past Sukarno's reviewing 
stand at Surabaya Navy Yard. As 
Sukarno led Indonesia closer to 
economic ruin, the cruiser would be 
towed by. As money became more 
scarce, she would be anchored so 
that Sukarno could still gaze upon 
her. He kept only one side of her 
painted—the side facing himself. 

On Sept. 30-Oct. 1, 1965, he ap
proved a communist take-over but 
instead he was deposed. Before the 
communists could act, Indonesian 
generals took the government. With
in days 500,000 communists were 

killed and the party was shattered. 
Sukarno is now in disgrace and 

Indonesia is in the worst condition 
of any of the 15 nations which 
turned to the left. It will take a 
decade for Indonesia to recover 
from Sukarno, "The Savior," and 
from the communists. 

BRAZIL 

Joao Goulart was fond of beating 
his wife, one of the world's most 
beautiful First Ladies. 

On one occasion he cracked her 
jaw, so she left for Switzerland for 
repairs. Goulart, then Brazilian 
vice president, took off for one of 
his favorite towns, Peking. 

It was while the two were sep
arated, on Aug. 25, 1961, that Presi
dent Janio Quadros had a break
down, quit the presidency and left 
for a world tour. Goulart, suddenly 
the president, raced back to Rio. 
His wife dashed back also. 

Goulart roundly disliked the 
United States and the representa
tive system of government. He 
preferred communists. "Reforms" 
he asked for soon began sounding 

Marxist. International communist 
organizations gleefully chose Brazil 
as their favorite new site for meet
ings. 

In industry strikes increased. Un
rest spread. The always sickly Bra
zilian economy began gasping. Ex
propriation decrees were issued and 
business became more nervous. 

In March, 1964, Goulart publicly 
urged noncommissioned Army offi
cers and privates to disobey their 
officers. This was a blunder of the 
first rank. It struck at military dis
cipline and army chiefs laid plans 
for a military coup. 

Brazil now has a mild, self-per
petuating military dictatorship 
which may be the most suitable 
type of government for the time 
being. 

Some progress has been made by 
"The Generals" in slowing inflation, 
cutting overloaded government pay
rolls, attacking urban problems, 
producing more food and upgrading 
education. 

But the degree of improvement 
is generally considered inadequate 
to stave off future trouble. END 
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Maine 
Maryland 
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Minnesota 
Mississippi 
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HcbrasJ_a 

SUBJECT: 

da 

Beglcsal ads, June edition page 3 

Rhode Island 
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Texas 
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Wisconsin 

Region Ot Text—Instate region* . ties not listed in region S* 
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California 
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Florida 
Illinois 
Louisiana 1 -v-M . 

Bfaoda Island 
Texas 
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Wisconsin 
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THE NEW GENERATION 

Can Red Guards succeed 
on U. S. campuses? 
BY JEFFREY ST. J O H N 

The anti-Viet Nam movement among America's 
youth distorts the real discontent students feel. 

This is so despite the noisy rallies this spring and 
new protests planned this summer by leftist, pro-
communist and fellow-traveling students. 

It appears that some elements of the U. S. mass 
media have been indiscriminate in reporting the Viet 
Nam peace protesters. Highly vocal elements have 
made their numbers appear to be far greater than 
they really are. All, or almost all, of America's young 
are viewed as angry and alienated from American 
society. 

My research shows that the campus Red Guards 
represent a small minority amid a silent, but con
cerned, majority of young Americans. 

What American students seek from American so
ciety is a redefining of traditional truths that will 
serve them in their own time. And, most important, 
a philosophy of life that will give a greater freedom 
to their own individuality and allow them to achieve 
some sense of purpose and mission in American society. 

On the practical side, the majority of students are 
too busy with their academic work load and a non-
political social life to take part in demonstrations. 

Finally, the students I have contacted do not find 
protest movements the best means of expressing their 

r ^ 

i. 
Mr. St. John is a journalist and 
newscaster particularly attuned 
to young Americans as a consul
tant to the Research Institute of 
America now engaged in a study 
of youth attitudes. Beginning 
with this issue, his column will 
appear regularly in NATION'S 

BUSINESS. 
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own individuality. It is this individuality that con
cerns so many of the campus youth today. They 
reject the radicalism of the left and even what some 
believe to be the conformity of modern corporate 
life. 

It is true that efforts to counteract the trend toward 
left-wing radicalism on U. S. college campuses have 
not been great successes so far. The~e are several 
reasons for this. 

The Young Americans for Freedom, for example, 
have yet to find a formula or a leader to tap the 
enormous energy and enthusiasm that exists among 
state leaders and chapter chairmen. 

Other little-noticed factors that thwart counter-
measures may be even more important: 

First, some students think they are being modern 
and liberal to be against the war even though many 
of them lack a full understanding of the issues 
involved. 

Second, some students prefer silence to the present 
unpopularity of taking what might become a pub
licized stand for the Viet Nam War. 

Third, many students with whom I have talked 
express fear that their more liberal professors may 
flunk them if their true political feelings are known. 

Up until now the philosophy of individualism-
very much a part of free market principles—has not 
been translated or communicated to this younger 
generation as well as it should be. 

The writer Ayn Rand has been one of the few in
tellectuals who has sought to do so, with some suc
cess. Her works in recent years have shown a marked 
increase in popularity on college campuses. (This 
will be the subject of next month's column.) 

But for now, the Red Guards have enjoyed great suc
cess. College radicals represent a real threat, despite 
their small number and minority status. However, if 
they represent a peril with their prescription for 
anarchy, campuses also provide a challenge and op
portunity for the forces of positive achievement to 
present a comparison and alternatives. 
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R. F. Nikkei Lumber Co. 
increased its sales 

by 40 percent 

It all stems from good connections 

Says owner Bob Nikkei: "When we started our lumber 
business in 1955, we used personal contact selling. 

"But as we developed customers over the entire 
country our sales staff couldn't possibly contact them 
personally as often as they should. 

"After a short flirtation with branch offices, we 
centralized things here in Sacramento, and began 
relying on an organized telephone selling program. 

"Sales went up 40 percent the first year of our 
telephone selling program. 

"Each of our 11 salesmen spends some time in 
the field every year. 

"But after a couple of weeks on the road, they 
like to get back on the phone." 

Like R. F. Nikkei Lumber Co., your company can 
save time and make more sales by using Phone Power 
on a planned, organized basis. Let one of our Bell 
System Communications Consultants show you how. 

Just call your Bell Telephone Business Office and 
ask for his services. 

AT&T 
•fid A IM6«M4 Cimpiwn 



BUYERS BEWARE 

The new law that regulates packaging and labeling goes 

into effect next month. 

No longer will consumers be lured by such descriptions 

as "jumbo" size. 

But Congressional concern for misleading labeling didn't 

extend to the law itself. It's called the Fair Labeling and 

Packaging Act, even though some people don't think it's 

fair at all. 

So, when it comes to politics, consumers still have to 

watch out for the "jumbo" size promise that every package 

from Washington will contain what's advertised. 

Nation's Business # June 1967 
MORE THAN 8 0 0 , 0 0 0 SUBSCRIBERS IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
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MINI-SIZE 

has a better idea 
/ 

Opportunity: Microelectronics, born to serve the aerospace 
industry, has an enormous potential for consumer and indus
trial products. By 1970 it's estimated industry sales will be 
over a half billion dollars. • Fact: Philco-Ford is already mak
ing microcircuits smaller than a pea . . . containing as many as 
1200 transistors. Circuits that increase product reliability and 
cut manufacturing costs. • Microelectronics. Just one of Ford's 
growing interests. Others: Education. Medical research. World 
nutrition. Ford is where what's happening . . . happens. 

in microelectronics 



HAC 

II II 
The only Bourbon 

enjoyed in 110 countries! 

I. W. Harper is the only American Envoy accepted 

at the gracious tray of international hospitality in 

110 foreign countries. He is America's foremost 

Envoy of Good Will . . . and good taste! And for 

your special enjoyment, try the Commemoration 

Bottling of Special 12 Year Old I. W. Harper, 

celebrating its international fame. 

Suggested Retail Prices: Gold Medal Bourbon $ 6 2 5 Fifth. 12 Yr.Old $8 9 5 Fifth. 
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